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“History of Music,” “Famous Symphonies,” “Stabat Mater,” 
“ Oratorios and Their Writers,” “ Beethoveniana,” “ Richard Wagner’s 
Heroines,” “ American Music, Past, Present, and Fnture,” etc., etc. ' 
For terms and dates add ress • 
FREDERIC DEAR, A. Xf., 
No. 9 East 17tb Street, New York. 
KMMIAIBE f. PUPIN 
WILL ACCEPT KNGABBMKOTS BOB BBCITAXB ON THE 
Permanent Address, 84 Broad Street, ’Elizabeth, 2f. J. 
Madame Pupin gives her Recitals with a brief Lecture on the Ad- 
rant ages and Possibilities of the New Keyboard. Special terms to 
schools and conservatories in Pennsylvania and Ohio the next two 
months. 
DMA’S 1USICAL INSTITUTE 
and conservatory of music, 
WASE3H, OHIO. 
One of the oldest and most Influential Schools of Music In North 
America. Catalogues free. 
JUNTOS 11 ANA, Secretory. 
STANDARD WORKS. 
TO CHORAL SOCIETIES. 
I am instructed to dispose of all the music (Choruses 
and Musical Works) of the Bridgeport Choral Society, 
to close. its affairs. A list of the music with prices will 
be furnished on application. ■ . 
A. J. WILKINS, Secretary, 
^ Bridgeport, Ct. 
NEW YORK VOCAL INSTITUTE, 
9? Fifth Avenue, New York. 
FRANK HERBERT TUBBS, Musfoal Director. 
This School for Singen has original ideas. All teachers use the 
same voice-method, voice Culture and Singing are taught only in 
DATA’S PEACTICAi HABMOSY.. • HtMtMIMtttKMSNH*# 
Daha’s Pbacticau Thobodsh Bass-..1 00 - 
Thb Abs; of gncamisg^....................................... 75 
NATIOKAi SCBOOIi bob 0-obkbt. 2 SC [ 
IN EUROPE 
DUEING SEASON 1893-94. 
PIANO CONVERSATIONS. 
Miss Amy Fay desires to announce that she is ready to receive en- 
Bgements for Piano Conversations next season. Miss Fay promises ga
fine programmes, selected from the best works of both classic and 
modern composers, and embracing a wide field of magical literature. 
She is in the habit of prefacing each piece with ahort ’commsnts, 
biographical of the composer or descriptive of the composition, 
which render it clear to everybody when played. These “ conversa¬ 
tions ” are heartily enjoyed by audiences, and serve to bring them 
into a pleasant personal relation with both the pianiste and the 
music, and are a great stimulus to musical students. Address, 
MISS AMT FAT, 
UGH A. CLARKE, Mm. Dog., 
iT n i ifri sssfi n J 
PHILADELPHIA. 
T PC(! * (3 T3¥ Iff AIT /In Harmony> Counterpoint, 
JjayptaJlu 111 Mil Jill l and Composition. 
■ ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST, 
■r. , -——Teacher of the —~ 
(240 Wabash Ave., Chicago) 
respectfully gives notice that he will devote a limited time to students 
In Mason’s Technics, or in the higher art of pianoforte playing generally. 
Address as above. Terms per hour, or $2.60 per half hour. 
Engagements must be made in advance. 
.Address the Publish®*, 
WARREN. OHIO- 
ARDOR S WRITING BOOR 
fta U*1 S3 1*3 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
This new book iB a great advance on anything hereto¬ 
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and 
easily understood presentation of every writable thing 
in the notation of music. The book abounds in new 
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every im¬ 
portant subject is treated from so many sides that even 
the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under 
consideration. It is thorough, clear , in explanations 
and helps, and particularly practical in the directness 
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pupil 
who faithfully works out its exercises will be a correct 
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal. 
Concert Pianist and Leoturer. 
PH Vfv m-H:I: I f*!1) -) *71 vTi HTTi •IZiDSSl 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Animal Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
eierc bibs =j ri©i«j:4cj 
This Beginners Instruction Book is a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been 
tested for years in actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire. 
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult, 
nothing dull. 
TENOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian 
Methods. 
Studio, 8 Euclid Ave., - CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy. 
JAMES M. TK-A-CYs, 
LEiPSIO AND WEIMAR, 1869-82 
PIANIST,TEACHER, AMD WRITER. 
TERMS:- 
ff i11J f.’.v'lliTTBh SjlaMlijU»T 11 3 Ji-. ..ij11. W 
ABBBE88: 
37 Fort Avenue, or Ghlckering’t, 152 Tremont St., BOSTON. 
■ MR. PERLEE V.. JERVIS, 
ISjiU?t»FiYdii±XfrMtrMskgaMiMi'^WCLSj:;aES3i:gAlfWDf 
11SOFS “WITH AW® TECMHIU.” 
Studio 8, Carnegie Music Hall,\ Tuesday ' 
JVettf York, J and Friday. 
141 Montague St., Brooklyn,} “xgSSbJrahd&rday- 
J/' •_ 
scwtmf OF MUSIC, 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, OREENCASTLE, IND. 
Instruction given in all Departments of Mneic. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Dnet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE OOUR8E8 OF 8TUDY. 
Hoorn, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAHHB H. HOWE, DHAN, GfBEEEOABTIiE, IHfD 
For Circnlawt of other University Departments, apply to 
President, John P. D. John, a.m.,d.d., Collie of liberal Arts. — 
Bev. Hillary A. Gobin, A.M., of School of Theology. 
Augustus Lynch Mason, A.H., jOdkn of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art. 
for every department of instruction by the Southern EducationjI 
Bureau, Memphis, Tenn. Large number of vacancies reported fro% 
the best, schools of tta® South and South west. i 
NEW ENGLANDCONSERVATORY 
r*„_J_a a.' ■». — — ^^ ~. _ 
‘JfMm aW ;«j =* 
3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Mo Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
students studying for the profession. 
Dir. EbenTourW OF MUSIC, 
The Leading Conservatory of America. 
In addition to its uneqnaled musical advantages 
exceptional opportunities are also provided for the 
study of Elocution, the Fine Arts, and 
Modern Languages. The admirably 
equipped Home affords a safe and inviting resi¬ 
dence for lady students. Calendar Free. 
FRANK W. HALE, Gen’l Manager, 
Franklin Square, Boston, Hass. . 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for thp Study of 
Music. 699 Btudeuts last year. Totd expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed $800. 
Terms begin Sept. 19, Jan. 8, and April 4. 
If yon are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
7. B. mom. Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
A First-CiMR Bfnsical Education Furnished 
ty 
on 
’ 154'tREMMf ST., BOSTOI.MSS, 
MUSIC PUBLISHER, 
soul i.SIHT JX TH* DjrmD BStlRS VOK 
Henry LttoHT, Brumiek, fiirsaany; Edition ONanot 
(Viotin Music), and the Vienna Conservatory 
Edition of , ‘ x 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL 
Devoted to “THE KING OF INSTBUMeNTS.” 
Contains articles and illustrations of Vital interest to msry organ ist 
and organ'huilder, the organ news of the day, a department of ques¬ 
tions and answers for students and teachers, and eight pages of 
organ muMe Yearly Subscription 12.00 (in advance). SMnple copies 
25cenW.r~r- - 
EVERETT E. TRUETTE, 
Editor and PimuaHiR. 
“ 148 A TREMONT 8T., BO8T0N. MA88 
PR'CE $1.00 EACH. 
A glance at the table of contents of these two Albums 
will show their superiority over most collections of piano 
music. They are full sheet-music size, well printed on 
good papeTi durably bound, and attractively gotten np. 
The music ib such as you hear at concerts and mnsicales. 
"imtents- fetm, .TBtTi^eauirie. 
Chopin, Op. 9, No. 2, Nocturne.' 
sky, P_ The Skylark. 
Moszkowski,It, Op. 15, No, 1, Serenade. 
Hummel, J.N., Oh. 52, Rondo in C. 
Mitcheeon, Mary F., Petite Berceuse. 
KaTs»agfc: Lj.up.k Polonaise Antique. 
Von Wilm, N^op. 14, No. 2, Canzonetta. 
Hot»eley, Henry, Dance Antique, Bye-Gone Days 
BendeljFr., Op. 92, Nocturne. 
De Kontski, A., Op. 370, Menuet, Louis XV. 
Chopin, F,, Op, 40, No. 1, Polonaise. 
Schumann, El, Op, 23, Nocturne in F. 
Rubinstein, Anton, Op. 8, Np, 1, Melody in F. 
Heller, St., Op. 45, No. M.TUlag« Fete. 
Schumann. E., Op. 12A {Humber Song. 
Delioaxs:Ch., Op; 14, Marche Hongroiae. 
Bach, J. &, Louro in G. 
Rubinstein, A., Marche a la Torque. 
Beethoven, Op. 14, No. 2, Andante Celebre. 
Mosskowski, M. Qp. 28, No. 2, Germany, 
Chopin, F., Op. 26, No. 15, Prelude. 
Mendelssohn, Op. <'2, No. 6, Spring Song. 
ADDRESS PUBLISHER, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTHUT ST., PKIBABELPHXA, PA lew Studies by Well-Known Authors. I 
PIANOFORTE. 
BIE?IX, ALBERT. Op. 152. Ten Easy and Melodious Trill 
Etudes. (3 A)...—......1 25 
Just the thing for the practice of the trill. -The studies are melodi¬ 
ous and unusually useful, because, of the fact that the trills are divided 
between the different fingers in each study, thus equalizing the devel¬ 
opment of trill-playing and finger action, 
I'<M> E,E, AKTFilTJR. Op. 27. 9 Klavier 8tudfen, (3B-4B)150 
■ For the musical and technical development. Should be.examined by 
.every piano teacher. j i ' » 
tKHRI.< TTj CCtBir. Op 198. Sixteen Melodious Etudes for 
Young Players. {2 A-B).„....1 25 
Exceedingly melodious and technically useful, combining different 
forms of finger practice with rhythmic and artistic points of great value 
to young pupils, ' ;  
Op. 199. Sixteen Progressive Etudes for more advanced Pupils. 
(2 BO).,.....r. ....„.......l 25 
Every ;teacher will welcome this addition to the limited list of easy 
and beneficial studies. Tunefulness and pedagogic merit are the strong 
characteristics of the entire set. •; J 
VIOLIN. 
DAKCliA, CSKA.®.- Op. 194, Twelve Easy and Melodious 
j£tndes for Violin, with Accompanimentof a Second Violin...!.1 26 
c Of great value to the teacher whAwttSSamelpdy and practical techni- 
cal utility combined. . The set contains excellent examples'in easy WOS $4.60each, without frame, 
form of all different styles of bowing and difficulties. ' ^ O, Music Boom Or ! 
VOCAL. 
8TITR1I, WILH. Twelve Vocalises (easy and progressive) for Address THEO, PRESSER 
; Soprano, or Tenor. (In Press). .............. 160 \ ' 
Vocal teachers should see and use these studies. Progressive, melo- ~ ' ~~ " - “ 
;dlc. with good accompaniments, they should interest every pupil, while ps B M/*h H B Bk I: 
ideas of vocalization. WTsW^m w'ilEll m 1 Jf|J| 
Contents- 
RLUilCl, TV.. A.| up. lAAj nu. 41, A UlUUniBO. 
Foerster, Ad., Op. 68, Peace of Evening. 
Goerdeler, R., Angels’ Voices. 
GeibeL A.. Bohemian Melody; — 
Biehl, A., Op. Ill, Chiming Bells. 
Meyer-L.-Alie®, Valse de Salon. 
Dorn, E., Break of Morn. ; 
Macftaren, W . GsMen Slumbers. 
Goerdeler,R..ItalianPeasants’ Dance. 
Waddington, E.y Op. 19, No: 2, In the Grove 
Mofer, W. Xu, Op. 12, TarantelleBurlesque. 
Le Hseho, W.. The Sailor Boy’sDream. 
Goldbeck, R.,Op. 12, IAAnsasone Mazurka. 
Goldner, W., Op. 86, Air, Moldave Mazurka 
Gens, wl. Op. 11, Words of Love. 
De Kontski. A., Op. 869, Persian March. 
Wlenlawskl, Hi, Kuyawiak, Polish Dance. 
A Monthly Journal published in the interests 
Of String Instruments and their Players, Sub¬ 
scription $1.00 per year; sample copies lO cents each. Address Publishers 
1 THE WTOXXTSr WORLD, 
’B EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, - - - - NEW YORK, 
Graded Novelty List and other Catalogues 
sent upon applleation. 
MalL Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 
v • 
l^ fOR ANYTHING 
■m 
lsk|ittife' MUSIC BOOKS, OR MUSICAL MERCHANDISF 
“HE PUBLISHER OF “THE ETUDE.” 
VOL. XII. PHILADELPHIA, PA., JANUARY, 1894. NO. 1. 
THE ETUDE: 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., JANUARY, 1894. 
. Admirers of the music of Johannes Brahms will not 
be pleased with the following description of his person¬ 
ality. Loud, dictatorial, a little too obviously penetrated 
with a sense of his surpassing greatness, violently intoler¬ 
ant of opinions differing with hiB own, curiously blunt of 
speech-such a one is Johannes Brahms. 
Berlioz’s “ Faust ” is to be given at a near-by date in 
England by the Carl Rosa Company, with special scenery 
and costumes. 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
' Music. 
Subscription Rates #1.50 per year (payable in advance). 
Slngl Copy,.../i .. . ..16 cents. 
DIS€OHTfKVABrGE.-If yon wish, the JToarnal 
stopped, an explicit notice must be sent ns by 
letter, otherwise, it will be continued. All arrear¬ 
ages most be paid. 
RENEW Alt.—No receipt is sent for renewals. On 
tbe wrapper of tbe next IsSne sent you will, be 
printed tbe date to which yonr subscription to paid 
up, wbieh serves as areeeipt for yonr subscription. 
The New York Symphony- Orchestra, Walter Dam- 
rosch, conductor, has been obliged to disband because of 
the interference of the Musical Union in regard to the en-o 
gagement of Anton Hegner, the solo ’cellist. The Union, 
according to one of its speakers, cares toothing for art,— 
“ The almighty dollar is what we are after.” 
Another American pianist, Paul Bidden by name, has 
won a great success in Berlin. Thus is America adding to 
her artistic laurels. 
Fredkrig Cowen’s opera, “ Signa,” has been withdrawn 
at Milan dal Verme because of a misunderstanding with 
Sonzogno, the impressario.i 
The difficulty between Walter Damrosch. and the M. 
M. P. U. has suggested the formation of a distinctly 
American symphony orchestra. The idea originated 
with Mr. Bam Franko, the well-known violinist, and has 
met with success. An‘orchestra of coinpetent artists has 
been formed and Mr. Franko elected conductor. This is 
a move in the right direction and should be heartily 
encouraged. 
A banquet “ in honor of music ” was recently given by 
the Lord Mayor of London. Over four hundred guests 
represented the various departments of musical art. 
Among Beethoven manuscripts lately found are a, sketch 
of the melodrama in the second act of “ FideHo,” and 
some thoughts on fugue composition written on large paper 
in penoiL 
THEODORE PRESSEB, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
(taws. 
“We are so accustomed to consider Germany as infallible 
in matters musical that, perhaps, some: may be surprised 
at the following; criticism of a concert by the famous 
Gewatodhaus Orchestra. And in passing we may remark 
that this is not the only .onto we have' read. ~HLTwo un¬ 
timely attack:: by the wood-wind and several faulty intona¬ 
tions were very unprofessional.” The tone of the entire 
criticism is also derogatory. 
Lamorbaux, the French conductor, who first presented 
“Lohengrin ” in 1887, says he received “ no fewer than 
five hundred insnlting letters, half ofwhlcfi threatened me 
with death. 
The foreign notes are becoming regular chronicles of 
American successes abroad. Clementine De Vere-8apio has 
achieved, and is maintaining, pronounced fame in her pres¬ 
ent Europiean concert tonr. •.. - , 
HOME. 
version of Finck’s Wagner and his A German 
Works” is soon to appear. 
A new piano methoA^byHlqseffy is to be ready next 
spring, it will command attention. 
Emelio Pizzi, who wrote the opera for Patti’s present 
tour, in consequence of its success, is overrun with orders. 
The case of Dr. Hans von Biilow, who has been.ill, but 
recently began active work again, is pronounced hopeless. 
The opera season in New York has opened at the 
Metropolitan Opera House with a magnificent company of 
artists. Thirty-six different works make up the reason’s 
list. Hegner, Gounod, Verdi, Meyerbeer, Massenet, 
Saint-Saens, Mozart, as well as Mascagni, are among the 
composers. It is expected that this. list will be added to. 
The representations are well given and, taken all in all, 
grand opera may. be said to have had a great revival. 
Philadelphia and other near-by cities are also being in¬ 
cluded in the series. 
Edgar Tirel’s great work, “ St. Francis of Assisi,*' 
was produced for the first time last season withrg^lkt jnc-- :: 
cess, is renewing its power. It has also been given"$n New- 
York by Damrosch’s Oratorio Society. :a 
The following high prices were obtained recently in Ber¬ 
lin for some musical autographs. Three Bach manuscripts' 
brought 1600, 1400; and TBOlLmarks each. A collection of 
numbers of his autographs brought 5566 marks. An auto¬ 
graph letter of Mozart’s brought 825 marks, and a letter of 
Beethoven’s brought 148 marks. 
Ovide Mubin, the great French violinist, has given a. 
prominent place on his programs to a novelette by Ad. M. 
Foerster, of Pittsburgh. 
POREIGN. 
New York critics complain that there is a lack of re¬ 
hearsals in opera, symphony, and other high-class concerts. 
Work cannot be replaced by talent._____v-. 
Theo. MoeIiUNG, familiar to Etude readers through 
his frequent contributions to its pages, died at his home 
in Philadelphia, at the age of 72 years. 
■ Sir Arthur Sullivan is revising his “ Ivanhoe ” for the 
Royal Opera, Berlin. 
A new work on instrumentation by Richard Hoffmann 
has appeared at Leipsic. 
D’Albert’s first opera, “ The Ruby,” has been highly 
commended by the critics at Karlsruhe. / TT ' 
It is reported that Boite has finished & new libretto, 
“ Romeo,” and that it is in Verdi’B hands. 
JUST A WOBD, 
Joseph Slivtnski, a much-vaunted Polish pianist; has 
failed of success in hie-series of piano Recitals. There is a 
little discernment of taste in America yet.' 
Two Paris journals, Figaro and Qaulois,. arc arranging 
for the erection of a montoment to Gounod, f 
Mr. H. C. Krehbiel delivered a lecture on “ Folk Song 
in America,” with vocal illustrations, before the New York 
Schoolmasters’ Club. It was an interestimg subject charm¬ 
ing!) given. ’ 
The habit of leavingiseats before the close of a concert 
is al * onoun *c n Leipe 3 t 1 is muci > < ^ :d 
of. So we may cohcltict&Miat America is alone in the 
commission of uujiesl sins - ; 
A production of the whole of Berlioz’s musical dramatic 
works took place in November at Karlsruhe. ; . .. - 
It is reported that Gounod left behind a complete' opera, 
‘ ‘ Maitre Pierre.” It may be produced in* Paris. 
Saint-Saens has not been remarkably successful with his 
-written in the Greek vein—to “1 
A word of advice toithe .more; enthusiastic:of my 
readers: “Remember that every hour, yea, every 
quarter-of an hour, during which you allow your; fingers 
to run away, without your head taking - the lead, and 
without striving to get of ..the subject beforeryou a still 
better understanding than you had tillthen, isirretrieya- 
bly lost to you and that only with strict ecqnomy of 
time yon may safely reckon-upon, certain success. But' 
« r mem >ei \ 'tv * rery u idue train c n mental ■ 
fat .fine*-' may i rove fatal o\you, and that * >u must b< 
j i , uv mie&l and * maid rs e vith yom ‘Wi 
power ’ as with your time. Df not ’atteiaipt nuorb'than 
musicr •Antigone.” a; 
. Sir George Elvky, a well-known English organist, com¬ 
poser a id • jndu t i died if aernb r 5 b - W ndsor. 
an reasonably jxpe "tc- vhat is'at ;your disposal, 
nc ie u ambition hak brought alre mi an- 
untimely standstill in their artistic career: pi i, there- 
I 
fore, by their example and keep the reinkalwayg; 
firm hand, which fa guid d by reason and . 
sense At tho t times, therefore, in the cour e b| yjata 
The' New York JPhllharmonic, Anton Seidl, conduc¬ 
tor, successfully gaye 'as its'first concert of the season a 
program containing a Schumann symphony;‘Bach cumbers 
*.)i art cycles t tending ft m November I tb to 
December. 5th, seven perfc mau ras pven in Berlin 
Scored t Mr.-Seidl, and ext rj 
For «aok of vacancies, the I ris Oot Jot. oou ac- 
ept onb 168 out of 834 candid m for admission this year again in yom 
- yourself- a 
divert your thoughts from your stu ,.an' 
Bume t latter when id f 
ead.—A. Sotting. 
■It'' ... ..... jbV 
mm. 
BOOSET & 00. 
NEW YORK, LONDON. 
THE AST of memoIizxh'g. 
BY BSSSTB 
: " " * A retentive mind is a possession we all desire, and 
.... « j one which those who ’are not so fortunate as to possess:it 
atton of our recent and success- ^ 8trivin? to obtain> while too many fn whose 
,Songs, etc., etc.: power it lies are doing much by neglect and carelessness 
[sn Adams -----. 75c. toward losing it. A good memory and the ready use of 
.hllIO ..it form the brilliant scholar, if not the thoughtful one, the 
 ‘ entertaining friend with his ever ready budget-of amusing 
Cowen..... 60c* stories, and the accommodating musician, who does not 
• F. A. Cowkn 60c. have to plead, “ Music left at home.,! } A good memory is often a gift, but, like everything else 
Hope Temple...:,. 60c. worth possessing, it must he cultivated to be retained. 
But, unlike a talent for one of the arts, an excellent 
»PE Temple...60c. memory can be acquired, and while strengthened by ex- 
Gtatty......60c. ercise, can be almost entirely lost by lack of it. Do not 
[olloy  60c. cultivate the memory to the exclusion of the thinking 
r t TiSnTrnv. an/, powers. Bather a defective memory than a starved rea- 
*  * soning faculty. 
i ed. Be van... 60c, Memory is either an avenging tyrant from whom we 
nod...76c. cannot fly, or an angel of oomfort and happiness who 
ford .......60c. leads us into pleasure gardens filled with beautiful flowers 
The following is a selecti ss¬
ful Ballads :— 
The Holy City. Stephen da s...... ..  76c. 
Adieu, Marie! Stephen Adams ....60c. 
Never a Bose. F. A. owen.... . - 
Listen to the Children. e ....60c.
Auf Wiedersehn. | Temple 60c 
Queen of all the Boses. J Hops lKMPLE -"bOC- 
Love’s Nocturne. ■ Hope emple .....60c. 
Ae Fond Kiss. A. S. att ... .60  
The Carnival. J. L. Molloy........60c. 
Love Comes to All. J. L. Molloy.60c. 
Bose of Kenmare. Fre y .
Easter Eve. Ch. Gou  
0\d Navy. -C. V. Stanford .....60c. 
. Love Me or Not. Seochi.. ....60c. 
Qneen of My Days. Ellen Wright...60c. 
Wisdom and Love. A. L.60c. 
Knight’s Leap. F. Corbett...60c. 
City Beautifii P. Rodney.76c. 
Pilgrim of Nazareth. P. Rodney.60c. 
Now or Never. J. L. Roeckel.60c. 
No for an Answer. J. L. Roeckel...60c. 
Eventide of Rest. Milton Wellings.. .50c. 
q «rv which have sprung from pure, innocent thoughts. 
oecchx ... ’ A good memory is a great aid to one musically gifted, 
and jjjjg j8 something for wMch a teacher is, in a.great 
. . measure, responsible. Almost all pupils, if left to follow 
i orbett  .6 their own inclinations, will avoid memorizing unless it 
’ p    tfRn' com*28 easily and naturally. Unless a teacher demands 
• tvOBNEY...* * and insists upon memorizing, this line of work will be . 
st . . neglected. Do not take yotir pupil’s word for it that he 
. .........60c. “can’t” commit anything to memory. Test his ability 
J. L. oeckel........ yourself, and in nearly every case your efforts will he suc- 
" ttx ’Sn„ cessful. The practice needed for memorizing is excellent, 
ilton W ll g • and it is almost impossible to get the same amount of work 
. upon a piece which the work of committing to memory 
demands. A piece is never really yonrs until you have 
"ATT1 TAT -nnrrn t mrmvT A T WADI memorized it. It seems often as though three distinct 
JNill W JjUUuAllUlN All VV UiUli grades exist in committing anything to memory; first, for 
How being used b, the Leading ..aster, in ggj£ 
America. Also at Royal Academy, Royal when we can play with ease, provided we feel our audience 
College, etc., London, England. not to be a critical one; but let timidity seize us, and our 
mind seems a blank, and the whole piece is gone as tom- 
«$» Si pletely and suddenly as though we had never known a 
note of it. Practise your pieces until yon are so certain 
gv p p TOSTI. of what you are doing that the most critical audience 
y * could not rob you of what you feel and know to be yours. 
IN -TWO BOOKS. PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH BOOK. . you have memorized a piece, play it over occa- 
. . ■ sionally with your notes, for mistakes creep in so easily 
These Solfeggi have been written by Signor Tosti for the middle reg- when one plays from memory. It is such a common fault 
isfer of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable for all voices. to grow careless unconsciously. A good memory is no 
They will be found most useful studies, and so melodious in charac- indication of musical ability, nor does the lack of it show 
ter as to be practically songs without words. a musical deficiency. It is all greatly ajnatter of educa- 
_- tion and experience. Musicians have been known who 
of the cultivation of the ear of the child, although 
there may be children who have not a musical ear, they 
must be,very rare. Th re are hildren bom withou 
arms oi legs, hd deaf <.j*! dumb b t thej * ~ he ex¬ 
ceptions. Ill ehildrei woul< 1 nore o less must al 
if somebod would fe • tl •- * ears at the tim the were 
capable of being tested, lust as the Fakir in i tdi. 
« > 0vt< hold up his hand foi en y ars a id after th 
expiration of that time found ins alf nimbi i* put 
dew j b we cann< > spect to fine n nsic < e rs >S ! il 
dren if we wait till they are 16 or 17 years of age[ before 
they are tested.—The Musical Standard. 
* HOW NOT TO COMPOSE. 
The author of the latest popular craze in the song line 
has this to aay for himself:— 
“ About eight months ago a wheelman’s club in Milwau¬ 
kee got up a minstrel show. I had always written their 
end songs and ballads, so I promised to get up some new 
staff for them. I had been in Cimago and had danced all 
night at a hall on the West Side. I reached home the next 
day tired out, and was lying in my room when one of the 
amateur minstrels came in to see me, and said he wanted a 
brand new song for the show. I told him I had some good 
songs already written, but he didn’t want any one of them. He 
wanted a song that no one had heard. I told him I was so 
used up after the ball that I didn’t feel like writing, but he 
told me to get him up something. After he went away I 
tried to think of a subject. My head was still full of the 
music and waltzes of the night before. It struck me all at 
once that4 After the Ball* would be a good title. I mapped 
out the simple story and began to improvise a tune on the 
piano. In thirty minutes T had finished the whole thing 
_ jiwl gfaft it to my amatenr firiend. It did not occur to me 
that the song would be popular; in fact, I did not have a 
very high opinion of it. I simply rushed it through to 
-^oblige tins friend of mine. At present the song is being 
sold everywhere in the world. The total of sales to date 
is not far from eight hundred thousand copies, and you 
can figure for yourself that I have made a neat bit oat 
of it.” 
“ What makes a song popular ? - 
“Well, you must have a tune which oan be readily 
picked up by any one. It must be ‘ catchy,’ but you can 
never tell whether it is ‘ catchy’ or not until yon have tried 
JUST PUBLISHED. 4 
ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS. • 
(English and German Words! 
By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL. 
These Songs are considered to be the finest work ever produced by 
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“ THIS SWEETEST SONG,” 
_By J. L. ROECKEL. 
LATEST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION. 
SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS. 
A collection of Solos for all voices from standard works. All in orig¬ 
inal keys, with original accompaniments. 
iessed the TQost reig^^dsM^fiOstralririeinbries and yet it on the public. Then you mnstbe;up to date. People 
have found it almost impossible to remember the most want something new all the time. Four years ago the 
simple fact in musical history, or the shortet rale in bar- 0 Iar aira wwe of the song-and-dance order. Each one 
mony, and only because the mind from childhood had f „ °, .. .. . 
been trained to retain musical thoughts, and_ had no exer- had a break for a dance. Then Hie theatres took .ballads 
rise in the other line of work. and waltz songs. My theory is, that after yon have writ- 
The secret of successful work either in execution or ten something popular in one line yon must change your 
memorizing is in perseverance and power of concentration. methods or ^ publio wiU tire of you. I do not know one 
you; be determined and hopeful, for “ Art and hope were note from another, and I think that s why I hit the popu- 
twin-bom; they die together.”—The Echo. Iar fancy. 1 play the piano by ear, build np my tunes, and 
_■ I have a good musician write them down, just as you would 
_ _ dictate to a stenographer. Men who have studied mnsic 
^ iDIJO, J OH OF OHILDBE] usually put too many frills into their compositions. I know 
by mbs. roskell. orchestra leaders who can^^play anything at sight, but who ih&ve never been able to write anything which would please 
ent of mnsic. an average audience. They are ambitions and try to write 
isons ought to be given with the fare of the teacher. for the critio8> forgettmg that the average man or woman 
jn, again, the drudgery of the keys is terrible work to * , ... . ® , ... 
lila. A most effective system to adoDt in teaching wants something simple and direot. 
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BY MBS. ROSKELL. 
Never speak harshly to the young stud t u i . 
Less s n t t  h  i  it t lov  f t  t r. 
The i
the child.  st ff ti  s st  t  pt i  t i  
children their notes is to spell familiar words on the 
keys. A few interesting anecdoteB interspersed in the 
lesson makes the stndy of mnsic delightful to the child, 
who, instead of sometimes trembling with fear outside 
the door of the room in which the lesson is to be given, 
will rush into the room , with demonstrative j oy. Nothing 
is more difficult to undo than technical faults^^There is 
no reason why they should be. contracted, thev neces¬ 
sary care being bestowed by the teacher. Part of every 
lesson should be devoted to training the ear and teaching 
the child to distinguish individual sounds as well as 
chords. Children’s ears can be trained very easily, and 
it is by this means one can find out if the child is musical. 
No amount of training can make a child a thorough 
musician unless it has a musical ear. Children are not 
told enongh of the liveB of the composers of the mnsic 
they play. It is always interesting to a child to know 
something of the individual who wrote the music he 
studied. The ideal teachgpr is on^whose soul is dead to 
the love of gain. Only t ibb who love music with im¬ 
passioned love, and who love children with tender, 
reverend regard for their wondrouB nature, should ven¬ 
ture to teach the art of music to little children. 
It is well that musicians should recognize the fact 
that if they want to make their nation a musical nation, 
they mast begin at the right end, and that means that 
they should begin with the children. As to the subject 
EHDUBAHOE. 
BY FERLBE V. JERVIS. 
One of. the great problems of moderH piano-playing 
ia the development of endurance. In a majority of 
cases, fatigue is cairned by contraction of the muscles 
not in action, rarely by those in actual use. Hence the 
immense importance ofi keeping all the muscles of the 
hand and arm not immediately concerned in playing in 
a “ devitalized” condition. When a piece can be played 
on the Virgil Clavier with a two-ounce resistance, and 
the hand and arm kept in this devitalized state, the re¬ 
sistance may be cautiously and gradually worked np to 
ten or twelve ounces. If the piece be then played 
through, Bay ten times daily, the first time with a heavy 
‘ resistance, the next with the gauge at two ounces, and 
so on alternating heavy and light resistances, at the end 
of a week or two a wonderful gain in endurance and 
elasticity will result. \ 
THE ETUDE 
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Lndden’s Standard Organ School Bds. 96 pp. $1.00 
An elementary.school for the reed or parlor organ, to which is 
. appended a number of pleasing voluntaries, songs, etc., etc. 
Lndden's Vocal Class Book. Bds. 192 pp. 60 cts. 
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consisting of glees, choruses, hymn-tunes, and anthems, pre¬ 
ceded by twelve lessons in the art of reading music. 
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music dealers, such as Q. Schirmer,.A P. Schmidt, Oliver Ditson Co,, 
John Church Co., etc., etc, . ‘ 
We allow same discounts to teachers as given by all dealers and 
publishers, and we can save time for all Southern teachers, ’ 
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naries. We provide a special blank for those wishing to avail 
themselves of this privilege; 
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Kindly mention The Btudb when ordering. __;_ 
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SAVANNAH, GA. 
GENUINE METRONOMES. 
We have just received a new importation of 
the finest Maelzel Metronomes direct from 
France. 
NOTES OF INTEREST. 
BT E. E. ATBE8. 
shadows of evening; as dreams are;beautiful when one 
is weary. The world would be poorer without Chopin. 
' Let us speak a word for teachers in obscnre places. 
Providence has so arranged matters in this world that it 
is difficnlt to say whp is doing the most important work, 
and who is doing the least important work. That which 
seems very insignificant may some day prove to be most 
conspicuous. Teaching that seems to promise little, 
may be far reaching in its consequences. Many a teacher 
complains that his field is limited. Remember the 
story of Brasides, the great Spartan Prince, who, when 
he complained that only Sparta was left to him as hiB 
province to rale, was advised by his mother “ to accept 
the little state with grace, and adorn it and dignify 
it by being noble.” * -> ' 
* # # # 
It is a worthy sentiment that prompts a teacher to 
desire a work that may tell npon future generations. 
Bnt whether the work that is in a small country place is 
not as likely to be of permanent valae to the world as 
that of the teacher in the great city, is not so readily 
determined. A poor stone cutter applies for employ¬ 
ment ; he is given an insignificant task pit is simply his 
duty to trace a leaf or a flower in the stone; he does not 
nnderstand its relation to any other work that is being 
done ; hat years afterwards he may pass the completed 
temple to which Bp many laborers have contributed their 
little and he will be filled with joy on beholding itB 
beauty. The little leaf that was traced in the stone may 
not be so imposing as some great pillars wrought by 
other hands; it may not hold so prominent a place as 
the faces of the angels carved by his fellow workers, 
nevertheless it is qnite as much a part of the great 
temple. 
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One teacher must lay the foundation and another may 
build npon it. The pupil may not frequently speak of 
the foundation that was laid; he may give all credit to 
the teacher who bqilt the superstructure, but the genius 
of the teacher will he satisfied with mothing less than 
perfect work, even in lying the foundation. Indeed 
gemua has k way'bf being Batiafied in its worknot be¬ 
cause of what the world shall say of it, but because of 
its own sense of the nobleness of that work. A lesson 
here for pupils also. Let them not fail to give due 
credit to the noble teachers who give them their first 
inspiration. Perhaps it requires even more genins to 
teach a beginner wisely, discreetly, with enthusiasm, 
than to teach one advanced. Recognize that genius and 
fail not to give it the reward of yonr love. A very dif^ 
tinguished musician who has been instructed by noted 
professors of music has often been heard to say “ My 
Mother was my Music Teacher ;” and when closely 
questioned he would reply “She was indeed the best 
teacher I ever had, for she did the foundation work.” 
• a 
* * *. 
OHOPIU. 
No one ever said previously that which Chopin ex¬ 
pressed. Would that no one had ever tried to say it 
again; Chopin alone could speak, it. The charm of 
Chopin’s phase of thought is its uniqueness; or individu¬ 
ality. It is himself that is expressed; no‘on&jelse can 
express Chopin. Therefore imitators must fail deplor¬ 
ably. Chopin is not without his hectic flush—is even 
morbid at times. HiB ideas are limited in their range 
and incapable of development. He brings no thought 
that invites enlarged treatment. Almost every expres¬ 
sion, of Chopin is an emotional ejaculation. It is not 
thought or thoughtfulness in its highest phase. What 
he writeB is the product of feeling rather than exalted 
intellect. 
It is a poet’s dream ^ 
“ Ol some land far from burs 
■. Where music and moonlight and feeling are one." 
He limits our hopes. His is not a glorious hope which 
shall brace up men of vigorous character and thought, 
and yet it is beautiful as the‘Stars are beautiful through 
the mist; as the white sails are. beautiful through the 
Every great musician is called upon to prove his right 
to greatness. The world has always appeared to be 
jealous of great men; “ Prove that yon are really snpe- . 
rior to the common herd !” she exclaims-in themost 
skeptical humor and.in the most unfriendly spirit. And 
since the genius is modest, this is equivalent to an im¬ 
portant demand. How can a great soul stand before 
the world and boldly put to the tes- every phase of his 
mental and moral character ? As soon as some one has 
discovered some supreme element of beauty in some 
particular work, a thousand critics rise up to say that 
there are other Important qualities, which, not having 
been revealed, the’artiBt may be supposed to be defective 
in. If the work actually done shows traces of spiritual 
elevation the critics assert,that the srtistie bynome'ans 
intellectual. If, on the contrary, there is mnch of form, 
and such a magnificent display of technical difficulties 
as only the most , intellectual man can command, they 
say he.ia utterly void of sentiment, and entirely without 
heart. The really indispensable elements of greatness 
are always those which the critics declare absent or de¬ 
fective in any given aspirant to fame. Thus it was with 
Wagner and Shelley. 
. * * 
* * * 
The stories of Beethoven’s piano playing do not seem 
to be exhansted. A recent German Musical Journal 
has some interesting remarks by Rubinstein. We give 
a translation of some of these remarks. “ Beethoven 
could not be called a virtnoso in the usual sense of the 
word. He did not possess the utmost finish, the fine 
polish and uniform-certainty in his control of his diffi¬ 
culties. Bat who would not prefer Beethoven to any 
piano virtuoso? Beethoven himself wrote Hartel, froth 
Toplitz, in 1812. ‘ I am not’very friendly to bare vir¬ 
tuosity;’ He controlled even the keys to an unusual 
degree, but with him the spiritual stood first. Indeed 
at the expense of technique as we already know. He 
was not so scrupulous in regard to himself as he was 
with others.” 
Ries tells the following delightful story of his old 
Master. “ Qt-j eyening^Lwas to-play a Sonata of Bee¬ 
thoven’s'which omTdoes not often hear. As he was 
present, and I had not Btndied this Sonata with him I 
declared myself willing to play the others, bat not this. 
The company turned to Beethoven, who at length said, 
‘Now yon will not play so badly that I cannot listen?’ 
In the end I was obliged to play. Beethoven turned as 
usual toward me. When I made a mistake in the left 
hand,'Beethoven tapped me oh the head with his finger, 
which the Princess L——, who leaned on the piano 
opposite, laughingly observed. After I had finished, 
Beethoven said,‘Well done, you do not need to learn 
Sonatas with me first. The finger tap only proved my 
attention to you.’ Later, he played, and chose the D 
Minor Sonata, op. 81. The Princess, who expected 
that even Beethoven would make some mistakes, stood 
behind his chair while I turned the music. At the 
measures 58 and 54 he, also, blundered noticeably. The 
Princess gave him a few not very soft strokes on the 
head with the remark, ‘If a pupH^receives a finger for 
a false note, then tbe Master must he punished Tnth the 
full hand for greater mistakes.’ Every one langhed, 
Beethoven first. He then began again and played won¬ 
derfully, especially the Adagio, which was inimitable.” 
Enthusiasm.—The most successful men the world 
has ever knpwn havedbeen enthusiastic men. Men who 
have had one great object in life, and who have been 
willing to sacrifice a great deal in order to become suc¬ 
cessful in whatever they have undertaken to do. The 
.student of music who is sometimes discouraged should 
remember that nothing 'great was ever accomplished 
without a great deal of hard work. The work must come 
first; and the reward will come .afterward. ■ To be snc- 
•. ssful the atn lent sa •• t •; it '/n-*3 isve talent 1 ml a ce* 
ta n un nnt of en b „■».*” n p It io, for. without eni bus asm 
careful study is impossible, and without cartful study 
talent is of little valae.—Fred A. Williams. 
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IKollaender, Vi Love Romance,-Op. 67. Eight instructive 
■ -,pi«sB8,e*s®wllyfisw«*ed>- 
No. LBaU-room Whiners.....<0.40 
." - 3. .....——-- - -—..................................... .40.. 
a. ^^n th8 Ice. .....................................«.......................... .40 
4 ^ ^ . W ------.....M.......M.. M....M. ... .40 
. & Paternal Severeness........  .40 
Ei • ISnaatp&mesift.................................................. .40 
7. Braaal Song............. ■ .40 
8. March..................................................m..... .40 
Sfiolat. Ed. The School Festival. Six easy and instructive 
_...a.. 10.40 
...   .40 
................................._.... .40 
...................._............... .40 
No. .1* Maid»....iw........ .. .. ....... .. 
■ 7i Waltt-----— —-—-——- 
8. Polka.....  
- 4. Masnrka...—... 
■ 5. Gavotte..................... ........ ...  ••««. ■«■. ... ...  
O.6.; Mennet...;......._...... .40 
Novara, h. Musical Cameos, Op. 76. Easy pieces:— 
No. 1. ginning-Wheel................80.40 
'.2* Gipsy Ills............................ ........■■•...•..iniii.............. .40 
"' ''8.' Marionettes......... .....................................».............. '.40 
4. Gavotte Antique^.................... .40 
' lAttle.'l^OierO.'a.a.Mn .... ....M ....... M.............^............M...... .40 
. 6. Neapolitan Dance................... .40 
Smith, Wilson Q. PolkaRococco, Op. 41....,... .60 
Chase of the Butterflies, Op. 46 ................................ .75 
Cradle Song, Op- 47, No. 1—......50 
Dsdsc Melodieuse, Op. 47, No. 2.....6  
Sylvan Banee,'Op. 47; No. B..r ..... .60 
V also Caprice (Stranss-Tanaig), Op. 51..— 1.00 
Caprice Espagnole, Op. 52....... .75 
Turd Valse ae Concert, Op. 58...a—........75 
Sternberg, C. Fri alette, Valse de Salon, Op. 48.—.75 
Italian Scenes, Op. 49:— . 
1. On the lagoon......... .60 
2. Tarantella....... .75 
8. Lullaby... ..60 
— 4.-Fonch and- Judy.. —.60 
- . Love Song, V" ■ 5C So. 1*................................................. .60 
Htetorteite'MusIcale, Op. 60, No. 2................60 
. StB^eatella, £>apMce,.Op..:60, No. 3 ..................60 
Arabian Nights Nocturne, Op. 54 m ...... ...............I.........! .60 
Patte-Chatte, Morceau de Salon, Op. 65.......50 
StrelesM, A. Mosaic, Album Musicals, Op. 60:— 
No. l.Mlnuet........ .40 
2. Chanson Triste...................... .40 
3. Petite Mazurka......... ....40 
•.-.4. Littie'Seerets....— .‘— ... .40 
SliPetiteMelodie.. ......40 
6. Scherzico..... .40 
7. Valsette-.....'.... .40 
8. Histories®..........40 
_ 9,Doll’s Waltz.................... ..40 
10. little Ballade......... .40 
11. Melody....... .40 
12. Ennui Valse........... .40 
13. Spring. 3ong...... .40 
14. Marche Triumphale......40 
15. Fairy Tale.............40 
16. Valse Rococo-....... 
17. Back Me to Sleep,.... 
18. Tarantelle................. .41 
19. Little Theme.....40 
20. Take Gracieuse.......... .40 
Lack of definiteness of purpose is the stumbling-block 
of most pupilB; by this I mean lack of a dear, analytical 
perception of what they are trying to do. Suppose a 
pupil attacks a page of new music. First, he has to 
satisfy himself of the musical aspect of the passage, *. e., 
phrases, sections, etc., and next the technical aspect, 
t.which passages will need special practise and how 
to do them. When beginning to practise an awkward 
passage he soon finds a place where a stumble or a mis¬ 
take occurs and he tries again and again; perhapB gets 
it right, perhapB does not.: Instead of this happy-go* 
lucky way let him at once stop at the spot and try to see 
what the exact difficulty is; it will be either wrong fin- 
gering, wrong position of the hand, or a finger-action 
to which he is unaccustomed. Then let the few notes 
comprising the difficulty be practised as an exercise 
until it is no longer a difficulty. As illustrations of the 
need of this method I suggest Mendelssohn’s L. O. W. 
No. 4, bar 8, 2d half, and bar 16-; No. 9, bar 15 ; and 
countless others. All these places need the closest 
attention to the exact action of the finger to get the in¬ 
tended musical effect. Another point often lost sight 
of is that after practising a catchy passage often and 
getting it correct, then it is necessary not to go on but 
to begin further back and get it joined properly to the 
preceding part. N. B. There is often more difficulty 
in joining the sections properly* than in playing the 
individual sections. 
MUSIC THINKING. 
BY CABL HOFFMANN. 
FOUR HAND8. t 
KlSihig, C. Rosebuds, Op. 313. Twelve instructive pieces with¬ 
out octaves:— . 
No. 1. Slumber Bong... -....80.25 
2. Conversation.......20 
8. ASolian Harp.....45 
4. Children’s Dance.i.. .40 
5. Out in the Green......„.40 
6. Savoyard Shepherd Boy ...... .40 
7. Village cene.  .50 
8. Friendship.....-.40 
9. Roguery^.  .40 
10. In the Meadow...40 
11. CosBack Dance............ 60 
12. Ball-room Memories . 50 
PIANO STUDIES, ETC, 
Blemann, Dr. H. Comparative Piaoo School, theoretical and 
practical. A guide to the study of the most important educational 
works for the Pianoforte, completed by the addition of selected 
material. Materials in four books:— - * 
Book 1. Elementary School...81.50 
2. Preliminary Technical Studies for developing strength, 
independence, and fluency in the fingers, for producing 
the various kinds of touch, and for insuring control of 
dynamic shading.....$1.50 
3. Melodic Ornaments. Directions for executing the orna¬ 
ments of melody correcrty-and in proper Ftyle.$1.50 
4 Rhythmical Problems, Triplets, Doublets, Quartettes, 
Quintettes, etc.:.. - 
VOCAL STUDIES. 
Banptner, Til. Voice Culture. Anew theoretical and practical 
school of singing for the use of all voices according to the most 
approved principles...........$2.50 
OHSAN. 
Tl*e Organist’s Albnin. A collection of classical and modern 
music for the organ in the church and home, selected and 
adapted by D. F. Stillman. 
Two volumes, each...........-$1.50 
The fi . flume contains ?*} different choice pieces on 82 pages 
" of music.. • 
The second 73 pieces on 87 pages of mnsic. 
vV. Complete catalogue of publications furnished free of charge 
: on application. 
■■■, Any of the foregoing mentioned compositions sent for exami- 
nation. : 
What a, delight it is to look upon a beautiful face in 
which feature, complexion, and expression combine to 
charm the eye 1 Still more delightful^ is it to contem¬ 
plate such a face, ennobled by culture and thought, in 
which an earnest mental life shines through and upon 
its physical beauty; but most delightful, and more truly 
inspiring, is it to look npon a face in which the soul 
shining through, glorified by all the rich disciplinary ex¬ 
periences of life, has left its impress on every feature 
id line. Such a’ soul-sensitized face, be it of man or 
'woman, moves profoundly the world whic^envifons it. 
So when we take up a masterpiece of poetry, while the 
externals of meter and rhyme attract the eye and charm 
the ear, thus contributing to the pleasure of the senses, 
^higher plane of enjoyment is reached in following the 
logical development of the work, the grace and beauty 
of the diction, the symmetry and proportion of its par's, 
all which appeal to the critical, intellectual faculty. 
But what mighty power for good lies in the work if, in 
addition to these sensuous and intellectual enjoyments, 
it possesses the power to move the heart, to exalt our 
love for “ the good, the true, and the beautiful,” and to 
fasten abiding lessons of virtue and trust upon the soul! 
So again, when we open the mnsic page, upon which, 
through its mute symbols, the inspired composer has 
impressed thought and emotion which mere words are 
powerless to xpress, we should see there represented, 
and hear with the “ ear of the soul ’’.not only the sensu- 
ous beauty of the tone in melody, harmony, and rhythm, 
bat also the deeper, sweeter charm of phrase &s these 
' are built up into period and movement, into a perfectly 
rounded whole, to the satisfaction of the analytical mind 
of the musician. If now, in addition to this, we are 
able to enter into the great heart of the composer- and 
feel with hiin the deep erpotion striving thus for ade- 
late expression, and have our souls .stirred- in sym¬ 
pathy with his, and lifted into the pure realm of spirit, 
above the common impress of the lower world, then will 
we have experienced something of the wondronsly 
unique power of music to elevate and ennoble the soul 
of him who has “ ears to hear.” The great, unap¬ 
proachable Beethoven wrote in his notebook the follow¬ 
ing couplet, which all of ns will do well to remember 
continually in our music study:— 
Wer die Dicbter will yerstehen. 
Muss in Dichters Lande 
the sense of which is: 
Pallistiers—¥M. EOHLFING & SONS—Imorters. 
He who the poet would understand 
Must go into the poet's land. 
— From The Music Review. 
00H0ERT '/PROGRAMS, 
F. 1%. Merriam, Minneapolis, Minn. ; 
A. Papillons, Nos. 6, 7 and 8, 6. Nachtstncke, Op. 
28, No. 4, c. Un Poco Pomposo, Op. 20, Schumann ; 
Funeral Much, Grieg ; Venice and Naples, No- 2, 
Lhzfc; Deutcher Tanz, Beethoven Seiss ; Romance, Op. 
44, No. 1, ‘ ubinstein; Les deux Alouttes, Op. 2, 
Le8chetizky| March from “ Divertissement Hongroise,” 
Schubert-Liszt. 
Schultz School of Musical Ari, Kansas City, Mo. 
Trio, ‘‘-Intermezzo,” from Cavalleria Busticana, P. 
Mascagni j Piano Solo, “Scherzo,” Op. 31, F.- Chopin; 
Violin Solo, “ 7th Concerto,” Andante and Allegro, de 
Beriot; Piano" Solo, “ Novellette,” Op. 21, No. 6, R. 
Schumann*, Soprano Solo, “ Mav Song,’’ G. Meyer¬ 
beer; Piano Solo, “Sonata: Pathetique, Op. 13, v. 
Beethoven. 
Metropolitan College of Music, Ntw York. 
Walzer, Op. 42, Chopin ; a. Die beiden Grenadiere, 
Reissiger; b. Mein Herz. thu’ dich auf, Seidel; Rhap¬ 
sodic, Op. 79, No. 1, Brahms; Agathe’s Aria from 
FreyschUtz, Weber; a. ToDjOurs Ftdele, 6. Lullaby, c. 
The Little Lovers, d. The Songtof the Shuttle, H. W. 
Greene; Andante Pizzieati, Bee'hoven ; Bedouin Xove 
Song, Buck ; At the Church Gate (words by Thacka- 
ray), Ingraham ; Rhapsodie Hongr ise, No. xi, Liszt; 
a. Gretchen am Spinnrade, Schubert; b. The Water- 
lily, Grieg; Duo, Gavotte and Musette, Raff. 
Herbert J. Krum, Pontiac, III. 7 
Piano Duo, “ Marche Heroique,” C. St. Saens; Piano 
Sol os, a. “ Polka Noble,” Raffael Joseffy, b: Waltz, A 
minor, Op. 34, No. 2, Chopin; c. “ Fairy Fingers,” 
Mills; Piano,- “ Ang®l Voices,” Sweet; Two Pianos, 
“ Songs V^ithont Words,’’ a. “Confidence,” A major. 
b. “ Venttian Boat Song,” G minor, c. “ Consolation,” 
E major, Mendelssohn ; Vocal, Ballad, “Ahl ’Tis a 
Dream,” Lassen; Piano Solos, a. Sonata No. 18, 
Mozart, b. “Souvenir de Ameriqne Waltzes,” Joseffy ; 
Piano Solos, a. “Angel’s Harp,” Behr, b. “Song of 
the Birds,” 'Heins; Dub, Contralto and Tenore, “ Dews 
of the Summer Night,” Buck ; Two Pianos, Sonata, 
Clementi; Piano Solos, a. Second Maznrka, Godard, 
b. Nocturne Ep., Op 9, No. 2, Chopin, c. Polish Danse, 
Op. 8, No. 1, Scharwenka; Vocal, “ Waiting,” Millard ; 
“ Galop de Goncert,” Meyer Melnotte. 
Duet, “ I Would That My Love,” Mendelssohn: Two 
Pianos, “ Hommage a’Haende’,” Moseheles; Vocal, 
“ Only the Sonnd of a Voice,” Watson ; Piano, Sonata. 
Op. 26, Beethoven ; Vocal, “The Flowers of the Alps,” 
Wekerfin ; Piano, 1 Valse, 2. Mazonrba, 3. Nocturne, 
Chopin ; Vocal, “ Farewell,” H. J. Krum; Piano, 1. 
•‘Spring Song,” Mendelssohn,-2.-J‘ Dreaming by the 
Brook,” Goldbeck, 3. “Last Hope,*” Gottechalk, 4. 
“ Waltz Brilliante,” Eb, H. J. Krum. 
Mrs. Carrie D. Gilman, Boston. Mass. 
Fascbingsscbwank, Allegro, Robert Schnmann ; Aria, 
“Oh, Sleep! Why dost thon leave me?” Handel; a. 
jFantasie, Impromptu, Chopin, b. Deuxieme Scherzo, 
Chopin; German Songs, a. “Ich Liebe Dich,” Grieg, 
b. “ Widmung,” Schumann ; a. “Murmuring Zephyra,” 
Jensen-Niemann, b'. Valse Caprice, Rubinstein: a. 
Barcarolle, Transcription, Schubert-Liszt, b. Erl King, 
Transcription, Schubert-Liszt. : 
Dr. Henry Granger Hancheti, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Sonata in E flat, Op. 7, Beethoven ; Nocturne in C 
minor, Op. 48, No. 2, Etude-in C sharp minor, Op. 25, 
No. 7, F. Chopin; Fantasia in C, Op. 15, F. Schubert; 
Etudes SymphoniqueB, Op. 13, R. Schumann; Etude in 
B, minor, Op. 26, jSTo. 10, F. Chopin ; Moment Musical 
in C sharp minor, Op. 7, No. 2, Grand Valse Brilliante 
in A fiat, M. Moszkowski; Grand Fantasia and Fugue 
in G minor, Bach-Liszt; Fantasia in Sonata-form, B 
flat, minor, Op.’ 5, A. Saran ; Kreialeriana, Op. 16, R. 
Schnmann; Ballade in A flat, Op. 47, F. Chopin. 
Miss Amy Fay, Pontiac, 111. 
A. Prelude and Fugne inf C sharp minor, “Well 
Tempered Clavichord,” 6 Gavotte in D minor, 
“ English Suites,” c. Aria from Cantata, Bach ; “ Moon¬ 
light,” Sonata, Op. ,27, No. . 2, Beethoven; Allegro 
Vivace, Op. 51, Chopin; Nocturne, G minor, Op. 15, 
No. 3, Chopin ; “ Ave Maria,” Schubert-Liszt; “Maer- 
chen”i(Fairy Story), Raff; “ Gnomen Reigen ” (Elfin 
Dance), Liszt; Melodie, F flat, Paderewski; Serenata, 
Wm. Mason; Rigoletto, Transcription, Verdi-Liszt. 
—With pupils that are nervous, I have found that it 
will not do to hold them so closely to one thing; that it 
is better to vary the' exeroiseB of the hour more than 
indicated in the. foregoing plan ; for instance, to play the 
old lesson once, then give the new, then return to the 
old to bring up the practice, and-later take up the new 
again, etc. ' Judgment is required in this matter.—E. 
Mendell. 
A PLEA POE BETTES MUSIO-TEACHING. 
BT IBNST BKOCKMAXN. 
In recent years vast strides have been made in-our 
country toward, more solid educational work in the stndy 
of mnsic. A musician need not be ninety-nine years 
old to know that he. cannot teach as he was taught, and 
this may be said without the slightest disrespect to one’s 
teachers. All honor to them. They of the past made 
the present possible. With ns of the present rests the 
responsibility of preparing for a future still more glori¬ 
ous ; for, as Bure as there is truth in life itself, all things 
that do not progress retrograde'. 
In all matters of education our institutions of learning 
are expected to fix the standards, and in other work 
they very properly insist on thoroughness and will not 
tolerate that which is superficial. Have our colleges for 
young women no responsibility for the quality of music 
leaching which is carried on within their walls? Let us 
march along with Our instructors in mathematics and 
languages and insist on thoroughness. Things half done 
never pay anywhere, least of all in the study of music. 
.When we begin to study music for its own intrinsic 
worth.and for its educational value, instead of expect¬ 
ing to make a public show of it when its stpdy has been 
scarcely begun, we shall begin to see better things. 
Our young women are not required to recite their Latin 
in public, nor yet in the parlor, before company. At a 
time when all their educational influences shall have 
had their proper effect our young lady will not be slow 
to perform her due part in society, for “ out of the ful- 
ness of the heart are the issues' of lifeJL^^^^ •— 
All true education aims to prepare for self-doing. 
One of the old faults was to teach the pupil either by 
rote, or too mechanically. “ Ton see a note, you strike 
a key, never mind the reason or the .result.” And very 
helpless musicians these pupils were' indeed. To-day 
we must, above all things, teach our pup’lB to think. 
Educated persons act from intelligent motives. They 
are /not mere imitators. But, say some-pf the wise¬ 
acres, we haven’t time for thorough education. You 
can’t make a musician of every girl. Oh! yes, we can, 
just as well as you can teach her mathematics or litera¬ 
ture. .Given an average pianoforte pupil who can study 
only one year and whose aim is to have a few pretty 
pieces to play, every true teacher knowB that if he UBes 
one half of the time for educational processes he can in 
the other half teach her more pieces and have them done 
better than if he had employed the whole time upon 
fashionable pieces of her own choosing. More than this, 
she will be able to learn many other pieces without the 
assistance of a teacher, for, here as elsewhere, “ know¬ 
ledge is power.” 
One method is education, the other worse than fool¬ 
ishness; the one is drawing from a fountain, the other 
from a cistern. The imitative faculty is of course to be 
appealed to at times, and no one knows better than the 
wide-awake teacher when and how this is to be done. 
But we should not teach a human being music or any¬ 
thing else just as we would teach a monkey how to 
dance. Formerly the average teacher was only a piano 
teacher, and this accounted largely for the meager results 
of music study in days gone by. Now even the teacher 
of beginners must be, at leaBt in a small way, a musician. 
Bat your teacher, like yonrjioctor, is to-be trusted and 
The Art of Music is not a weak sentimentality, devoid 
of sense or logical development; though-; we can .well 
understand why some of our otherwise erudite educators 
should be thus impressed with it. Especially in this 
Southern portion of our country they have been preju¬ 
diced against music and musicians by those who were 
largely its representatives, though very false ones, to be 
sure. Until within recent years America has been the 
' dumping ground for the scum of all European nations, 
and in poor musicians Germany led the van. Every 
good-for-naught who was a perfect failure at home put 
Out for America, just as some of pur own “ good fellows” 
who like to live without exertion go west. Every con- 
vivial Teuton who could fiddle for a country dance ^tvas? 
fully qualified to become a professor of music in the 
great American Eldorado. He needed no further en¬ 
dorsement than his nationality and his foreign accent. 
AH Germans were fine musicians of course. It is there¬ 
fore no wonder that in regard to Germans and German 
music our people said, We will have no more of them. 
To the few real representative German musicians 
found in our country twenty to thirty years ago, and to 
the many excellent gentlemen of foreign birth who are 
now laboring among us, I need make no apology. They 
need no better vindication’than the exposition of those 
who misrepresent their nationality and their art. But. 
we need to remind our brother educators that this con¬ 
dition of affairs no longer exists. 
Creditable things are being done in our own country, 
and they deserve pur encouragement and fostering care. 
Yet when we study and fix standards we must drink at 
the fountain head. And'while the Germans are farthest - 
advanced in some branches of music, they may as truly 
be said to be great in little things, for ho other musicians 
have written such wholesome music for young people 
and for learners in every stage of advancement. 
Sorely one motive for studying a work by a fine author 
is that the stndent shall gradually assimilate Ms thought. 
Thinking and feeling^ the thought of a greafmlnd, this 
is education in its broadest sense. Is it not true of a 
work by a great painter or a great musician as well? 
Is it not true of the smallest thing done by the smallest' 
child in school ? 
Again I say: “ Classic Literature’ ’—why riot ‘ * Classic 
Music' ’ ? The line of demarcation is much the same— 
* the logical, the inconsistent, the true,: the false, the 
reality, the iiriitation, We only insist on having the 
best of everything. Life is too short to be frittered 
away on that which is. trivial. Why study poor music 
when the best is to be so easily had ? 
sustained. Yon are not to teach yonr children to throw 
his medicine ont of the window and then declare Mm to 
be an impractical, visionary sort of fellow because the 
course which was not followed is barren of results. 
IS MTTSI0 A UNIVEBSAL LANGUAGE? 
It may be on account of its adaptability in the lives 
of all irien that music has been called a ** universal lan¬ 
guage.” This euphonious phrase should have a more 
restricted meaning; it has been used too often by musi¬ 
cians and-' the •■laity ■ without. sufficient discrimination. 
Mnsic is a universal language only in the isense that, in 
one form or another, it is within the .reach of all under¬ 
standings. But it is erroneously held by many to mean 
that all music is understood by all men, as a sort of in¬ 
born Volapnk. With this interpretationtke phrase is un¬ 
true. 
In every age and country there have been musical 
expressions that have becoine aninteHigible and even 
repugnant. Races have changed their musical systems 
bo thoroughly that the beautiful things of a former 
epoch now appear unbearable. To-day the most untu¬ 
tored Earppeari would find much, to condemn in the 
best performance of Asiatic mnsic. The comprehension 
of this art is no more the inherent possession of man, 
even though he be familiar with our Bystem of notation, 
than is the knowledge of Volapuk. Both idioms can 
be acquired only by study. 
It may be contended that music moves even the sav¬ 
age to dance, weep, or sing; but dogs and cats are also 
thus affected. It is true also that the emotions of men, 
humble or great, may be interpreted by music. Father¬ 
land, home, religion,grief, joy, and love are sentiments 
that all human brings feel through the powgr of song. 
There are melodies which, like guardian angels, follow 
each of ris from the “ lap of the mother to the lap of us 
all.” Indeed, there is no other art for the child and 
the illiterate adult. It alone reaches more people than 
all the other artB combined with the literatures^ of all 
the ages. While all this, is granted, the facts still re¬ 
main that man does not epjoy music in proportion to 
his hearing powers so much as in proportion to his 
training, and that the uncultured receive no impression, 
or only a feeble one, frdm the nobleBt rendition of the 
noblest tone-poemB. Through the power of association, 
music may bring forth in the musically untrained ideas 
of a character somewhat elevated. But a familiar song 
shapes a familiar scene. Though even musicians may 
enjoy again the simple music of their childhood, the 
association of such musical sounds With past events and 
thoughts must be to them also more ox Jess “of the 
earth, earthy.” It is when mnBic iB wholly disconnected 
from onr mafenal existence that it sings to man its most 
exalted Bong. Only then does it express its purest sen- 
timentE—unspeakable thoughts, that the imperfect idea- 
symbols, called words, _ cannot transmit. Neither 
Homer nor Virgil has written^o beautifully as Beeth- 
ov if and the w rksbf Phidias and Raphael hay© not 
spoken' to their respective centuries more eloquently. 
The rainbow itself, across the bluest of skies, has not 
thrilled the soul as has a Beethoveri symphony surging 
forth from the grand orchestra like a mightywave from 
an ocean of harmony. 
' The art which expresses itself merely through varia¬ 
tions of pitch and accent is undoubtedly too vague,: too 
indefinite, to be universally understood. However, in 
this venr indefihiteness lies its power. All the other 
arts anc languages seek to define, to limit, to end; 
while music—unfathomable mystery ’—expands beyond 
the horizons. Words describe eiriotions, perceptions, 
impressions; sculpture and architecture imitate The 
forms human eyes have seen; punting vitalizes such 
forms with earthly colors ; acting, through vocal inflec¬ 
tions and mobile gestures, endeavors to portray our in¬ 
nermost feelings ; but music does all this, and mnch 
more. From the indefinite realm of the mind it evolves 
an imagery surpassing the pictorial and .the plastic arts; 
with words that paint it tells every passion;'and in 
grandeur and-solemnity it overshadows even the tem¬ 
ples of Babylon. That which-is too vast and beautiful 
to be displayed before man, the gods suggest through 
marie.. 
The ignorant auditor fa not necessarily wanting in 
artistic instinct, but his lack of culture deprives him of 
the highest pleasure art can give. If he does not enjoy 
or appreciate a composition it is not because nature has 
been unkind to him ; his education, more than his tem¬ 
perament is at fault. It is not the superiority of the 
auricular .apparatus of the educated man that enables 
him to value that which is “ caviare to the general.” 
His ear is organically the same as that of the savage. 
His enjoyment comes mainly from that part of the brain 
which apprehends the vibrations of the air. That, in 
the man of culture, is prepared by his own enviroriment, 
as in a camera obscura, to receive the loftiest pictures 
and the most complex impressions. In the savage, 
while the same sound sensations arrive by the same 
physical process, the psychical result is widely different, 
and the mind pictures they evoke must necessarily be 
formed by his own narrow arid vulgar experience. 
-Countless effects are as meaningless to the man musi¬ 
cally untrained as written words are to the unlettered. 
Whatever be bis nature be Trill understand bat a few 
words of that divine speech. He cannot be moved as 
if he felt the wondrous sway of its rhetoric. The de¬ 
velopment of forms and motives, the apprehension of 
polyphony, the moods a mere nuance of tone may sug¬ 
gest, the. pasEions of heroism, of love, of hate, would 
seem to him bnt a pleasant jingle. 
As a musician yon may hear those crystalline undula¬ 
tions, which approach and grow dim- Yon perhaps 
fancy yourself floating over a magic lake on a midsum¬ 
mer eve. These harmonious and multi-colored sonnds 
from the violins scintillate a thousand rays from a 
resplendent moon. A sigh of love ascends heavenward 
upon a cloud of silver—’tiathe’cello, with a soft har¬ 
mony from the horns. The night is over, and the mourn¬ 
ful tone of the bassoons turns to the martial blare of the 
trumpets. ^ With a Te Deum the grand organ inundates 
“rosy fingered morn” in dazzling sunlight. To com¬ 
plete the apotheosis, angelic notes from the harp lift 
yon into celestial regions to see love enthroned on high. 
And yet this picture may be but a bare canvas to many, 
and the painter will be called a fool. 
It may .be that music will become a universal lan¬ 
guage, when the majority will cease to regard that art 
solely as a means to tickle the ear or to set the foot in 
motion ; when men will study musical science, and thus 
see analogies between great musicians and other great 
thinkers, between 5 Dante and Bach, Shakespeare and 
Beethoven, high priestB whose snblime hymns shook the 
intellectual world from its mediaeval lethargy. Then, 
perhaps, instead of being thought a frivolous amusement 
this language will be valued as the highest metaphysical 
manifestation of mankind. 
O Chopin, immortal poet 1 how few hear thy ecstatic 
songs ! how few soar upon the Wings of ihirie ineffable 
harmonies into the heavenly spheres born of thy dreams! 
—Louis Lombard in the Musical Courier. 
Selecting a.vFeaohkr,—Pupils who take lessons of 
an incompetent teacher for several years and afterward 
study with a thorough teacher, always find that they are 
obliged to go back to the beginning. The instruction (?) 
they have received has tpo often been worse than no in¬ 
struction at all, and time arid money have been wasted. 
All this might have been avoided if the pupil had been 
more careful iri selecting a thorough teacher at the 
beginning. Pupils who have! been,taking lessons for a; 
year or two and domot know.the difference between-the 
legato and staccato touch, and play pieces and do . not 
know what key they are written in, should knpw that 
th >re I someth ng kro ag a a '* shot Id find out as soon « . 
j o ilble ? h tl ei th • fat It is 1 - >r his eacher s. St fa. 
fa the former,' he Jhad better begin to use his brains as 
well ae Ms1 firige e in p» rising but if it i* the latter : 
( he had befcfet change teachers. • . 
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MANNERISMS. ■
BT FBEDSBI0 H. LEWIS. 
Otherwise. Her frieads admire the physical, and wor¬ 
ship, perhaps, the personal, material features—dress, 
Bmile, honeyed words—-but with very little thought ot 
the art work, I venture to Bay. The less the individu- 
Unoonsoiou8 movements on the part of an artist dur- ality, the greater the artist. A chrysanthemum haired 
ing public performance are usually pardonable. Bigid- pianist may be an artist, bnt his influence would be even 
ity, in any marked degree, denotes lack of sympathy, greater and the cause of music strengthened and devel- 
A smooth, fluent, and limpid touch is well-nigh im- oped if his hair was trimmed like the average man when 
possible without judicious regard to relaxation of mus- before the public. Attention cannot be divided between 
cular activity. The diamond in its natural state is com- hair and music, with serious consideration, to any great 
paratively unattractive, but how resistless after it has extent, of the finer points of art. Some of the public 
gone through the methodical and scientific treatment may not notice mannerisms to any extent, but the great 
necessary to give it marketable value. So with the majority are easily impressed by what they see more 
artist. If one has no diamond-lik* qualitiesin the rough, than by what they hear. 
no quality or amount of treatment can bring to light the The benefits of mnsic are derived mostly through the 
polished gem. Diamonds cannot be produced from sense of hearing. Music cannot be seen. It is sound, 
paste, only temporary imitations at the best. It must be Aeard. Music is said to be divine. Listen- 
Taken, then, for granted we have an artist before us, ing to music without seeing the artist is the ideal way to' 
let us consider his public appearance. He comes in high refinement. Remove all temptations from the eye. 
sight of the audience! if he appears before strangers Churches who have their choirs back of the pewB will 
he will not boldly look you in the face as if to say, have more influence in developing the higher life, I dare 
“ Behold 1 See what a great man am I! Just watch to assert, than those whose piratical basses, timid altoB, 
me if you want to get points,” etc. He will, however coquettish sopranos, and conceited tenors face the 
probably go direct to his instrument, with more or less seekers after divine grace. Unseen influence of the 
grace, seemingly unconscious of his audience, and, and- right quality is the best for higher development, 
denly recollecting the courtesy due, make his bow in . # 
recognition of the fact that his hearers have come to 
encourage his efforts and stimulate him ^ greater work.1 FORM OF CONTRACT. 
He at once BitB down to his playing without any unneces- _ 
sary flourish, whether of stool juggling, handkerchief The appended blank form sets forth the condition 
necromancing, or visual insanity. The Delsarte sys- under which every pupil. should be engaged. We are 
tem finds no exponent at every long note or rest; Por- indebted to A. W. Weiser for this admirable idea 
tamentos are not rendered in a sea-sick style; Fortis¬ 
simos are devoid of the larquis of Queensbury Buies; JMotto : “System before Everything.” 
victims of Saint Vitus* dance find not a sign of reflec- _ _ ~ 
tion, as far as bodily susceptibility is exhibited*4 in the <■<* Oertify, That I have employed. 
manner of the player. Conscious mannerisms are en- to give instructions to.— ..on......... 
tireiy out of place with a true artist. on..... .and.of every. 
The artist is only interpreter, not dictator. He ren- from..........to............with the understanding 
ders his work in accordance with the composer’s ideas. ,, , 
„ , , . , , that the lessons will be taken regularly and promptly on 
If the ideas of the composer and the artist are the same, day and time named, and payment for the same made at 
then, indeed, is the result a hajipy one. Absence of the end of each.......lessons. 
couBpicnous bodily contortions generally indicate great ^ 
artistic ability ; the less of such contortion*, the greater 4. Company Visiting, Practice, or want of time to prac- 
* ’ , . . ... tice, is not the teacher s fault, and is therelore do sum- 
the artist. Necessary mechanical mGramss^otJhe body cient reason for cauceling.the'engagement. It the time 
are few and simple. 1. The fiager motion. 2. The is iorfeited for the abbve reasons, the price narngd^is to 
hand motion (from the wrist). 8. The forearm motion be paid nnless three days’ notice be-given and properly 
(from elbow only). These may be called primal motions, excused. No more than.such. excuses shall be 
We have, also, unavoidable motions^;;-consider inci- granted in a course of twenty lessons. The only other 
dental motions—such os the side movements from the legitimate reasons for mining eng gementa are deaths in 
hips when playing upper or lower keys. The less one the family or sickness of the pupil, due inlormation 
thinks about these unavoidable motions, except to exer- ' 3’n® S*ven* 
cise common sense control, the better. Too much - -■ bates. 
attention to such matters is apt to create self-conscions- .cts. for grades 1, 2, 8, 4, of Matthew’s Course 
ness. Consider w6ll the primal motions. Thorough or its equivalent in any other.....cts. for 
A FORM OF OONTRAOT. 
l f r sets f rt t iti  
r ic e er  n il, s l e a e . e r  
i t  t  . . eiser f r t is ir l  i :— 
J tto: “ ste  ef re r t i .  
This is to Certify, That I have l . 
t  i  i t ti . .on  
............to............ it  t  rst i  
n
a   ti  a e ,  t f r t  sa e a e t 
the end of each........lessons. 
Co pany, isiting, Practice, or ant of ti e to prac¬ 
' n ffi¬
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training in these primal motions meanB a respectable 
appearance as regards the incidental ones. An easy, 
graceful appearance in public performance is certainly 
to be desired. To acquire such, concentrate the atten¬ 
tion upon the primal motions; the incidental motions 
will take care of themselves to the same extent that the 
others are controlled. The affectatibn of mannerisms, 
a8snmed by not a few pianists, teachers, §nd pupils as 
well, is degrading to our art, to Bay the least. Many 
natural and apparently unconscious movements of those 
parts of the body which have no direct connection with 
grades 5, 6, and 7, and........cts. for 8, 9, and 10 of 
same or equivalent.' Grades 6 to 10 include instruction 
in harmony. Payment for lessons and music must be 
promptly made on time agreed upon. Should the 
teacher be unable to fill the engagement, he will give due 
notice to the pnpil. 
The above principles are imperative, as to miss les¬ 
sons is not only detrimental to the pupil, but also dam- 
aging to the teacher, for his reputation is at stake and 
loss of valuable time. No teacher can make good per¬ 
formers of pupils nnless they are regular and ambitious 
in study and practice, and, receive instructions at stated 
periods. \ 
Signed.. ... 
By W. F. GATES* 
PRIOB 81.SO ‘ 
The ve 
from the hi: 
bast savings on musical topics, chosen 
eat rank of 
digital manipulation are bad enough in manjncases with- i \.. ... 
out deliberate attempt to consciously affect such. Man- 1 .. . .189. 
nerismB which divide the attention of the listener with 
the musical interpretation are to be regretted. Con- ———-- 
scions mannerisms should be discouraged; determined , , 
and persistent mannerisms should be condemned; at- Over-Practice.—^If the future pianist is pus e wit 
, 4l . . , . , _ ..’ „ lessons or practice until Bhe becomes mentally weary, 
tempted teachings of mannerisms need to be effectually ghe wiU g0£n acquire’.a disgust for her work that will 
repulsed. .infallibly prevent her from ever achieving greatness. 
Perhaps unconscious mannerisms can best be minim- Physical weariness, from too much practice, is just as 
ized by strong concentration of brain power in applying, had. as mental. To over fetime the muse es ib to Bpoi 
. , .. . , their tone, at least for the time being, and some time 
lliAn/vhf inHaiTAinniTW* nnHnvImnrrnmnATnma whiAh 7. . . « •• n .i .1 _■ 
170 AUTHORS IN 600 QUOTATIONS. 
Every teacher—every student—should own Mutloal 
Moaaloa. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci- 
naong| 
a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
thought to developing underlying principles which govern 
the successful interpretation of all art works. In 
Ameria the restless, fickle, and hurrying spirit of the 
people is ever ready, like foolish fish, to bite at the bait. 
It may do for Miss Bandbox to advertise largely that her 
system of graceful motions used in her playing is 
“ modern■” if she cannot secure pupils for mimic lessens 
must be allowed to elapse before they can regain their 
former elasticity and vigor. 
If these things are carefully observed, the education 
of the pianiBt can scarcely be begun at too early an age. 
As soon as the child has learned to count, it may be 
tanght the rudiments of music; and to achieve real 
greatness as a master of pianoforte playing, it is neces¬ 
sary to begin in very early youth.—- Joseffy. 
■rti tf-t JL ETUDE :rs: 9 
6. PCHIftMER, NEW YORK, 
RECENT PUBLICATIONS. 
The Celebrated Four Symphonies, 
BY JOHANNES BRAHMS, 
Arranged for Piano, 4 hands, are now to be had in one volume at the 
- low price of $5.00, or singly at $1.60 each, in . 
Schirmer’s Library of Musical Classics. 
The cost of these SYMPHONIES In the Foreign Edition Is $24. 
STRING QUARTET ALBUMS. 
Celebrated Pieces Arranged for 
Two Violins, Viola, and ’Cello. 
BY EUGEN GRUENBERG. 
(Schirmer't Library No. S6SSI,.) Price per volume $1.60. 
All the elements Which go to secure real and lasting popularity, are 
happily combined in the compositions selected for this album. It is a 
collection of short pieces from cbts-hal and living coutpocere, skilfully 
arranged fiir the grades of medium proficiency (from moderately easy 
to moderately difficult , and hence ucce-sible to that large and growing: 
class in onr commnnlty which, while deairotsg of enjoying all the pleas¬ 
ures of ensemble playing, is often at a loss to find good music at once: 
adapted to its object anil suited to its powers The scope of these 
Toluiuee can best be judged of by glancing at the following view of 
their.contents:— 
Tol. I. (No. 26S)s 
BEETHOVKN, L.van, Adaoi.:.- sostekuto from Sokata, Op. 27, No. 2. 
CHOPIN, FRKD.Prklode, Op. 28, No. 4. 
GLUOK, CHRISTOPH von, Gavotte fhom “Paris and Hjxkna.” 
HILLER, F., Zur Guitabrb, Up. 97. 
LiCULAIR, J. M., SaRABANDK F.T TAMBOUR!!!. 
MASOAGNI, P., INTEBHKS*: FROM ‘iCAVALLERlA RuSTJOANA.” 
MOZART, VVV A.j “ Alla Tukca’.’ from Sonata in A-majob. 
PADEREWSKI, I. J , Minuet, Op. 14, No. 1. 
BEBER, H., Bkrceuhr. 
THOMAS, A., Entr’acte from “ Mionon.” 
Vol. II. (No. i6i): 
MUSICAL EXAMINATIONS. 
BT JEAN MOOS. 
. It i$ now & generally accepted troth that, besides the 
weeklyi or semi-weekly music lesson, sundry accessory 
expedients can be brought to bear on the young art 
disciple; expedients which stimulate him to put forth 
his best efforts to reach the highest degree ofexcellence 
of which his native capacity admits, be it by spurring 
on his own ambition, or inducing him to greater effort 
by means of influences more or less compulsory. Yet 
Borne teachers, and among them some of high repute, 
hold that all artificial incentives are of little or no avail, 
that the pupil can be gnided without their aid, and that 
compulsion of any kind is prone to make repulsive a 
studywhich should be attractive. 
It cannot be denied that if the young student would 
in every case pursue & study merely for the charm which 
it affordB him—yes, even for the sole desire to become 
proficient in an almost indispensable social attainment, 
these incentives would be rendered useless. But every 
teacher is alive to the fact that a portion—and, 1 regret 
to be compelled to say, a large portion—of his pnpils 
embark on their musical pursuits either under the force 
of inducements held out to them by parents or friends, 
or under the influence of a merely temporary fancy 
which, however, soon enough subsides; for in both 
cases, when they subsequently realize that all is not gold 
that glitters! that, in other words, the study of music 
implies Borne serious work, they either relinquish the 
study altogether, or continue it solely under the stress of 
the examination appear indispensable,, is the fact that 
during the regular hour, or in many cases half hour or 
less, of instruction, the performance of music, and the 
technical training thereby involved,.almost exclusively 
absorb the interest of the teacher ; and the time being 
so limited, that, however clearly the importance of theo¬ 
retical knowledge may be recognized by the teacher, a 
comparatively small portion of time can be devoted to 
impart and, if once gained, to sustain this more abstract 
knowledge. Moreover,- thosei teachers in particular 
who receive advanced students,, are well aware of the 
pupils’ deficiencies in the knowledge of what may be 
termed musical grammar; and too often the teacher is 
so wholly engrossed in the arduous task of correcting and 
overcoming bad habits, that be cannot find the time re¬ 
quired for filling out the gaps of general knowledge. 
How deep these gaps are, no one can know who has not 
examined pupils in the manner above-mentioned, and 
many times,in pupils who, so far as performance goes, 
are counted among his best, an ignorance confronts the 
teacher, bo profound as to chill even the hardened heart 
of him who haB been accustomed to see the most shocking 
mnsical barreness. Yet these same pupils will some day 
be teachers in their turn, and in what a dilemma they find 
.themselves in their first tentative teaching efforts, when 
they should impart to others what to themselves is un¬ 
known, or only dimly known I .... It is well that 
these struggles are usually bidden from the world. 
The value of these examinations can farther be en¬ 
hanced by grading the students monthly, thereby keep¬ 
ing up a spirit of emulation, not only temporarily, but 
permanently. One often bears musicians complain that 
musical knowledge, as compared with other knowledge, parental injunction. In such cases artificial incentives 
are the moBt efficient, and Mot seldom the onlvlefficient is vastly-underrated.—But-if-musical- knowledge.-before 
means to stimulate the flagging spirit of pnpils. it is passed off on the public as genuine coin, is made to 
But even the most talented are sometimes in need of undergo a rigid test, and subjected to an accurate valna- 
BACH, J,S,Phei.ude inB-minob (No. 22 or Well-tempered Ciavi- 
cuohd). , 
GODARD, B., Canzonetta from Concert Bomantiqtje. 
KASSMAYEB, M.. Ungabibch, No. 1. 
« « « «* 2. 
RAFF, J., Tarantelia. 
SCHUBERT, F., The Eri.kino. 
“ “ Minuet from Of. 78. 
THE TRIUMPH OF DAVID. 
A Cantata lor dinreh Hue for Solo Voices and 
Chorus with Organ Aeeompanlmeiit. 
By DUDLEY BUCK. Price, SI.OO. 
“A ttrensc .work!” will bo the mental comment of the reader or 
hoar* of this new cantata. The highly dramatic text, iu part a para¬ 
phrase of Scripture, in part original Teree, ii-well int together, and 
effectively illustrated by the accompanying music; the urgau-part is 
provided with careful directions ior the registration, and forms an 
eloquent conimen:ary on the progress ol the story. From the abundant 
variety offered iu the cour.-e of the cantata, the Soprano Solo No. 3 
(“ I will lay me down in peace ’’), and the Tenor Solo No. 6 (“ How long, 
0 Lord, wilt Thou forget me?”), seem peculiarly worthy of special 
mention, and are also published separately under the title of “Two 
Sacied Solos for Soprano and Tenor, fn-m the Cantata,” etc.—With the 
idea of rounding out the story of the relations of David to the house of 
Saul, the.com|K>ser suggests that, alter the Anttplioual Chorus No. 4, a. 
Scriptural Interlude be interpolated, embracing about 40 verses from the 
Bible, to be read by the minister in charge of the services.' The time 
occupied by the performance, including the above interlude, is stated 
at one hour. ' . : . ; 
8. Jadassohn, Manual of Harmony. 
Translated from the latest augmented and carefully revised German 
Edition by Dr. Th. Baker. Cloth, net. $2 00. 
0 In most modern -works iresting of that eminently practical art 
called Harmony, there is" noticeable a distinct tendency to theorize, not 
to say dogmatize.' Their authors are somewhat iu the position of 
cei tain eminent moralists, who, froip long-continued dinning into the 
ears of p.or humanity how it ougltl to get to heaven, forget to point 
on! a practicable path. ' Don’t do this I-Beware of that!’ is the burden 
of their discourse. The end and aim of instruction in Harmony should 
be to teach such a free and skilful handling of the chords as shall form 
the best possible preparation for the: study of Counterpoint.... A set of 
hardandfict rules, admitting of innumerable exceptions in practice; a 
constant reference'to the way Handel did .this and Mozart did that and 
Cherubini did the other, or an elaborate exposition of a fine spun theory 
by some (undeniably great) theorist, doe* not give the average pupil of 
to-day the quick insight and the recognition of broad musical truths 
which lie dt-sbes. The result of such methods is bound to be either a 
painful process of unlearuiug and disillusionment, or a mnsical intelli-.'--1--o ---:<= - -- 
geuce hampered by rule arid rote. Prof. Jadassohn, a well-equipped pnpil8’ ability. This naturally suggests a division 
musician and gifted composer, in whose works (to quote Riemann s F y J ; 66 / 
> fan: 
external stimuli, and when confronted by the necessity 
of rendering in a public performance a piece which, for 
some reason or other happens, to be distastefnl to them, 
will overcome seemingly nnsnrmonntable difficulties or 
the personal dislike felt at first for an intrinsically 
worthy composition. To this end pupils’ musical eor 
class recitals have been found of great use.. There is, 
however; another and an equally efficient means^whose 
value cannot escape the thoughtful, intelligent teacher, 
although thus far it has not fonnd its due recognition. 
I allude to musical examinations. . r 
/^Examinations have never been popular among stu- 
tidents and are not likely to become so in the near, future. 
Even among teachers of other branches there have been 
many , who .have taken up arms against them. Yet 
they never have been discarded, and bid fair to outlive 
many more years of dislike; and this simply-for the 
’ reason that the advantages offered by far outweigh .the 
disadvantages, if there be such. In musical pedagogics, 
on the other-hand, they are a thing almost unknown* 
Why this should be so is difficult to discern. 
Without entering into this question, let us inquire 
regarding a few of the many advantages which would 
result from examinations to be held, let ns say, once each 
quarter. We must, however, postulate at the outset that 
such an examination should comprise not only the tech¬ 
nical performance of one or more given pieces, bat also 
should extend to the theory of music, in bo far at least 
as a knowledge of it iB requisite to an intelligent inter¬ 
pretation of compositions coming within the range of 
jtion similar to that imposed on general knowledge—then, 
and not until then, can it be demanded that it should be 
taken aB full currency. . A system of grading and exami¬ 
nation, thoroughly and consistently carried out by the 
instructors of music, will supply this test; it will give 
our coin a better ring and raise its value in the eyes of 
thoBe who now make light pf musical knowledge. 
“THAT SEMINDS ME.” 
BY OHAS. W. LAKDON. 
remark on the turnons Canons) ‘the fetters of fortn_arfr nowhere felt,’ 
both feels and understands the needs of the modern-student. ‘We 
derive what we call our rules,’, he writes in the Preface, ‘from the 
work* of.the classic masters; lint at the same t le we find so great a 
number of exceptions to the rnlt-s, that the latter often seem doubtful 
to the pupil.’ As air example, lie enumerates the progressions oi the 
seventh, which in the bod.v of the work are carefully explained and 
illustrated. And again: ‘ Whoever wishes to get real benefit from this 
book, mnst not be satisfied with merely learning and understanding the 
principles and.rules given in it. He must also learnHtTappiy'them 
practically, with the freedom of an artist. . . , Let no one,be con¬ 
tent wttii working out ona part uf these exerolBes; each of them is no 
arranged, that the pupil learns the application of a rule in as many and 
various foiins as possible.’ And the uunterous exercises,supplemented 
by an Appendix contalningjpqpions examples replete with suggesth ns 
for working them out, are not only instructive, but really so attractive 
as to lead the pupil to throw his wholesoul into Ills work. For it is not 
dry theory, but living reality, wherewith.the pages of this book provide 
him; 'and he must be a dullard indeed who cannot learn.to master the 
combinations so gradually developed and so thoroughly explained.” 
For Sale by all Music Dealers. 
oft! 
Thp MonShly.EnHotinB issuedby Gh Sohirmer are 
in valuable to all interested inllusio. Will be sent free 
to any address.. 
examination into two more or less separate^,arts, 
viz. ^Theoretical and Practical; the first to be conducted 
by presenting to the class written or oral questions relat¬ 
ing to time division, accents, meaning of tempo and ex¬ 
pression marks, key signatures, key relationship, rudi¬ 
ments of phrasing, etc,; the Becond consisting of the 
interpretation of a given composition, some scale and 
arpeggio playing, and in the more advanced stages, 
v, some reading at Bight, When conducted ita the presence 
of the whole clap, such an examination, if well adapted 
to the purpose in view, will serve U*fii'sgeneral review 
whqjBe value can scarcely be over-estimated, even if we 
should omit the consideration of the beneficial-influence — ----- --—---^-=0.7 tMrikih 
entailed by the preparation which must be demanded £nul?bed me.” And then forthwith “maw” requested 
from each pupil. . the teiicher to send it sii 1 i « - ' 10ll3r. ee ■ 
That, however, which makes the theoretical psirt of somehow learn music without practicing. c.,,- 
An Old Acquaintance—Hotel Clerk—“Your face 
looks familiar, sir.” Hr. Homestead—“ Likelv enough, 
young man; it’s the only'one I ever had.”1—Truth. 
Jastwhatl thought of the“ improvisation ” thrown off 
“ on the spur of the moment ” by a recent graduate of 
a German Conservatory. 
• * « 
* * * 
Proved.^—r Beatrice—* * I hear that Mr. Sapley is suffer¬ 
ing from brain-fever; ” Jones—“ I .guess not. He hasn’t 
the raw material necessary for brain-fever.”—Brooklyn 
Life. ■ 
It is too bad, for he was iust going “ Abwoad” to 
take mnsic lessons in a conservatory. 
’ * * * 
* *• 
Aims in Life.^—Hushand (listening)—“I think that 
there is a burglar in the house.” H’Vf>(*Jxoitedly)—“ Is 
my night cap on straight?’’—Somerville Journal. 
Only two years before this she suffered nervous pros¬ 
tration incident to selecting, making, and trimming her 
graduating dress, in which she was to sing at the conser¬ 
vatory commencement concert. 
* 41- 
Appreciation.—“A jtnan -should not imagine, be¬ 
cause a girl of sixteen laughs at'his jokes, that he is a 
great wit; a girl of sixteen laughB because she is six¬ 
teen.” , 
When they compliment your music, perhaps, it is 
done because they are yonr friends. 
... -* - ■*.■■ :* 
.v.■> ■. / *. * 
Nepottstio PriYilfoes —Egbert—“ Where are you 
working now ?’’ Cholly—“ Gweat heavens ! I ui not 
working. I’m employed in me faihah’shank.’’—-Chicago 
Heeord: . 1 
WheU his music teacher suggested the necessity pf 
FLOTSAM AMD JETSAM, . 1 
, Some time ago in one"of our “ Flotsams and Jetsams” 
we wrote of mnsical cant and hypocrisy. Closely re- * 
lated to these musical sits is extravagance of praise. 1 
. Excess of adjectives and superlatives, an effort to 
impress the -reader or hearer by the fulsomeness of 1 
pi use,' is as rank a sin as lnusical cant ode. 1 they i re * 
Born of the same parent—insincerity _ 
As a rule, such, fulsome descriptions fail of their I 
object and disgust he recipient 
- As a'case in point the following clipping from the 
London. JFttsteoZ T\ tea is apropos. ‘ 1 
fhe mt >i critic of >r< rincial ontemporary was ; 
strn k In a speci v ", , nei by a re 4 Jt organ re< ital 
The performer’s “rendition” (horrid Word) of one 
piece ■was “inBtinct with feeling.!’ An anthem was 1 
‘‘ feelingly submitted” by the choir. The playing of a 
fantasia was “instinct with feeling and pathos.” A ‘ 
pastoral was given “with marked religions feeling, ’ ’ and 
in a “soulful” romance for violin the double-stopping 
wits “ really Bublime in its fulsomeness of tone.” This 
screed is followed by another of similar character. And 
I could quote from papers hearer home notices of con¬ 
certs which are no better. What is worth-praising, is 
worth praising sensibly, and it brings discredit and ridi¬ 
cule upon muBic and musicians for such things to appear 
in print. 
That they will appear there is no s doubt, but every 
honestmusician should set his face .against them and 
,Kave it understood that he wants true, sensible criti- 
cisips rather than idiotic drivel. 
The lusical Mutual Protective Union has protested 
against the playing of Anton Hegner, who was engaged 
by Walter Daiarpseh, of the New York Symphony Or¬ 
chestra, to replace last year’s cello player, Anton 
Hekking. ■ \ 
In Accordance with their usual honorable manner of 
doing buriness, a deputation from this organization 
waited until a short time before the commencement of 
a concert and then informed Mr. Damrosch that Hegner 
would not be allowed to play. Of course, this was a 
serious matter. 
With the dispute we have nothing to do, but there 
Beems to he a rather large opportunity for improvement 
in professional ethics. 
The fostering of American industries (of which wej 
hear bo much in politics) seems to have struck the\ 
musical profession, particularly the orchestral portion 
of it, with-a vengeance. No doubt it is eminently 
proper to look out for home interests, but it would 
appear that it certainly might be done without violating 
any principle of professional ethics. And. let me whis¬ 
per in your ear that the best way to protect your own 
interests is to be thoroughly, completely, and artistically 
capable, and you will assuredly be in demand. The rule 
of life is that we can compel justice when we are com¬ 
petent. Exceptions only prove the rule. 
* *' * 
* * 
The other day a writer in a technical weekly alluded 
_to the celebrated Glasgow caHe, where a comparatively 
modem fiddle had been sold as a Strad. for a large sum. 
Ail the ex pertB were agreed that the fiddle had a mag¬ 
nificent tone, and it was only upon certain microscop¬ 
ical details of workmanship and trade knowledge that it 
was decided that the fiddly was not by Stradivari, but by 
the elder Chanot. The writerthen commence on fashion 
in instruments, continuing that it would be 'infra dig. 
for a Sarasate or a Norman-NSruda fo play on a twenty- 
pound fiddle so long as instruments are to be obtained 
costing from five hundred pounds to a thousand.^ The 
following novel idea is further made: “What method 
would 1 suggest for insuring the performance of abso¬ 
lute justice to all violin makers, ancient and modern? 
Simply make the audience in eadh-ease^the judge. At 
all concerts where violin soIob are played, publish the 
name of the violin maker on the programme, just as 
names of pianoforte makers are. We constantly see 
‘ Herr Wfihtzyssehmm will perform upon one of Messrs. 
Excelsior’s grand pianos-’ Why should we notalso 
read'that M. Paganiniwisky will play npon one of 
Messrs. Bridge, Post & Co.’s violins?”—Musical Opin- 
■ 'ion. y. 
According to the above reprint, “ all things are not 
what theyseem.” We have heard of ..other instances 
where experts have been deceived. Under such circnm- 
sts ses we cannot be surprised llmt the mi . ©f the pupils;® i > by these pupils' supertot progi m ths 
r -.i i le are easily h< ©flu inks d , y 
It is easy for the teacher with -grandiose expressions a 
to blind his clientele and flourish upon an imaginary , 
ability. ■ ' _ p 
Bn! the time come* when Is i icroscopewill 1 •» used, a 
and then the fiawB will appear. “ All is not gold that t< 
gl Iters ’ is ft r\u h J Baying as well as u true • v< , 
yet it may as truly be added that if it be not gold the 1 
glitter 'will, sooner or later, wear off and leave the dull v 
brass to show its repellan character; Don’t glitter, then, v 
with a borrowed light, bnt be something and dc some v 
thing worth doing and . i «j will not. ee1 fulsome tery, fc 
a mntnal prott lion nuisance, nor i n artificial valuation, a 
We doBe onr “ Flotsam and Jetsam” with a clipping t 
which emphasizes the point just made. It (the clipping) | 
refers to an attempt by B. Clay Wysham to claim a t 
poem he did: not write and shows that exposure will \ 
come. ; 
Honors are falling on Mr. H. Clay Wysham as “thick ® 
as leaves in Yallombrosa.” Mr. Eric Mackay, the lit 
writer of the poem, “Beethoven at the Piano,” called | 
upon ns the other day with reference to the incident, 
and he gives his own version in another column. By a 
coincidence, a new edition of Mr. Mackay’s “Love 
Letters of a Violinist ” has just been published by 
Lundey (Exhibition Road, S. W.). The dainty volume 
contains, besides the “love letters,” the poem on 
Beethoven, Which has been “lifted,” as its author terms 
it. The edition is beautifully printed and tastefully 
bound, and onr readers Bhoula secure for themselves a , 
copy of the work as a memento of the incident. Mr. 
Finn has, in his letter, also pricked another Clay- 
Wysham bubble.—Musical Opinion. 1 
A. L. Manchester. ( 
SOME MISTAKES OF YOUEG TEACHERS. 
A- • " 1 
BT T. L. BICKABT. - 
ft - ;, - . o 
Frequently what we consider a mistake in other i 
people is nothing mpre; or less than something that 
interferes with onr own pleasure or profit. The mis¬ 
takes I wish to speak of here are such as are detrimental 
to those who make them primarily and only hurt others 
in a secondary sense, if at all. There can be no dif¬ 
ference of opinion as to any action’ which has this 
effect. While I write cHtefly for the young or inex¬ 
perienced teacher, older instructors frequently make 
mistakes notwithstanding all the experience they may 
ft,have had. 
One mistake that I have noticed over and over again 
'(this one, is made exclusively by teachers^at the begin¬ 
ning of their professional career) is, that when making 
up their class by personal solicitation, they in a sense 
demand a certain number of pupils. “I will stay if I 
can get twelve pupils ” is one way of putting it. “ If I 
can’t get twelve pupils I won’t stay” is another. 
The latter is very liable to provoke the retort (as it 
did in a case which came before the writer’s notice some 
months since) that “ We do not care a great deal whether 
yon stay or not.” A very ill-natured remark, but cer¬ 
tainly deserved. And all the more so, when a town 
already possesses good teachers in whom people have 
confidence. People do not, aB a rale, take their child 
from a good and well proved teacher jnst for the sake of 
aiding a new teacher to get the “ twelve pupils.|’ 
Young teacher, if you think you want to live in a 
certain town take one pupil if n© more, teach that pnpil 
right, and it will not be long before yon have more. If 
there are otherj^eachers in town, never mind, {be; make 
sure yon know what you. have to do and go ahead. 
When the English Admiral Nelson came up with the 
French fleet in the Mediterranean, they were anchored 
close in shore. Nelson remarked that where there was 
room for a French ship to swing there was room for an 
English ship to anchor; and leading his ships between 
i the French fleet and the shore gained a superior posi- 
i tion and eventually a victory, though others thoughtjus 
action meant nothing less than annihilation, 
p Another mistake some teachers make (though in this. 
. case not always young ones) isthat they find fault with the 
methods and results of the old established teachers, point- 
ing out their failings and lack of ability. These older 
teachers may be wrong, and tbe methods of the yonnger 
- teacher better, bnt-the thing to do is to obtain a few 
our methods are better. That will have more weight 
nd assure yon of ultimate sue©® is 
Although in a ^ $aaeB a teacher who makes his 
articular-mistake means no-harm,-yet because the" 
ction is a reflexive one he does harm, bnt it iB only 
o himself. - r < ~ . 
Another mistake is, that so many teachers do hot 
learn to play a few pieces from memory. . What would 
think a rebiter or a sjpeake w ried k ,r 
with, him a book ;of. speeches and. recitations without 
which he yroold be at sea?.. The sight of a person pre¬ 
tending to. teach carrying ronnd a piece in case they are 
sked tp play igamnsing, to pat it mildly. You teachers 
who “can’t play, without the music” are apt to make 
people think that you can’t play with it. Learn some¬ 
thing by heart- if yon have to set up nights to do it. It 
will pay in the end. 
To sum up,—be content with small beginnings, show 
superior knowledge’and skill not by decrying the work 
bf others bat by superior results; and, above all, im¬ 
prove, grow, daily. ( 
IP MUSIC A LUXURY? 
BY ERNST HELD. 
At this time of financial depression many private 
music teachers feel more or less its "effect, as many of 
their pupils postpone their lessons or give them np 
altogether. As an explanation of postponement or 
cessation they quote their parents’ decision to lessen 
expenses for. luxuries. “ You will have to get along 
this season with fewer new gowns, fewer lnncheons and 
teas, attend less frequently balls, opera, theater, and 
concerts, (sic) give up yonr music and painting lessons, 
and altogether restrict your expenses for luxuries and 
amusements.” Thus a would-be-wise father has spoken 
in these hard times to his young lady daughter. 
Many Bo-called society people consider musical accom¬ 
plishment an ornament wherewith to Bhine and attract, 
instead, of a-high art, which refines, ennobles, and ex¬ 
pands its earnest devotee, until he hears the dissonances 
of striving life resolve themselves into the harmonies of 
soul-peace and everlasting joy. 
There is nothing in the realm of nature or human life ’ 
which music could not describe or suggest to the capable 
performer or intelligent listener, be it. the appalling 
fierceness of a midwinter storm at Bea, or the peace¬ 
proclaiming calm of a summer sunset; be it the hilarious 
uproar of a popular festival, or the sad tone of a funeral 
bell, which accompanies the slow steps of the mourners 
to the grave. Human passion in its devouring glow, 
gentleness in its pure aspirations, exulting joy and de¬ 
spairing sorrow, faith and doubt, strife and victory, hate 
and love, in short, every imaginable shade and phase of 
hnman life, find adeqnate expression in music. 
It is no wonder, while young people share their friends’ 
opinion of holding music to be a luxury or ornament, 
that so many of them lay it aside, as having served its 
pnrpoae, as soon as their own home life begins and 
family and society claim their time and strength. Bnt 
if, on the other band, the teacher has been able to en¬ 
kindle in his pnpila an appreciation of the divine spark 
in mnBic—then these students will persuade, nay, im¬ 
plore, their parents to let them pnrsne steadily their 
inhsici studies. When will the general public compre¬ 
hend that the interruption of a study is a serious set¬ 
back, a loss of hard labor, and a sacrifice of knowledge 
gained ; that it .lessens interest and dampens zeal in the 
pursuit of mnsical knowledge ? 
Do parents withdraw their children for six months or 
longer from schools whep incomes diminish ? No, for 
they well know, that such a coarse implies either medio¬ 
crity of results gained, or greater outlay of labor, money, 
i ’ and time afterward in reaching excellence. 
Happy is the zealous student who can go on steadily 
i and systematically in his work, until he is enabled to 
i comprehend and interpret intelligently the smaller or 
- greater works of the great masters I ' * 
Verily, to such, music will become a life blessing, a 
real ornament of their homes, more precious and en- 
r during than laces, diamonds, and bric-a-brao. - 
11 ETUDE 
LETTERS TO PUPILS. 
BT JOHN 8. TAN CLEVE. 
To N. McC. Your first question,as to when one 
should begin voice culture, is an important one. I ain 
glad to speak upon it because I hare some positive 
opinions, though they differ radically, indeed, diametric¬ 
ally, from the opinions expressed by many voice trainers. 
I have had considerable experience in forming artistic 
habits in solo voices, though I have done very little choral 
work, and I emphatically believe that many of the most 
essential things can'be taught not merely at the age of 
fifteen or sixteen; but to children. 
I see no reason in the world why a child of eight or 
ten, if possessing a bright mind, a good ear, and any 
musical susceptibility at all, cannot learn to form all the 
vpwels, both open and closed with perfect parity, to 
foous the tones, bright and sombre, in j;he various parts 
of the mouth, striving to shape the cavities as they- 
should be and to manage the jaws and. lips correctly, 
to get the pronunciation, sustain the breath (which is a 
mechanical training), and, indeed, do many of the ex¬ 
ercises of the' -glottis and, in fact, nearly all the. broad, 
general principles of voice training. Of course it is not 
necessary that a Child should be w,earied with an 
exhaustive, and also exhausting, lecture on vocal 
physiology, anatomy, or hygiene. The lesson need not 
be a polysyllabic disquisition, the meaning of which 
shall be like a ship retarded by clusters of barnacles, 
but many of the expressions which tend to form the 
artistic voice are of a very simple character, though 
radical and of admirable effect, and these the child can 
learn by a simple description and a little imitation. 
There is no reason that I can discover why a child of 
twelve or thirteen ppssessing ear, voice, and musical 
taste should not be able to sing artistically. Bear in 
mind that I do not say that the heights of passionate 
dramatic force or the climaxes of artistic finish can be 
reached by a child, but simply that the broad foundation 
„ of the tone-world upon which all the superstructure 
must rest can then be successfully laid by imitation and 
simple description, the result being that much earlier in 
life will artistship be attained, and all the dry drudgery 
will have been done half as play, and in the years which 
have permitted it to be forgotten, as is the case in learn¬ 
ing the mother tongue. Let those who assert that the 
voice must be let'alone till the age of eighteen or twentyj 
bear in mind that Adelina Patti, the greatest pure 
vocalist, the most perfect colorateur singer among 
women of the nineteenth century, made her debut at 
the age of sixteen, in the city of New York, in 1.859, 
using for the purpose that extremely difficult role, the 
character of Rosina in the “ Barber of Seville. ” 
Her brother-in-law, Maurice Strakosh, told me with 
his own lips that he gave her lesBonB every day for b!x 
years. It is dangerous not to begin to train the voice 
early, and I believe that the raw, crude singing, without 
lessons, of talented girls ^exhibitions of day and Sun¬ 
day schools, are now doing ten times more harm than 
all the quack voice teachers in the country could 
possibly accomplish. There is nothing worse for chil¬ 
dren than to sing, as our children do, with unmusical 
models before them, and not fostered by the sensitive 
but potent influences of a musical atmosphere. An 
Italian child, instinctively, from the beauty of : his lan¬ 
guage and from coastant hearing of pure voices, cannot 
help staging cor^ct^craes,- but an American child 
squeezes her throat, shrieks through her. nose, soreatns 
too high, mumbles the words, and in general makes a 
miserable, inartistic business of singing. 
*■ .* „ * 
* vr 
We must remember that piano' playing is not merely a 
digital"exhibition Of the same characterras those of a 
contortionist or a tight rope or a trapeze performer,—-it ’ 
is a language by whiph something which camd out of a 
glowing mind and a warm heart is to be re-created and 
transferred, into the minds and hearts of listening 
people who before did not have that impression but are 
now, to be elevated and stimulated by it, Let it never 
be forgotten that the more brain,,,heartj^Tvil!, soul, 
and character infused into a musical performance, and 
the more of the sapae qualities found in a reciprocal 
state .in the listener, the more significuitL will music be. 
Tones are to ushucnanbeingain the spiritual world 
what the electric waves on the telephone wirCB are to 
our daily needs in the practical realm. A good,, all- 
copper wire as a perfect transmitter is a good thing, bat 
what if the massage be baleful or fatuous ? 
At. what age ought a child to begin taking piano 
lessons?. The age for beginning the piano is almost as 
various as anything that can be imagined. Many 
children do not begin until the age of ten, eleven, or 
twelve,1 and afterward become very proficient. We 
have forever before us the conspicuous and shining 
example of little Felix Mendelssohn, the most ideally 
educated man in all the history of music, a man whose 
powers in every direction,—physical, mental, social, 
spiritual, moral;—seem to have received id^al pains and 
perfecting culture, and he began the actual, systematic 
stud/ of the piano at the age of four, his mother giving 
him daily five-minute lessons. \ , 
I should say that id general a child might safely begin 
the piano at the age of seven or eight—-not earlier except 
in very exrraordinary cases. In addition to the marvel¬ 
lous instance of Mendelssohn upon the piano, we may 
mention, that of Louis Spohr, the greatest of classical 
violin composers, who played his instrument admirably 
at the age of five; and the age of nine seems to be quite 
a favorite one for the debut of young pianists. Liszt, 
Meyerbeer, Mozart, Rubinstein,—all made their first 
successes about this time in life; Mozart,of course, a 
year or two younger. Love aud enthusiasm for the art 
is the chief criterion both as to ho]w much and when 
one is to study, and yet Thalberg did not settle himself 
to piano playing.in earnest till he was nineteen years 
old. Clara Schumann showed absolute indifference to 
music till the age of nine/and declared to my friend E. 
. Perry while he studied with her that she improved 
more during the five years from her fifty-ninth to her 
^“sixty-fourth year than at any other periodJn her life. 
Some years ago oue of the leading pianists in Cincin¬ 
nati was Mr. Werner Stetabrecher, who spent two 
winters as a pupil, with Chopin and he did not begin till 
the age of twenty six. Thus you see the most advan¬ 
tageous time may range, by actual examples, from the 
age of four to sixty-four. Who shall dogmatize about 
it? 
RESULTS. 
H. 0. MAODQUGALL. 
Your second -question is ^whether one may be 
considered a good piano teacher who possesses no 
knowledge of theory. 
I answer it emphatically, “ No,” one cannot be con¬ 
sidered a good anything who has not Borne knowledge 
of the grammar—that is, structural laws—-of musical 
composition:—cannot be. a good singer, good organist, 
good pianist, a good teacher, a good amateur, a good 
* listener, a good connoisseur,—a good anything,—who is 
notable to analyze, at least to some extent, the struc. 
tore and follow the windings qf the composers’ thoughts. 
A Radical Suggestion to Teachers. 
After all’s said and done results tell the story. Some¬ 
times the story is told to deaf ears, sometimes to unwill- 
■■ ing ears. 
In teaching; a certain result is desired; namely, the 
instruction of the pupil. To bring about that result a 
'.certain order of procedure, more or less reasonable, is 
adopted; this is called a method. - 
The method is the teacher's side of the matter; .results 
primarily concern the pupil. 
This accounts for the fact that, after a time method as¬ 
sumes an undue importance in a teacher’s mind. 
Snppose yon were taught that a certain position of the 
hand was necessary in playing. Position, being an ex¬ 
ternal, always in Bight, is a prominent part of a method. 
Therefore, as you were drilled^sb you insist on it day 
in and day out, and look with a certain disfavor on 
teachers and pupils who do not adopt your position. 
After a few years’ teaching, however, you find that the 
less gifted pupils are so blinded by the mote of .position 
that they are unable' to appreciate the beam of practical 
technique. Now recallthe; fact that' position is of no 
consequence whatever apart from its .results. If good 
results are prevented throw’ position overboard, 
v The playing of great airtists is a anfficieat demonstra- 
tion of ihe factthatresults ore the fbrein lonaidera- 
tion in their mind.. Unless we claim that they play in 
spite of their method, which is? tentamonni to saying 
that they are idiots;,’we most adinitthatthey place re¬ 
sults far abote means and never allow the orthodox re¬ 
strictions of the coiiBerVatories to infiaence them. 
To takp .a little broader view s in the conduct of your 
method as a whole add to, cot out, or alter it without 
compnnction if yon can' accomplish a direct, tangible 
resalt.. Never be “ loyal ” to a method. That is pat¬ 
ting toe attic in the cellar. 
To look still farther : if your teaching is apparently 
conducted on sound principles ; if you are conBcientidus 
and do honest work, and yet do not torn out good pupils 
—if, in a word, you are not successful—it will seem ter¬ 
ribly hard to have it said, but it must he stud: Resnlts 
have judged yon. t 
Bat if yon take the lesson in the right way it will be 
immensely stimulating; for ybn will say: If my work 
. is honest; andl do not succeed, it most mean either that 
honest work is a drug in the market (this ik quite possi¬ 
ble), or it may mean that honest work must distinguish 
itself from other honest work by being fresh, bright, and 
progressive, by having individuality. 
Honest people are not necessarily either entertaining 
or useful. 
Is there not much truth in all this ? 
A 0B1TRE SHOT. 
[The following bit of Harcaam from the Liader hits the mark so 
aarely in the centre that we commend it to our readers in the belief 
that it may point a moral; Do pianists never sin in this particular? 
Editor Exbdb.] 
The generosity of the musical profession borders 
almost on extravagance, and no profession approaches 
it in the liberal manner in which it deals out praise. 
Singers stand in the front rank in this matter, and their 
enthusiasm runs riot in one sustained crescendo from face 
powder all the way up to zithers and pianos; in fact, in 
the matter of pianos their enthusiasm is so great that 
they have been known to showerthe same adjectives in 
the superlative upon pianos by rival makers, the warm¬ 
hearted and disinterested little woman vowing both A’s 
and B’s pianos are the finest and only reliable instru¬ 
ments ever made. Editors are continually receiving de¬ 
lightful proofs of this kind of artistic generosity. The 
following is a pattern letter, and was written by the 
famous Sophonisba Batkins to the editor of the Opke- 
cleide 
“ Dear Sir :—Although I have a new operate study; a 
work especially written for me by my dear friend, Handel 
Gnonod, I really cannot resist telling you how greatly 
delighted I was with the last number of your wonderful 
and delicious paper. I read it through from title-page to 
last cover and found that, even the advertisements show 
the rarest kind of genius, and are as fascinating as the best 
of Shelley’s poems. I am not flattering you in the least 
when I tell you that you are the only music critic whose 
opitaion I value and whose criticisms I hunger to read. 
Now for a little bit of news about myself, which I sup¬ 
pose you will insist on publishing—and who can oppose 
you when you have made up your mind I 'R done! 
Well, London and Paris went into the wildest ecstasies 
over my'singing, and I, could' easily'have filled . all my 
next season’s time. But I love dear, sweet America, 
my native country,, and I am fonder of the grand, liberal 
American public than even of myself. It will be de¬ 
lighted with the new gowns T have had especially made 
in Paris, particularly a dVorth waist and skirt with a 
foundation of brown canvas'grenadine mounted on gored 
taffeta - of the same brown shade, with ecru: puffed 
Bleeves aud galloon let in above a wide hem outlined 
’ with white guipure. Did you. hear that the Empress of 
'Germany kissed me and that Queen YictoriaAepged md 
to make Windsor Palace my Aome whenever I visited 
London? My season begins September 6rE^ bnt I shall 
not be happy and contented until my singing meets witlj 
the approval of you,, dear old cynic; and wise mjan that 
you are. If you knew how anxiously ' your p#erig. 
awaited in artistic Europe you would be vainer tJian yoq 
are. I send you my photograph ; if yon insist on pub¬ 
lishing it I will forgive you. The laco.is -realmoint and 
the diamonds those given me by the Ktng:of'Itely.M.;::.: 
MUM'S NSW PROGRESSIVE k MUSICAL EVENING. HINTS FOR YOUNG tEACHERS. 
BY CHAHLK8 t,AKBON. 
' - _: ; - ' by Tsmmmm soum®, 
-Every music teaSier knows the-difficulty of ar- 
ranging lessona so that each may be a little more 
difficiUt than. the.preceding one, and that five-fin¬ 
ger exercises and soale studies may be relieved Irom 
o t; ieby aelodiot exercises and recre tions, 
and-occasional pieces just fitted and adapted to il- 
lusti tie the prebedin joi sul seq ten less ns an 5 *»> 
the.same time encourage the scholars, and lighten 
and brighten up their work, : 
Moelling’g New and )gi ssive Meth ^ fills al 
these requirements ; it is specially designed, to help 
young teachers to" carry their scholars by easy 
gradations from the very A B C of music, with 
juestions and mswers interspersed through eas] 
melodious recreations, five-finger exercises, inter¬ 
esting pieces, and all the scales and chords, for one 
year; at the end of which time the teacher and 
scholar will be mutually astonished at the progress 
mad and ha without won , fretting, dr apparent 
effor m the part £ either The wither, 
Moelling, I one of :h> most experienc jd and bt t 
qualified teachers in the musical profession, and his 
meth .1 will b I und tc b( j i what *> wanted -L. « 
the first year’s instruction-book. This edition is 
printed from engraved plates, on the best quality 
paper, with American fingering, and is neatly and 
durably bound in boards ; price $1.50 retail, with 
liberal discount to teachers* 
STEPPING STONE TO THE SCIENCE OF 
MUSIC 
BY M. H. NORES. 
a brief and simple treatise on the Rudiments of 
Music,. Harmony, Modulation, Melody, Rhythm, 
Transposition, and Composition, with Extracts from 
: Standard , Composers, Explanation of Musical 
Terms, etc. 
Very valuable to teacher as well as to scholar, 
and indispensable to those who study music as a 
science. Bound in boards, price 50 cents ; liberal 
discount to teachers. 
■The first ittem >t at an im to taut thing of en seems 
to be almost unsnrmountable. Every teacher should 
sustain a series of inusicales each year with his class. 
The pieces that1 he gives to pupils Bhould be considered 
from this btandpoi t But do not commit the common 
rroi of giving music that is oo difficult for th pupil, 
in easy r<> r well played play? 5 ith a r Bery fore* 
at’s its co sequent repose is 4- more enjoyable 11 the 
hearei !,***s, - m ambitio s piece poorly played, thiB poor 
playing but discouraging th® pu| II f i further at " pts 
at .»* p swing in > Wio i 5 rightly n aking *b • tea* i' r 
unpopular. ■ 
The following program is an easy one, and is given-here 
as it would be presented by the writer with his own class— 
if he had aclass of young pupils. The program should open - 
with a bright and pleasing piece; and as the first part of the 
program is apt to be embarrassing to young players, it 
is well to begin with a fonr-hand piece. “ Ojos 
Criollos ’’—four hands, by Gottschalk, is a good open¬ 
ing nnmber. It requires pupilB of the sixth' grade-r- 
grading from I to' X to play it well; to have the freedom 
necessary for bringing out Its .brilliant ’climaxes with suf¬ 
ficient vim and snap; The piece can be described to the 
assembled class with.their parents and friends as being au 
idealized arrangement of a negro melody, as danced by 
moonlight. Let imagination picture a Company of the hap¬ 
py go-lncky Caban negroes with their rude instruments of 
music, a “ fiddle,” flute or fife, tambourines, triangles 
and cymbals, not leaving out-the ever present banjo, 
musicians not only playing bnt patting the time with the 
foot, and &b the young people dance they get excited 
and the dance becomes an exceedingly animated scene. 
This can all be distinctly heard, by the imagination, in 
the music, if it is well played, and if the players 
have the skill slightly to increase the tempo in the last 
two parts of the piece. 
Contrast should be kept in mind when making a 
OPERETTAS—“ The Lottery Ticket.” 
BY HUBBARD T. SMITH. 
A humorous opera in two acts'; with Piano ac¬ 
companiment. ‘ Words and music unusually good. 
The plot is perfectly clean and full of comic situa¬ 
tions. Four characters (two ladies and two gen¬ 
tlemen) in the cast. Time of production about 30 
minutes. Price 60 cents. 
“A NEW YEAR’S RECEPTION.” 
Comic Operetta, in Two Acts, with Piano 
Accompaniment. 
BY HUBBARD T. SMITH. 
Twelve characters in the cast (six ladies and six 
gentlemen). Sweet, melodious, tuneful, sparkling 
-music.. Bright, witty, humorous, clean dialogue. 
Amusing,; diverting, entertaining situations. Time 
of production about one hour. Price 00 cents. 
Orchestra parts to both of the above .Operettas 
may bfe hired at a reasonable price from the pub¬ 
lishers. .-. 
Our sheet music catalogue mailed free to any ad¬ 
dress on- application. O ur publications may tie ob¬ 
tained from any first-class music dealer in the 
United States; if for any reason your dealer does 
not keep our publications in stOckTor delays getting 
them for you, send direct to us. • ■' ' . 
JOHN F. ELLIS & CO. 
. .; 
937 Pennsylvania Ave., 
IwashiNgtoM, d. c. 
program, although it is not the only thing to consider. 
“ Evening Bells,” T. Kullak, Op. 62, No. l2, is easy 
and- pleasing. Suppose that the persons present were 
in a boat on some Swiss lake, and at twilight should 
Mar one of those small and lightly tinkling chapel bells 
founding sweetly through the pure and thin air. As 
they all cease conversation to listen, they hear the voice 
of a nun sounding out in an almost ecstatic rapture. It 
is a soulful volce of some one who has overcome a great 
grief and blighting bitterness, the voice from a purified 
and 'victorious'' soul. This song reaches the listeners in 
parte, as the breezes waft to them, and as they drift 
nearer' they hear it continuously, and soon a deeper 
voice is heard with a chorus, and as they pass by the 
voice again comes in fragmentary strains and is lost in 
the distance, and nothing bnt the fading tones of the . 
little bell are heard.' 
Now we will give a piece in direct contrast to the 
above, “ The Jolly Huntsman.” G. Merkel, Op. 81, 
No. 2. This is an easy piece, yet extremely pleasing. 
It should be played by some pnpfi of a lively tempera¬ 
ment, one who has more than sufficient technical ability 
to do it well, that its apirit and touch-and-go qualities 
may be.well brought out. Any of your audience who. 
- have read a hunting scene as found in English literature 
will easily picture to themselves the meaning'or the 
music. -The “ Hunter’s Horn ” rings out clearly on the 
morning air. The horses are full 'of spirit and unrest, 
the dogs are eager for the fray, and hearts beat fast with 
excitement. As the hnnting party gain the hunting 
grounds the hills, echo back the huntsman’s bugle call. 
The Coda of the piece can easily represent the chase 
and capture of some game worthy of the day. 
“ Good1 Night,” by Schytte, Op. 69, No. 12, needs 
bnt a suggestion, the audience can give,: each for himself 
or herself, an imaginative pictured? the scene. Was the 
“ good night ” spoken by a child to its mother? By a 
■ friend to a"friend when leaving after a “call,” and 
satisfactory repose ? Why the “ sweet delay while 
words - were spoken too sweet for Common ears to 
heai ?*’ • - 
“ Bridal March,”. Lohengrin, Wagnet; or “ Wedding 
March,’ Mendelssohn. Four-hand arrangement would 
be best,-perh ps V rches ire So mmOi such everyday 
afiairsthat we lose sight: of their significance. School 
children t in and out of the Bchool and clr,'i rooms 
to them. -Boys get .up “ make believe ” parades to a 
march played on1 a tin/flute Or whistle. The street 
Bands pi y them at the pa adea of <& - ,c rad military ■ 
outings. .There are fnneral marches at the burialof 
Borne noted soldier, or member of- a secret society. 
But, who can ever forget the march, to which they 
walked with joyous and happy step, to the altar where 
they were made husband and [wife ? .Who can connt 
the thousands upon thousands who have heard thiB 
march under like circumstances? Its very strains 
suggest unalloyed happiness, bringing to the imagina- 
tionthe fragranceoforangeblosBomB on the joyous 
wings of song. . ( 
Some mother’s boy liad been reading forbidden bookB 
by stealth And beepme ftll of the idea of being a sailor. 
He nuts away and goes to sea. But the rough weather 
and rougher life make him long for home. In his'deep 
he dreams of home and its quiet happiness, of the love 
of his greatly wronged mother ; he thinks of his playfel¬ 
lows as going- to Sunday school where he learned 
nothing but good things that he tried to forget, bnt 
these truths now trouble his. awakened conscience even 
in his sleep while he seems to hear the old church bell. 
Yet in his dreamy sleep he hears the raving storm and 
the heavy thunders as his ship rocks and is tossed by 
the angry waves. Bat constantly home and itB life of un¬ 
appreciated love and happiness comes to his mind, and at 
last he falls into a deeper sleep, yet still hearing the 
church chimes of hiB home. This the imagination 
hears when listening to the “Sailor Boy’s Dream,” by 
La Hatche. 
Descriptive music has a legitimate place in any good 
concert or musicals program, provided the piece would 
be interesting as music if heard without knowing its 
title or “story.” “The Alpine Storm,” by Charles 
Runkel, is a good nnmber of this class of composition. 
The piece has printed in its pages a full and well 
written description, and therefore need not be given 
here. It requires players of the fifth and sixth, or 
perhaps sixth and seventh grades to do it really well. 
Everybody has either seen Millet’s famons “ Les 
Angelas,” or an engraving of it. A noted critic said of 
it: “Every line oC*tfexpresses devotion. Even the 
clouds worship. j£hose bowing peasants are the em¬ 
bodiment of spiritualized prayer.” Wilson G. Smith 
has given a reproduction bf this masterpiece of a siBter 
art in tone colors, in his “Vesper Chimes.” The 
opening movement gives the distant chimeB as coming 
from the village church Bteeple to the hearing of those 
worshipful peasants. The second movement is choral 
’ like, representing the service of Vespers as conducted 
in the church scene in the background of the painting. 
The composer has given ub a beautiful interpretation of 
that immortal paintings It requires a full expression, 
and therefore should be played by some pupil of riper 
years, or one who has marked powers of expression. 
It is about grade six in difficulty. 
Ah audience Bhould always be Bent away happy and 
wanting to hear more, and never feeling as if they had 
been kept too long. With about the amount of de¬ 
scription given in this article, one more piece will be 
fully sufficient. If yon have a friend who recites well, 
give the famous pbem “ Sheridan’s Ride; ” after which 
have played “ On to The ^Battle,” by Holst (Rohlfing & 
Sons, publishers) ; while not a difficult piece, to give it 
i with the necessary speed and spirit requires players of 
about the sixth and seventh grade. It 1b the most 
, Spirited easy composition known by the writer, and 
r illustrates the above poem, taking the hearers right into 
c the battle-field, in imagination. 
3 The above list by no means exhausts the fine pieces 
l of mnBtc that can be interestingly: describe*!. In 
[ makintr noles for this article there were enough pieces 
going oat info the night? By a brother to his sister, op ’t'Si’more 
to some other boy s sister? Why the unrest, yet long are especially rich, and of them a grand program con] d 
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A pleasing, rocking motion, which when properly secured will carry the hearer along despite 
the constant rests which interrupt the continuity of-the legato. In order to secure this,count 
two in a measure, according to the tempo indicated in the metronome mark. The various strong 
accents which how and themoocur, are generally- anticipations of accents which would have been 
expected a little lat&rr. They must be given with consierable force. The pedal is to be used ac¬ 
cording to the indications. 















[For The. Etude.] 
, EFUF0IATI02T IF BINGING. ., . 
BT If. J. HENDERSON. 
Is there anysubStantialreason why a singer should not r 
pronounce the text of a’.song well? If there is, then 
vocal music is not" a faultless art. If there is not, then 
vocalistdsor their: teachers have a great deal to account 
for. To he sure, the ma ority of those upoi whose r s« 
ence in. the reserved Beats the singer's salary depends do 
not know good vocalization from bad; but is it not pos¬ 
sible that this is largely the result of education of the 
ear in bad methods ? There was a tenor—a famous tenor, 
too,-—who used to fascinate the: women at the Metropol¬ 
itan Opera House in New York. One of his idles was, 
of course, Tannhauser. At the end of the intense scene 
with Venus this artist used to call upon—whom ? *■ Mar- 
i-u-u-wuh.” And the Sancta Maria actually interposed to 
save him after hearing her name pronounced in that 
dreadful manner. To be sure if she had not done bo 
the opera must have Stopped; but I never could quite 
enter into the illusion of the scene when I heard that 
explosion. I always feared' that the gentleman’s over¬ 
strained larynx had at last blown up. But I am told 
that he is still singing, and that his voice is not gone. 
It ought to be said, however, that this artist did, as a 
rule, pronounce the text so that.it cpuld be followed at a 
respectful distance with the aid of a libretto and prayer. 
. It was German text, too. and not so easy to pronounce. 
And I do remember Tamagno, whose singing had as 
many faults as virtueB, but whose enunciation. of the 
Italian words was a source of constant delight. But 
what a long list of opera and concert singers I have 
known who could not or would not allow the audierice- 
the grace of a single syllable. When, Campanini sings 
oratorio in English I can follow every word, which is 
often more than I can do when he talks to me. But 
when Emma Juch sings in English, I cannot tell one 
. word from another. I understand her German better, 
even though I do not speak German. 
. Now, we often hear talk of the possibility of establish¬ 
ing opera in the language of the country. Until we do 
that we shall never have opera that we can call our own; 
as a form of art, opera will never become native to the 
soil till it is given to us with English text. Then and 
then only may we hope to see the people take to it as 
they do to the drama. And when the people have made; 
it their own, the American school of composition wilt 
arise. But the people will never take to English opera 
till they Can understand the words which are sung to 
them, and that is a consummation which seems to me to 
be a long way off. It has been my fortune to hear a good 
many performances of opera in English in the last dozen 
years, and I can say frankly, that I have seldom met with 
a singer whose enunciation was even tolerable. > 
. At the outset, I asked whether there was any substantial 
reason why a singer should not pronounce the words of 
a Bong well. Personally, I do not believe there is, though 
professors of singing have tried to convince me that in 
many cases the difficulties are insuperable. The whole 
trouble, it seems to me, is with the position of the larynx. 
I am not a teacher of singing, and 1 do not presume to 
instruct those who are teachers ; I merely offer ub a sug¬ 
gestion and fruitful subject of study, with a grave end in 
view, namely, the ultimate naturalization of opera—the 
possibility of overcoming all laryngeal obstacles to a 
clear and intelligible pronunciation of the vowels. I am 
aware that the subject is receiving attention. I know 
that some teachers think they have solved the problem. 
I sincerely hope they have, bat I have not yet met with 
the practical results of the solution My duties as mu¬ 
sical critic of the' New York Times bring toe into the 
pre8enctf~'of nearly every public Singer, young or old, 
.who appears in the metropolis in the conree of the sea¬ 
son, and I reiterate that the Btate of the art of pronun¬ 
ciation among our native Bingera is most discouraging. 
For some reason these vocalists seem to have little or 
imperfect knowledge of the accepted methods of modi¬ 
fying those vowel.sounds which:are diametrically opposed 
to the position of the larynx in certain registers—as, for 
instance, the u sonnd in the upper, or the ee sound in the 
lower register. They do not modify; they radically 
change. And. they are so *oareless and slovenly with 
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their consonants that the words become wholly unintel* 
ligible. It is' extremely common to hear a tenor pro¬ 
nounce “ day ” “ dob,” if it chances to come on a note 
above his middle register; Now when, the letter d is not 
clearly, ennnciated, the word becomes “ uh,” which is 
sla pie gil t rish. •••• - _• 
> If it is possible for a German to enunciate distinctly, 
it is possible for an American. Onr: language presents 
no graver difficnlties to the singer than that- of the 
Fatherland; Yet it was always a delight to me to mark 
how. clearly the German text fell from the lips of such 
good singers as Fischer and Lehmann; - The same ad; 
Durable clearness of diction is a notable feature of the 
singing of Jean de Reszke. I suspect that our deficiency 
in this matter is largely due to the insufficient training 
of our singers, who are not willing to sacrifice the neces¬ 
sary years to a complete mastery of all parts of their 
art. But I suspect also that some vocal teachers do not 
give as much attention to this matter as they might. 
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LITTLE ITEMS FOR PUPILS WORTH MOWING. 
BT It. VOW ADBLUNG. 
“ Eyes off !” Don’t yon know that the blind can 
play the piano as well as you? And don’t yon think 
that he who can find blindly all the distances on the 
keyboard has a decided advantage over those who roll 
their eyeballs from left to right, from the music to the 
keyboard and back again, and after all strike the wrong 
basB note ? It is amusing to notice how some look at the 
keyboard after they miss the respective key. Pupils 
ought to be taught early to jump distances “without 
looking.” Of course, exercises for that purpose ought 
to be properly graded, but that is the teacher’s or com¬ 
piler’s business. - ’And another thing: successful jump¬ 
ing depends on the steady position of the hand. It is 
the arm that does the “ jumping,” not the hand. The 
angle between the hand and arm mast not be changed 
during the operation. A slightly outward position is of 
advantage. In my opinion ‘‘jumping” exercises bnght 
to be performed first on black keys and in octaves. 
Playing scales with both hands two or three octaves 
apart 1b also very nseful in order to become familiar 
with the relative distances on the keyboard. 
Every pupil knows, or onght to know, the different 
^positions of the hand used in playing—the low (on the 
white keys), the high (on black), and the^two oblique 
' (the thumb coverings, black, the fifth a white key, and 
vice versa). When you have to change these positions 
it is nSefnl because easier to do that gradually. This is 
done by sliding the fingers toward the keys that have 
to be struck. For instance, imagine an octave arpeggio 
in the first position, say f a c f (right hand, first, second, 
third, and fifth finger), is to be continued chromatically, 
so that the next grip would cover f sharp, a sharp, c 
sharp, and f sharp. Then, whilst yon strike c, yon 
glide with the thumb up to f Sharp, and so with the 
second and third finger to their succeeding keys; when 
the fifth finger strikes f, the thumb has already silently 
Slid up to f sharp, and covered it ready for the next grip ; 
the hand is now in an oblique position (thumb covering 
f sharp and little finger f), and with hardly «|iny effort 
the hand gainB the high position needed for the second 
grip. : ' • ■■■’•• -* ’ ■- ... 
Fnrthermore, in all places where one -hand has to 
jump, whilst the other does not, take advantage of the 
first leisure instant to jump long before yon have to 
strike, and that as quick as lightning, to place your hand 
over the right key ready to strike—then, and not before, 
the other hand that has Only to “walk ” moves to its 
proper place; Or with other words, the jumping hand 
: should always move first. A proper use of the pedal 
often allows thehand to jump in good time where the 
value of the first note seems to forbid the removal of the 
hand. -v 
Before I proceed to my next item let me tell you again 
—eyes off 1 The first step toward it is,: of course, diffi¬ 
cult, bat soon yon will feel the control: yoa gain over 
your movements, and the trouble is richly rewarded by 
the absence of nervousness—a disease 'each player is 
Bnbjeot to when he haB to be in constant fear of 
missing a key or losing hiB place in the mnsfc. 
Our next item is an easy way to learn the notes or to 
learn note-reading. Take the treble part of some piece 
and. write it down in the bass clef or the reverse; B6- 
ginnerrbtight tp.be taught both clefs at the same timd, 
starting from the centre c and, counting up to. the fifth 
line: of treble, then sterting again from the centre c and 
going down to the first line of bass. Learn and write 
notes first by thirds (lines or spaces). Recite the musi¬ 
cal alphabet in th» order: c, e, g, b, d,f, a, c, and back, 
x’hen come the: ledger lines .above fifth lines in treble, ' 
viz., a, c, and e ; then those below first lines in hasB, viz., 
e, c, a; then the spaces b, d, f, and d, b, g. 
An early teaching and writing in the three positions 
of the seven fundamental triads, ceg, dfa, egb, fac, 
gbd, ace, add bdf, is also of great help. 1 have some 
more items in petto, bat it would not do to take up too 
much space, and, therefore, I prefer waiting doing so 
until—by request. 
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The piano responds, 'almost like a living thing, to the 
care given it, and1 fhe owners of new or old instruments 
may find a>few hintsacceptable. Variations in tempera¬ 
ture affect the delicate works so decidedly that the cor¬ 
ner of the room" farthest from the register or stove should 
be chosen for its abiding place, and, if possible, the key¬ 
board turned away from the source of heat. It is not 
necessary to close the lid every night, and, in fact, no 
piano should remain closed for months at a time, as is 
often , the case. Qu closing the house for the Summer 
vacation, alyrays see that the inside of the case is dnsted 
carefully, arid hefore shutting it spread several layers of 
paper over’the wires, to, absorb any dam pness that may 
gather. The duster Bhould be a piece of softest old silk 
or cheesecloth, conscientiously used, and never damp¬ 
ened for use. 
Piano covers are now but little used, although the 
“ uprigh‘8 ’’ are often fancifully draped with rich scarfs 
of silk or plush. The real piano lover does not make a 
table for bric-a-brac of its top, for to the cultivated ear 
any object placed upon the instrument injnres its tone 
more or less. 
' Do not pile music books ou the piano nor leave them 
in unsightly heaps around it, but have a music table. 
Pretty and inexpensive ones are to be found in . the 
furniture stores, ut in default of one of these, any boy 
or girl could arrange one similar to a dainty affair which 
I nave seen made from an old-fashioned wash bowl 
stand rescued from the attic. 
The wood was painted blackand varnished, a neat 
cover lay acrOBB the top, and curtains of yellow China 
silk ou small rods enclosed the lower part, where piles 
of sheet music lay safe from dust, yet quite accessible. 
If your volumes of Beethoven’s sonatas:and Chopin’s 
nocturneB happen to be in paper covers, they may be 
saved much longer from falling apart, by gluing to the 
binding, at the middle of the back, a broad ribbon, 
which iB tied around the hook when it is closed. 
For keeping open bound volumes, I have found a 
simple music weight more convenient than the patented 
wire holders, which too often nip out pieces from the 
leaves. Make a miuslin bag twelve inches in. length by 
two in width, and fill it with fine, di-y sand. Close 
tightly, and- make an outer cover of silk with fringed 
ends, tied with narrow ribbon. This cylindrical .roll 
lies in the rack and holds the pages fiat, while permit¬ 
ting them to he easily turned. ■ 
The' adjustable piano lamp, is a most desirable adjunct 
for evening practice, but an ordinary lamp with wide 
_ spreading shade can be. mounted, on any substantial 
pedestal, arrangement at the desired height being the 
main consideration. 
If yon cannot have a “ music room,” at least make 
the piano corner as attractive and suggestive as means 
and taste will allow. A few good photographs of the 
great composers, a shelf filled with Sketches and bio¬ 
graphies, and perhaps a good piaster copy of the 
“ Singing Boys of Della Robbia,” or of any favorite 
musical subject will all be helpful, 
Exactness in Fingering.—The great majority of 
players give too little attention to .thiB important sub¬ 
ject ; for if a passage is.fingered correctly and the finger¬ 
ing exactly followed, the hand as well as the mind learnB 
- the passage, and a mistake becomes nearly impossible. 
It will be found that all pianists who play with certainty 
arid without break give much attention to fingering. 
This was trrie to the fullest degree with Thai berg. The 
underlying principle iB, that_ all pianism depends on 
automatic moveriients, euad theBe can be acquired only 
by exact repetitions of a passage over and over, includ- 
' ing the fingering aa well as notes, and that in atruetime 
or rhythm-Hin fact, .including everything, that goes to 
make a perfect performance. It hardly ue*d be addling: 
that the' absolute perfection that this demands can^dy.;: 
be attainedby slow practice. 
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EDITED, ARRANGED IN GROUPS, AND THE FINGERING 
REVISED AND SUPPLEMENTED BY 
FRANKLIN TAYLOR. 
This Collection of Studies is intended to illustrate the 
various elements of a complete course of pianoforte 
technique, and to provide students with the means of 
attacking and overcoming the different special difficul¬ 
ties which have to be encountered. (With this view, the 
Studies have been arranged in groups, those in. each 
group being placed in progressive order and having 
reference to some one particular difficulty;) The greater 
part of the Studies themselves have been selected 
from the standard works of the most eminent 
Study*writers, and with these are included numerous 
others which, though of equally great practical utility, 
have hitherto been less generally accessible. 
1. --FlYE-FINGER'STU1MES ....Part 1 
2. a 
3. SCALES ,—:........Part 1 
4. « . “ 8 
5. BBOK1N- CHORDS....Part 1 
6. “ “     “ a 
7. “ «     « a 
8. “ “ - .  “ 4 
9. “ “ .'. “ 5 
10. MS FT HAND.....Part 1 
11. “ “ ..  “ 2 
12. «*. «« ... “ 3 




ABPEGGIO. .Part 1 
. « a 
. “ 3 
17. VELOCITY  Part 1 
18. “ .. “ 2 
19. “   “ 3 
20. “ ...... “ 4 
21. “ -.  “ 5 
a®,. «*- -—  “ e 
s     u 7 
FIGURES IN SEqVENCE.Part 1 
u « . <c 
BROKEN THIRDS, SIXTHS. AND OC¬ 
TAVES-. Part 1 
BROKEN THIRDS, SIXTHS, AND DO 
TAVE8..    “ 2 
■   Part 1 
• “ .... “ 2 
“ ___-.-.... “ 3 
DOUBLE NOTES....:...Part 1 
« «    t( J» 
« «    it • ^ 
« , “  « a 
SHAKES. 
OCTAVES . ■ tt 
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..Part 1 
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REFLECTIONS FOR TEACHER AND SCHOLAR. 
02. 
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39. STACCATO. 
40. REPETITION AND TREMOLO.Part 1 
41. “ “ «   a 2 
42. “ « “  a s 
43. PART-PLAYING .Part 1 
44. *« «• ,... “ 2 
40. ORNAMENTS.....Part 1 
49. “ ....  « 2 
47. ACCOHPANIED MELODY..Part 1 
48. “ “  « 2 
Truly it takes all sorts of. people to make a world; 
some are more valuable than others, while some could 
without hardship, be readily spared to a non-admiring 
community.. Among such may be classed the teacher 
who doeB not place duty to his pupils as the first essen¬ 
tial—who does not consider that they have a right to 
profit by what knowledge and experience he has gained 
in his profession. This, one would suppose to be an 
axiom, a Belf evident troth: that a teacher fails not 
only ethically, but from a business stand-point, when he 
does not present to his pupils the fruits of his own study 
in such a manner that they may profit thereby. Not 
that John Smith of Oshkosh should be expected to equal 
BUlouf^of Hamburg, with his class of professional 
artists, but in so-far as his ability goes the former 
should give himself and of his own to his primary and 
middle grade pupils just as freely and unreservedly as 
the latter to his finishing students and professional 
pianist?. This is so evident that it would not Be worth 
the trouble of mentioning were it not that I haye heard 
of two curious instances which seem to show that all 
teachers are not actuated by this principle. Indolence 
and cupidity seem to have moved the teachers in ques¬ 
tion, but, as might have been foreseen, they both over¬ 
shot the mark. 
A young lady came to see me about studying singing. 
She had been under a well-known teacher, and related 
the reason of her leaving as follows: Madame C., in 
giving her a Bong to study, had marked the places for 
breath, whereupon the pupil asked, “ Madame, why do 
you mark those places ? ” 
“ Because they are the proper places for breath,” re¬ 
plied the teacher. 
“ But why are they the proper places ? ” persisted the 
pupil. 
“ You don’t need to know why; all you have to do is 
to take breath where I mark it; the rest is my business,” 
returned the teacher with some irritation. 
“ But you must have some rule for marking it. Why 
can’t I know the rale and be able to mark for myself, if 
need be?” 
To this not unnatural appeal Madame G. also turned 
a deaf ear, insisting that as a pupil she had nothing to 
do withsreles, that she must accept her teacher’s modus 
operandras final—to paraphrase Tennyson : “ Hers not 
to make reply, hers not to reason why.” 
_A tree teacher wonld welcome every intimation of . an 
inquiring disposition on the part of a pupil. That is 
the end of all education: to stimulate the mind of the 
learner to inquiry and study from inward impulse. A 
golden opportunity is lost when the teacher, to whom 
many things seem self-evident or appear as an old story, 
quenches the interest of the pnpil by empirical instruc¬ 
tion, which tends to deaden the student’s most precious 
acquirement, the love of knowledge for knowledge’s 
sake. That most pnpils are satisfied with that kind of 
instruction, that even some resent the effort to make 
them think for themselves, does not shift the responsi¬ 
bility from the teacher. To be sure, as an old teacher 
once remarked: “ I don’t attempt to pour a quart into a 
pint measure.” The capability of a pupil and his.degree 
of advancement are the determining factors as to how 
assuming that we know it all. We all are, or should be, 
students together; the so-called teaohers are a little 
farther on the road than their pnpils, but, if good for 
anything, are pupils yet and will remain so to the end of 
their career. 
The same young'lady afterward related to me a still 
more singular experience with another teacher. In re¬ 
sponse to an inquiry which she made about some point 
of musical training he cuttly told her that she wanted to 
know too much for her money; she did not pay him 
enough to admit of his teaching her all. he knew 1 
Whether he was teaching her for less than his usual 
rates, or whether circumstances obliged him to teach 
for leB8 than he considered his due, I do not know, bat 
certainly no consideration could absolve him from the 
obligation to place all his knowledge at his pupil’s ser¬ 
vice. I can believe that few possess sufficient audacity 
to say such a thing bluntly to a pupil’s face, bat it is as 
bad, and certainly less straightforward, to withhold from 
a pnpil what might be of benefit to him, either from in¬ 
dolence or from a feeling that in any care he is getting 
the worth of his money; that another might teach him 
for the same price without teaching him as much. 
WHY TAKE A MUSIC JOURNAL? 
BY J. W. REBMANN. 
There are many teachers who do not take any mnsio 
paper whatever, and many of those that do take one do 
not get the full benefit of its pages. 
We of to-day are given more, to journal than book 
reading. Many topics and questions are treated in short 
articles in the magazines and papers, bo, that we do not 
find the time and often do not care to study them any 
more fully in a book. Book stndy and journal reading 
are of so different a nature that they can only supple¬ 
ment one another. 
The mind is like a great bookcase, with this differ¬ 
ence. In the bookcase yon can classify and place books 
of a certain subject together, and little by little fill all of 
the shelves. The mind, on the other hand, m a living 
force and associates ideas. Every time an article is 
read in a paper the thoughts of this article will go to its 
right place in the mind, and thus enrichrthat particular 
department, but never filling it entirely. The person, 
on the other hand, that will only read books, may be a 
great scholar and of invaluable aid to us, bat He will not 
be a practical man and a good teacher; for on many 
points we have to be informed through reading magazine 
articles, and (To the balance of the work by our own 
thinking. 
Besides, the music journal keeps the reader fresh on 
current ideas and thoughts that would have to be waited 
for too long to be got in book form. In a mnsic jonrnal 
yon get an exchange of exercises and thoughts that 
either strengthen you in your own' ideas or else rectify 
them. The music jonrnal will bring many thoughts en¬ 
tirely new, and thus stimulate thinking in that direction. 
For the beneficial reading of a chapter or section of a 
book yon must collect your thoughts aud have a longer 
time for reading and thinking ont a short topic, but in 
ia journal you often read and tally digest an article dur¬ 
ing some spare moment, thus occupying what would 
have been lost time. • 
49. EXTENSIONS AND SKIPS..Part 1 
30. “ “ “  .. « 2 
3L RHYTHM...Part I 
Invaluable is the knowledge and information I gain 
much and what; indigestion is frequently as uneom-K throagh mi3Bicai magazine reading, and I could not do 
fortable, if not as dangerous, as starvation. without them. Music is one of the highest formB of 
As it happened, circumstances prevented the young 
lady from studying with me, but without knowing cer¬ 
tainly, she was, I fancy, one of the restless, uneasy 
natures, particularly antipathetic to those of eaBy-going 
disposition. Such spirits do occasionally appear and 
rub us up the wrong way, but let ns be thankful for 
them—anything is better than stagnation. Sometimes 
they ask questions which embarrass ns, which we may 
art. 
Yonng teacher, have you stepped forward to work in 
this noble art and live by it ? Then let art live through 
you and in you. ' 
Being a music teacher, mnsic Bhall support you, bnt 
do not work for money alone. Become a live, well- 
informed teacher, and be an honor to yonr profession. 
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not be able to answer satisfactorily on the Bpnr of the _ „ „ _ _ , . ', 
moment. In such cases it is better to be .rank to ac- gtj.aUBB waltz, and.I cannot see any reason why snch a 
knowledge the necessity or time to think, to say that we work, which is always artistic and may be classed kmong 
can stndy over the point together. A child can ask ^he best of "its kind, Bhonld not be performed, from time 
more questions in five minutes than a philosopher can 40 ^me» by a large orchestra in serious concerts. It 
* .t • . , . ,, wonld give our ears a little more reBt from the seventy 
answer m a life-time; there is nothing gained m the of°the flft^ic8| and woold not act like olives in preparing 
long ran by acting the part of tin gods on wheels, and our palate for a fresh course. 
THE WOBK OF THE COUNTRY MUSIC 
/ TEACHER. 
BT ONNA N. MOBBISON. 
The thoughts here offered have, been gleaned during 
fifteen years 6f experience and observation in a small 
country town,—fifteen years of labor into which have 
been infused will, energy, heart, soul, and such talents as 
the writer possesses. With what success, depends upon 
the light in which one views success. If viewed from the 
financial standpoint or that of gratified personal ambi¬ 
tion, I cannot pronounce my work a success. If viewed 
from the standpoint of its influence upon individuals 
and upon the community, I can. 
And I doubt if my experiences will differ materially, 
in the aggregate, from those of most country teachers 
who enter upon their work with worthy motives and a 
fair conception of its demands and possibilities. 
If you have entered the ranks with the expectation 
tkat the work will always be pleasant and easy, the 
profits large, and that you will meet with the encourage¬ 
ment and appreciation which you deserve, you will be 
doomed to. disappointment. Or if you hope to win 
distinction—if you are like the Colored brother , who, 
when pleading for the elevation of his race, said, “All 
we want is re-coflr-nition ’ ’—again, I fear, you will be 
disappointed. 
But if you have chosen your profession from a love 
of it, if you are prepared to work hard (I know of no 
other class of workers of whom more is exacted), if you 
are willing to give up the best of yourself to others— 
your time, talents, sympathies (and.often your money)— 
fora very slight remuneration, and frequently with no 
possibility of any; if you are prepared to have all your 
angularities of disposition, as well as the most refined 
instincts of your nature, sand-papered down by sharp 
contact with "selfishness and ignorance, and your best 
efforts met with indifference or utter lack of apprecia¬ 
tion; if you have at your command an unlimited stock 
of patience, tact that will enable you to adapt yourself 
to all sorts and oonditions of men, and a large share of 
the philanthropic spirit, then you will “pass muster ’ as 
a country music teacher. 
I regard the work of an earnest country music teacher 
as the missionary field of music, and I believe that 
many obscure representatives of this class practise a no 
lesB heroic self-sacrifice, exert an influence no less up¬ 
lifting (in its way), than do those engaged in recognized 
missionary work. They are the pioneers of music who 
must reclaim the waste places of uncultivated musical 
taste, break up the soil, sow the seed, nurture it pa¬ 
tiently, laboriously, and thus prepare the way for the 
onward march of a higher state of-musical cultivation. 
If I have seemed to give undue emphasis to the in¬ 
tensely practical side of this subject it is because it 
exists as an important factor in real life. 
Hpppily, there is another and more attractive side to 
the subject. For all life’s ills there is compensation ; 
and it is in the realization of the higher ideal that we 
must seek and find it. In this connection there are 
many pleasing features to be considered. 
There is the inspiring assurance that no earnest, well- 
directed effort iB lost, even if it does not receive in 
return a money equivalent. Then, in beautiful contrast 
to the lack of refined taste, the ignorance and coarse¬ 
ness of nature from which a finer nature recoils, the 
indifference which disheartens and at times well nigh 
paralyzes oar efforts—stand out, like lovely flowers 
‘ amid noxious weeds, many instances of those whose 
innate refinement and true nobility render them sympa¬ 
thetic, thoughtful, quick- to appreciate and co-operate 
with ua in onr work. 
If we must grapple, with the careless pupils and those 
so dull that no process short of a surgical operation will 
introduce ideas into their brains, we have as an antidote 
the.bright and attentive pupils, whose natures seem to 
be in perfect harmony with onr own, who prove suscep¬ 
tible to all good' influences, assimilate onr teaching 
readily, and whose attainments are a source of pride 
and delight to themselves and to ns. 
It may not be foreign to thiB line of thought to con¬ 
sider, as a slight compensation, the* rich fund'of amuse- 
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ment to be derived from various novel experiences by 
one possessed of a keen sense of the ridiculous. One 
of my recent experiences was a visit from a rural parent 
who proposed to honor me by allowing me to instruct 
her daughter. I was informed that “ Mary. Jane was a 
natural born mnsicianer, inasmuch as she couldn’t be 
beat on the accordeon when only four years old,” but 
she needed “just a few lessons’’ to supplement her 
natural gifts. Modesty prevented; my assuming the re¬ 
sponsibility of directing each great genius. I left it to 
soar untrammeled by fetters of my forging. 
Parallel to this case was the assurance of a mother 
whose daughter had mastered “Money Mask’- and 
“The Battle of Waterloo;” that “about all her daugh¬ 
ter coaid learn now was how to Bit on the piano stool.” 
Bat we should find onr highest compensation in the 
good work we may accomplish in cnltivating and edu¬ 
cating the public taste. But first let me advise yon, if 
yon have chosen the profession of music teaching, be a 
music - teacher, and do not attempt to be half a dozen 
other things at the Same time. 
One of the greatest annoyances of my life arises from 
the numerous applications which I receive to sell musi¬ 
cal instruments on commission and to combine with my 
teaching the peddling of books and other articles. 
, Some combinations may be very desirable, but the 
combination music teacher is in most instances a failure. 
Never consent to act as drummer for the dealers in 
musical instruments or a vendor of books and fancy 
articles; Ton may lose a little cash, but you will gain 
much in other directions. 
It may not be oat of place for me to give a brief out¬ 
line of my own work and the means which I have em¬ 
ployed. I began my work fifteen years ago in a small 
town where the mnsical atmosphere was by no'means 
rarefied. Such miuBic as Claxton’s Grand March,- 
Weber’s Storm and popular variations on familiar airs 
was about the acme of musical proficiency and appre¬ 
ciation. The works of the masters were literally 
“sealed books.” I doubt if-more than three people 
knew what a sonata was; not more than twelve had the 
faintest idea whether Bach and Beethoven were living 
or dead. To day I have many pupils who not only 
play, but study and analyze some of the sonatas of the 
great masters and the works of the best classical and 
romantic composers; a class of pnpils who have ren¬ 
dered .-programmes of such music in so creditable a 
Btyleas to prove a real enjoyment to their friends. 
TheBe pupils are in turn exerting their influence in 
their homes and in the social and religious circles of 
which they are members, with the result that the interest 
in good mnsic is Bteadily growing, its study is becoming 
more general, protracted, and intelligent, and a much 
higher grade of music is in demand. In dozens of 
homes the valuable publications of Theo. Presses as 
well as many other fine editions of the best mnsic have 
supersededthe antiquated instruction book, the “ collec¬ 
tion of popular melodies,” the trashy folio, and the few 
sheets of the Grobe and Mack type. 
And I maintain that results equally as good (or better) 
may be attained by most . country teachers who have the 
will and are not afraid to exert themselves. 
I insist upon the study of good music only. The 
quality of a teacher’s work may be estimated to a cer¬ 
tain extent by the mnsic which he or Bhe uses. 
To accomplish lasting results, you must teach your 
pupils something more than to play or Bing. Strike 
deeper. Teach them to analyze the music which'they 
play, its form, harmonic and melodic elements, etc. 
Encourage them to study musical history and biography 
and to read all good mnsical literature. Give them 
subjects for Bpecial study. Compel them to think. 
Much of this work can be done most effectually by 
means of the weekly class meeting, in which there are 
ways innumerable to render the work attractive and 
successful. . v 
To carry out this idea involves hourB of extra work 
for the teacher, bat it is indispensable to the best results. 
The only way to raise the public mnsical taste above the 
level of popular trash is to bring the performance%f 
good music within their reach. Frequent recitals by 
teachers and pnpils are invaluable as far as theygo, but 
something more is necessary.. Try tQ.introduce into your 
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town each season one or more recitalby genuine artists; 
Here the most Beriousobstacle confronts us. In rural 
districts the majority are indifferent in their tastes and 
above all, so infatuated with, “home talent” (?) and,' 
posing before the public as amateurs, thbt it prevents 
their supporting real talent of a high order. But even 
this is not an uhsurmountable obstacle. To overcome 
it requires desperate effort and a stiff backbone (I am 
not sure that my own will stand the test), bat (t can 
be done. 
To shm upj, the sphere of the country mnsic teacher 
is a narrow one, but it rests within the power of each 
one to broaden it, to raise their work, and with it the 
musical status of their community, to a level where it 
will compare favorably with larger fields, and thus re¬ 
move all just grounds for regarding country inane 
teachers and their work with a mixture of pity, con¬ 
tempt, and derision. 
PUPILS PLAYING “FOE COMPANY.” 
BY O; W FULOTOOB. 
Oftkk a pupil’s progress: is retarded and his or her 
nervous force seriously impaired by the pernicious habit 
of playing for whoever comes in. As soon as the first 
piece is undertaken the parents’ pride often forces the 
child to Btumble through it for the edification (?) of 
friends. Often the child ^ makes sad work of it, and 
pupil and parent are discouraged and humiliated. 
1 have recently had an aggravated case of this kind— 
an eleven-year-old girl, who has a good ear, is a ready 
reader, and has a fine, mnsical taste. She has a highly 
sensitive and nervous organization, and requires cat etui 
handling. She is easily discouraged under faultfinding, 
and becomes despairing and reckless as a consequence. 
On the other hand, she is just as easily encouraged by 
well-merited praise for a good lesson or for patient work 
with difficult passages. She had mastered several pieces, 
and performed them with an intuitive perception of the 
musical idea. 
One day when I went there I found her discouraged 
and the mother scolding because the child had made a 
failure before critical and unsympathetic friends. A 
lady and her daughter had called, andlfiis daughter was 
aspiring to teach after about two years’ Btady, -and was 
on a persistent hunt for pupils. They placed themselves, 
one on each side of the child, and severely criticised the 
performance of the victim under torture; for it was 
torture to the child, as the result showed; She broke 
down completely and could not play her beBt- pieces. I 
waa angry at the injustice that had been done, and {at 
once forbade the child playing for company, unless they 
were in an adjoining room. Strangely, the mother 
would not believe-the child was nervous, because she 
cannot conceive of such a thing herself.- I explained 
the case to her, bat she cannot understand how the 
muscles of the hand become rigid and the mind becomes 
confused under such a nervous tension. I believe, with 
judiciotis training, the child will acquire confidence and 
thns overcome this nervousness. Bat until she does Bhe 
needs to be guarded and encouraged. When I com¬ 
mend her for a good lesson or for a successful battle 
with a difficult passage, she brightens up and goes to 
work with renewed zeal. When playing before strangers, 
a large percentage of young pnpils are apt to hurry the 
tempo and sacrifice phrasing, rhythm, and shading. 
Especially is this the case in the first and second year. 
When they do play for company, at first let it be for one 
or two sympathetic friends; and th^n it would be better 
if they were in an adjoining rqom. . The pupil I have 
cited had played for friends when they were in a con¬ 
necting room, and gave a pleasing performance to both, 
her friends, her parents, and herself. 
I believe parents should be cautioned about this 
matter, and the teacher should limit these performances. 
Mr. Ferdinand Praeger says: “ Musicians-Who 
vrot w< rks mereij to pi * © i h< __ lblic—w rks 
wl lei 1fcu j <i 5- m el s did no-t -3 ue, i at nrhlch 
we i* simply pf©du< ed to sell—wet© >?.. t artlstt ;, 
they coula only be considered as shopkeepers,’’ 
WHEN, HOW, WHAT. 
' BT J. MAX UUKLLKB, HUS. DOO. 
To teach a child after seareelya month’s instruction 
to play a waltz or some other-popular air—-while it may 
please the child and tickle the pride of its parents— 
will never conduce to make it a successful musician, nor 
,ie it proof of musical talent. 
How can we recognize musical talent in our children ? 
at what period is this, first instruction in music to begin ? 
and by what method ,-is a conscientious and educated 
teacher to proceed. 
In his youth Bichard Wagner was nothing less than a 
so-called musical prodigy. Once, when about seven- 
years old, he picked out on the piano the keys necessary 
•to produce a well-known little song. Then his father 
wondered whether Richard really possessed some musi¬ 
cal talent. 
There is no doubt that many a child can do precisely 
the same thing without ever being in danger of becom¬ 
ing a Richard Wagner! Nevertheless, the fact remains 
that when a child successfully tries to pick out on the 
piano, to repeat by singing or whistling even, the neces¬ 
sary tones to reproduce a once-heard melody, we have 
reason to believe that the child m musically endowed, 
and a good musician and teacher should be able to judge 
of the limits of such child’s gift. Some children find a 
once-heard tune quickly ; they play it—even if; only with 
one finger—-true to the notes required; they, perhaps, 
also mark time and rhythm distinctly. Such children 
should at once begin instruction on the piano under the 
guidance of a skillful and accomplished teacher. We 
observe that it is hardly possible to give a positive reply 
to the question- as to when a Child should first begin 
musical instruction. With talented children the answer 
is: the sooner the better I Mozart was already a per. 
feet piano player when only five years of age. Liszt 
astonished the world at eleven years! If a child’s 
physical constitution and elementary education permits, 
musical instruction cannot begin too soon. As a rule, 
piano instractio.n should commence with the seventh or 
eighth year with children who show that which is gen¬ 
erally called a musical ear. 
But musical ear, talent, and the ability of quick and 
energetic comprehension do not alwayB go together. 
Musical talent itself is composed of a great many com-,; 
ponents which show themselves different in different 
people. Musical ear, sense for rhythm, time, or melody*' 
technical ability, expression, as well as a productive 
vein, sure all qaalities which are found united' but sel¬ 
dom in one and the same person. 
Many people possess technical talent only; theyde- . 
velop an often astonishing mechanical skill of the fin¬ 
gers, but lack one or the other of the elementary 
qualities. They either have a faulty ear or they play 
without the necessary sense of rhythm, or elBe they, per¬ 
haps, lack that greatest of all virtues: sonl! Their 
performance sparkles, but leaves yon cold! 
And, again, we have piano players who play with the 
greatest expression, with transporting eloquence, bat 
they have not that technique which must always depend 
upon a certain happy anatomical construction of arms 
and hands. 
But, no matter how richly or how poorly the blessings 
of talent may have been bestowed upon a child, it re¬ 
mains a fact that a really fine teacher can, in most cases, 
produce astonishing results with even ordinarily gifted 
children. 
The first great fundamental principle toward musical 
education is: “ Practice slowly—as slow as possible!” 
The aim of the very first piano lessons consists in 
familiarizing thepnpil with the keyboard. We have 
told him to ta’kehis place exactly in front of its middle 
octave, sitting neither too high nor/too low bo that the 
natural position of the third finger of his right hand lies 
immediately over the A in the second space, Treble Clef. 
The greatest attention must be paid that the pupil always 
maintains this central position. From here the mechan¬ 
ical and intellectual work, which we call piano-playing, 
is commenced and advanced. Now the hand is to 
comprehend the “ A, B, C,” of the. piano! 
To correspond with the five-fingers we-select a diatonic 
scale of five successive keys.- All chromatic .steps, con¬ 
sequently all black-keys, are rigidly excluded. The five 
fingers are.now placed over these five keys in such a 
manner that the tips the fingers * ghtly fV; the 
iv y In order to proceed to trials of touch thepnpil 
must 3 aist os*- finger after the oil be as high as *>"*'*? 
and in such , a manner that the nnraised fingers remain 
-ri fee ly still, whilst the one finger raised s allowed ic* 
fall upon and etrike the key firmly and withoht getting 
out of its original position..: The greatest trouble in 
these most important exercises of touch is Caused by the 
fourth finger. How much vexation this unhappy fourth 
finger causes both teacher and pupil they alone can tell, 
for it seems lame; it lacks the power to raise itself 
properly and yet its importance is as great as that of all 
the rest of the fingers. 
Mechanical appliances of many kinds are used to im; 
part strength and flexibility to this as well as to all the 
other fingers, bat we warn against the use of any and all 
of them. - They cost a great deal of money and hurt 
more than they help. We also warn against the use of 
so-called dumb keyboards. Whilst of some use to the 
virtuoso when traveling in order to practice and retain 
technical ^difficulties, they are useless for instruction 
purposes, for they leave the pupil in the dark as to qual¬ 
ity oftone and, touch. We cannot learn how to talk 
from the dumb ! 
In the same manner as has been shown how to execute 
the first exercises of touch, the teacher should cause to he 
executed the first exercises with a still standing baud, but 
always slowly—as slow as possible! Each fioger muBt 
remain on its down-pressed key;; the feeling that 
finger and key belong together mast gradually be 
awakened in the pupil. Only thus can we aim at, and 
reach, that certainty and cleanliness of .execution with¬ 
out which a player will never approach perfection. 
There is no doubt that this method is possessed of very 
little entertainment to the pupil or his surroundings, yet 
it is the only one producing results. Do we at once 
give a novel to the pupil in his firBt reading lesson? 
Is he not obliged, at first, to spell every syllable? Is 
this, perhaps, more entertaining? Hardly! Parents 
who give their children under the care of . a music 
teacher who has nothing quicker to do than teaching, or, 
rather, training them to play a piece in the shortest 
possible time, sin against the possible talent of their 
■children and kill it from the start, becanse they allow 
- and authorize them from the very first to acquire a taste 
- for the careless and superficial. The monotony and tedi- 
onsneBS of first instruction on the piano must be overcome 
and itis the place of the intelligent teacher to lighten the 
labors of his pupils by personal encouragement and also 
by judicious insertion of melodious but strictly suitable 
pieces as well as exercises. 
Thousands of pupils are rained every year by giving 
them music to play totally unsuitable to their capacities 
and progress. 
It is in this very selection of suitable music where a 
really good teacher demonstrates his greatest skill, for 
the proper selection of mnsic is of precisely the same 
importance to the progress of the pupil as is the proper 
selection of medicine by a physician to the sick. Im¬ 
properly selected music spoils a pupil as quickly and as 
thoroughly as an improperly selected teacher, and we 
need not prove that either one or the other must always 
prove of the greatest consequence to a gifted pupil. - 
It is a self-understood fruit, and one the teacher mast 
always insist upon: “All pupils must count alond, not 
only daring lesson, bat also whilst practicing.’’ Espe¬ 
cial attention must also be paid to the use of the pedal. 
Juvenile pnpils love to use the pedal, because it giveB to 
the piano that brilliancy of sound which is only too apt 
to cover up a multitude of faults and mistakes. A pupil 
shonld not nee the pedal at all during the first year of 
instruction, and, after that, only in strictest accordance 
with given signs and under the ever-watchful guidance 
of the teacher. 
We have many excellent piano methods and it is diffi- 
The pupil who has reached a certain degree of profi¬ 
ciency in reading music, in time and in touch, may at 
once proceed to the practice of properly-pelecled 6tudes, 
provided he has thoronghly mastered the above-men¬ 
tioned five-finger exercises in all the possible keys. 
•i The literature of fitudes in very extensive and may be 
divided into two- classes.; fitndes for such as mean; to 
wholly devote their life to music, be it for profit or 
pleasure only; and 6tudes for such as wish to learn 
piano-playing merely as an ornament and who have bnt 
little time to devote to the necessary practice. To the 
first class belong the dtndes of dementi, Al. Schmitt, 
Kranse, Bertini, Czerny, Kalkbrenner, Kohler, Cramer, 
Hummel, Chqpin, Schumann, Moscheles, St. Heller, 
Henselt, Mendelssohn, etc., and many compositions by 
Bach, Handel, Scarlatti, and Mozart ; also many more 
by the more modern composers. 
Many inquire when andhow long is a pupil to prac¬ 
tice? Daring first instruction, from one hoar and a half 
to -twp::hpiir8ipiBr-.daj|p .sufficient, and it is well to divide 
this time into two,-petiod*ri-on4 during the forenoon and 
ohe during the afternoon.. Daring the second year of 
instruction two hoars per. day is the minimum if the 
pupil aspires to artistic piano-playing. Bat, fortunately, 
the majority of mankind who wish to learn to play the 
piano, do not attempt it in order to attain the crown of 
the virtuoso or to fill the world with their fame, and, 
since the regular education as well as the necessary 
bodily exercise and recreation make the day appear to 
be very short anyhow, two hoars per day may be re¬ 
garded as sufficient. This time shonld not be increased 
to the detriment of the pupil’s health, bat it shonld be 
placed so that.the pupil should not feel too tired and 
exhausted to receive subsequent school instruction, and, 
on the other hand, the pupilmust not be made to sit 
down for practice immediately after coming home from 
school. It remains for the parents to find, provide, and 
insist upon the happy medium in this respect. Periods 
of recreation, fresh air and bodily exercise will always 
retain a pupil’s freshness and elasticity. Whenever the 
tehcher, daring lesson, notices symptoms of weariness, 
lack of attention, or dislike even, a splendid remedy for 
all these ills is at his command, and one highly to be 
recommended. We mean that of playing duetts. Many 
pnpils find therein renewed interest and pleasure, and 
can hardly await the time when dnet-playing begins. The 
latter not only accomplishes all this, bnt it is an excel¬ 
lent study in itself, as it makes a reader and a musi¬ 
cian oat of the pupil. An educated and experienced 
teacher can produce marvels with this remedy. 
Whilst all of the above Seems very easy to accomplish, 
it is in reality very difficnlt, and needs the constant care 
and never-ceasing watchfulness of a master in the fullest 
sense of the word, for without such, failure is sure to 
follow. After the foundation has once been laid 
wrongly not even a thorough master is able to change 
or improve a pupil in most cases. What is worth doing 
at all is worth doing well! . 
WOMAN IN MUSIC. 
Rubinstein has this to say in hiB new book, “Mnsic 
and its Masters” (which is the sensation of the hour 
in Germany), about the question of woman in music ; 
“The increase of the feminine contingent in music, 
both in instrumental execution and in composition (I 
except the department of singing, in which they have 
always excelled), begips with the second half of our 
century. I regard it as one of the signs of musical de¬ 
cadence. Women lack two prime qualities necessary 
for creating—subjectivity and initiative. In practice 
they cannot get beyond objectivity (imitation) ; they lack 
courage and .convictiqn to rise to subjectivity. For 
musical creation they lack absorption, concentration, {>ower of thought, largenesses of emotional horizon, 
reedom in outlining, etc. It is a mystery why it should 
jnst be manic; the noblest, moBt beautiful, refined, 
spiritual and emotional product of the human mind, 
that it is so inaccessible to woman, who is a compound 
of all those qualities; all the more as she has done great 
things in the other arts, even in the sciences. The two 
feelines most peculiar to woman—love of a poan and cnlt to say which of them is the best, for all of them aim g ^n
at the desired result in a progressive way. A talented^tender feeling for a child—have found no echo from. 
pupil will learn something worth retaining from any of “ nor“a cnJlhsbng. “ I dTuo^yTaUhere It* 
them. Bnt we may assert that the exercises called none, but only that none composed by a woman has the 
“6tudes” comprise the high-school of piano playing, artistic value that could make it typical.”* 
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ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER. 
There are few really good collections of easy in¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers., They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. AH 
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that 
the collection cannot excelled for formative 
pieces..’ ’ . 
PAPEES about PIANOS. 
No. 2.—Os Quality, Quantity ani> Equality or 
Tons. . 
BY FANNY MORKIB SMITH. 
4 The characteristics of a fine singing-tone are jyolnjne, 
depth, duration, flexibility, richness of timbre and re¬ 
serve power.; By “ reserve ” is meant the capacity of 
the sound-board to giveouta pure tone, not only under 
ordinary touch and force, bat to bear forcing till the 
utmost limit of the pianist’s strength is reached (with¬ 
out loss of noble and musical quality). The amount of 1 
pure tone the piano can be made to yield when forced is 
its final test of excellence, and I may add of durability. 
Comparatively few amateurs are aware of the existence 
of the Binging-tone of the piano; fewer still-have ever 
produced it. 
It has an irresistible fascination for musicians of 
the type of Schumann, Berlioz and Wagner- Berlioz, 
indeed, astonished and delighted at its first appearance, 
used all his influence for the American pianos that em¬ 
bodied it, and procured their recognition in Paris; jnst 
as Thalberg had formerly procured the recognition of 
the Erard, the foremost representative of the French 
school. Schnmann was passionately fond of tone for 
its own sake. It is said that his last dayB were haunted 
by an ideal pi a tone he could not produce. 
The Binging-tone, if it be perfect will carry. That is 
it will travel a long distance nndiminished in strength 
and unchanged in timbre—a property which depends 
upon purity as much as upon force of vibration. 
Beethoven, in the opening movement of the Sonata 
Patheiigue; in the Appassionato;; in the short movement 
which unites the opening and the finale of the Wald- 
stein; Liszt’s transcription of Bach’s organ fugues; the 
song-poems in. the piano music of Schnmann, are famil¬ 
iar examples of marie that demands a great singing- 
tone. The harmonic structure of the Rhapsodies Hon- 
groises is exhibited' in sonorous chords that dig down 
deep into the singing-tone, while the light play of orna¬ 
mentation above demands a correspondingly free sur¬ 
face tone. 
The few EnjgliBh and Canadian pianos at the Exposi¬ 
tion show a curiously thick and inflexible surface-tone, 
*rBDrt of apple-dnmpling quality, and yield no singing- 
[tone whatever. I only recall one United States piano 
that had these defects in a similar degree. JNow a Boft 
muffled tone will clear with nBe, but there will be no in¬ 
crease of power in the sound-board. The American 
piano alluded jo covered its defects by a hard and ag-. 
gressive surface-tone. Unfoftunately, such a tone de¬ 
generates still farther with use, as the hammer wears 
out. The singing-tone of a fine instrument, on the con¬ 
trary, the basis of all its beauty, may be counted on for 
many years, and should increase daring the first five 
years of nBe, as the texture of the wood grows more 
flexible under vibration, provided the piano receives 
proper care. The finer a musical instrument is, the 
more delicate are its adjustments. It is sensitive and 
therefore perishable in exact proportion to its artistic 
perfection. Venetian glass is more delicate than com¬ 
mon flint; point lace than crocheted edging; silk than 
duck; and so on id infinitum. In the Bame way every 
part of a noble piano is more easily spoiled than the 
corresponding part of a coarse, cheap instrnment, which 
cannot lose what it never had. Bat like other high-bred 
creatures, fine pianoB have a great latent vitality: They 
can be repaired, and restored to beauty of tone when 
inferior instruments are hopelessly disintegrated. 
Equality, —The string Beale of a piano is divided by 
the difficulties of its construction into three sections: 
bass, middle, and treble. 
AbasB which is powerful, rich and pure, is the achieve¬ 
ment of great makers only. Many basses are powerful, 
but few are either rich or sweet, almost none pare. To 
obtain a powerfnl vibration and yet eliminate the upper 
harmonics of the long bass strings, was for years the 
paradox of piano-making. The bass Should not be dull 
nor tabby, like a banjo, nor fretfnl,f ke a violin, nor 
sharp like the- clang of metal. It skonld be as smooth as 
a bass voice, and as warm and.sensitive as a violoncello. 
}L< liffew nee in timbre between the upper string of 
the thick overspnn bass, and.. lowest string of the 
middle i efc isnsnally cov ns d by regal ting the surf, 
>f the corresponding hammers. Fhe points when the 
two webs of strings cross is called “the break,1’ and 
corresponds exactly to the point where chest'and' medi¬ 
um registers meetin the human voice. The contralto 
qnaluy of t 3 alto web of. a piano pass imper¬ 
ceptibly info the deep resonant bass. * Few pianos are 
good at the extremities of the keyboard. Two tolerable 
octaves ic the middle satisfy the patchwork maker. 
Equality like ither manifestations - consistency, is the 
bugbear of weak minds. It is usually obtained in the 
very Bame way, f . e., by a sacrifice of something qnite 
as desirable- American makers, in their longing tor a 
contralto organ-like in soBtennto, have proposed to 
t iei iselvi - q artistic ? « blem of he utmost i fficnlty - 
and yet the nobility, and therefore the future Of the in- 
rami i ■ No foreign piano 
possesses the breadth of onr bass, or the fulness of our 
alto web. It seems almost beyond possibility to provide 
an upper treble that can in any degree correspond with 
them. Yet onr great pianos are the standard of the 
world in this particular. Neither Pleyel or Erard of. 
France, Bosendorfer of Austria, or Bechatein or Bliith- 
ure, of Germany, approach ns here. Moreover French 
makers, in their preference for very brilliant surface- 
tone, have a great mechanical advantage over the Ger¬ 
man Bchool. To an American ear the Latin school 
seems to have ^sacrificed fulness in its equation, with¬ 
out always gaining parity, and so made the task of bal¬ 
ancing a brilliant treble against a comparatively light 
bass fairly easy. “ Subtraction from the denominator,” • 
as Carlyle remarks, “ increases the value of the numera-. 
tor.” Bat knbtraction is not an artist’s remedy. It has 
not proved successful.; 
The middle notes of a piano shonld be full, with 
plenty of body, sweet, and sensitive. No fine piano will, 
show several sections of different tone as yon ascend 
the keyboard; it will be even from bottom to top. Bat 
the evenness will present jnst the differences that exist 
between the mellow resonance of the G-string of a vio¬ 
lin and the brilliant parity of the E. 
As to the difficulties in thetreble, I quote from the 
prospectus of that very clever inventor, Mr. P. G. 
Mehlin : “ To obtain a clear, sympathetic treble of 
singing quality is the aim of every piano manufacturer. 
It is the position of the scale, however, where he is’ 
confronted with his greatest difficulties, because on the 
one hand he has to guard against a doll wooden tone, 
while on the other he must avoid a sharp metallic ring. 
It is the happy medium between two extremes which- 
here, as everywhere, is not easy to find.” Unhappily 
the solution of the problem does not lie in “finding a 
happy medium,” as Mr. Mehlin knows well. The short 
thin treble strings reinse to vibrate under their great 
tension. The force of their vibration must be increased, 
prolonged, and impressed upon the sound-board, thus 
producing a pare, sustained register. The importance 
of this is greater, because it concerns the very octaves 
where soprano voice, flute and violin are most power¬ 
ful and brilliant. The piano stands: in the same relation 
to the orchestra and choras that wood engraving does to 
the arts of color: it translates into its black and white 
. every effect of orchestral timbre. Hence the necessity 
of obtaining an equality of power fairly orchestral. 
A noble piano, like a noble character, may become nn- 
symmetrical in periods of its development through pre¬ 
ponderance of good qualities. It will perfect itself by 
sacrificing nothing; by patient skill, and happy ini ira- 
tibn -it; watchfully strengthens the weak things that re¬ 
main, and by and by grows to completeness of grandeur. 
If, however, the listener is impressed by different 
kinds of tone made by adjacent notes of a new piano, 
he may be snre the instrnment is poor. Such difference 
will become more apparent and obnoxious as the ham¬ 
mers wear. If a scale broken into different sections is 
bad, the piano whose notes differ among themselves 
within the limits of an octave, in volume, in shrillness, 
or other qnality of timbre, is utterly worthless. In a 
good piano every note corresponds with the bote above 
and the note below it: A badly regulated hammer will 
cause the timbre of neighboring notes to differ (a piano 
expert, by the way, knovrs by the Bound, whether the 
difficulty lies in the hammer, and can be remediedi 
or in the scale and' build of the instrnment, and is, there¬ 
fore, irremediable). It is human to err—and piano 
hammers reflect'humanity. But it 1b the acme of mean¬ 
ness for the maker to forgive them for the same 1 Good 
piano-hammers depend on the skill with which they are 
made as much as on the quality of-the materials. It can¬ 
not be enough insisted on that the artistic element of 
piano-making is the paramount matter in manufacture. 
Art cannot be figured down to a matter of dollars and- 
cents. The niceties of equality, like the niceties of.the 
fine arts, rise into matters for the perception of experts 
and artists. The untrainedeaf does'not.and cannot-, 
isolate and recognize them, however, potently , thqy may 
sffectgthe pleasure in the totality of; the pound, 
I have purposely reserved the discussion of touch, pf 
: national taste in Quality, ' and sundry btherljqeBtibns bf 
;eqnbl importance. These will be the snbjecte of fhtare 
papers. . ;.v' 
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DATE. 
1826 
ELEMENTARY SCALE AND CHORD STUDIES 
vioLiisr 
Breitkopf & Martel’s VIODINS. 
(Made in our New York workshops 
by Herm. Glaesel.) 
The Highest Grade Violins in the market. $100, $150. 
Theory of the Mew Keyboard. 
By WINKLER & KEELER. 50 cts. 
Gives in a comprehensive, conoise form. Scales and 
Chords on the Janko Keyboard. 
Students’ Violins. 
$5 to $25. Style 231, Maggini Model, strong 
- sonorous tone. Teacher’s price $10. 
School of Modern Piano Virtuosity. 
By ROSENTHAL & SCHYTTE. Complete, $5.00 
3 Books, $2 each. 
Technical Studies for the highest degree of develop- 
ment. 
American Mandolins. 
THE SPRING LAKE, No. 102. Walnut, American 
Machines. Prof. Price $7.50. 
Please Write for Catalogues of Sheet Music, Music 
Books, and Instruments. 
(To be Continued.) 
Melodic Studies of Medium Difficulty. 
By HERMAN MOHR, Op. 66. 
3 Books, 60 cts. eac 
9 Studies of much value. “ Muaikzeitung. 
American Guitars. 
No. 74, Mahogany, $10. No. 76, Rosewood, 
$12.50.' Our own make. 
Musical Penmanship. 
By E. BRESLAUR-GANS. 75 cts 
Edition of the New England Conservatory of Music, 
Boston. Practical exercises for music writing. 
Artists’ Violins. 
' $20 to $100. 
Made after the best models of the old masters. They 





Jadassohn, Manual of Harmony. 
Translated by PAUL TOREK and H. B. PASMORE. 
258 Pages. Cloth, $2.50. Prof. 
Price $1.50. 
Imported Mandolins. 
THE JUNIATA. Clear and sweet tone. Nci. 25, 
Maple and Rosewood, Prof. Prioe $10. 
1835 
Ernst Pauer, b. Vienna. Composer, Pianist; and 
Professor. 
William Thomas Best, b. Carlisle. Celebrated 
Organist. 
Carl Maria v. Weber, d. London. 
Friedrich Ernst Fesca, d. Carlsruhe. 
Weber came to London and produced his 
“Oberon.” 
Ludwig van Beethoven, d. Vienna. 
Mendelssohn’s Overture to “Midsummer’s 
Night’s Dream.” 
Franz Schubert, d. Vienna. , 
Anber’s “ Masaniello : first produced. 
Anton Rubinstein, b. Moscow. . Renowned Pianist 
and Composer. 
Jacques Blumenthal, b. Hamburg. Pianist, and 
well-known for his Songs, etc. 
Louis Moritz Gottschalk, b. New York. Pianist 
and Composer. 
First performance of Rossini’s “ William,Tell.” 
Mendelssohn first visited England. 
Hans Guido yon Billow, b. Dresden. Distin¬ 
guished Pianist and Conductor. 
Alfred Jaell, b. Trieste. An excellent Pianist. 
Carl Goldmark, b. Hungary. Wrote “The Queen 
of Sheba” and other Operas, etc. 
Louts Ries, b. Berlin. Violinist at the “ Monday 
Popular Concerts,” etc. 
Sir Herbert Stanley Oakeley, b. Ealing. Organ¬ 
ist and well-known Composer of Chnrch Music. 
Pierre Rode, d. Bordeaux. 
Spohr’s “ Last Judgment ” produced at Norwich 
Festival. 
Auber’s “ Fra Diavolo” first produced. 
Joseph Joachim, b. Hungary. Renowned Vio¬ 
linist and Composer. 
Albert Niemann, b. Magdeburg,. A celebrated 
Tenor Vocalist. 5 
Therese Tietiens (Mdlle.), b. Hamburg. Re¬ 
nowned SiDger in Operas and Oratorios. 
Dr. Ludwig Nohl, b. Westphalia. Well-known 
for his Mnsical Biographies. 
Joseph Ascher, b. London. A favorite Pianist 
and Composer; 
Joseph Bennett, b. Gloucestershire. Distin¬ 
guished Musical Critic. 
Rudolph Kreutzer, d. Geneva. 
Sebastian Erard, d. Paris, 
jgnaz Pleyel, d. Paris. 
Meyerbeer’s “ Robert le Diable ” first produced. 
Paganini's first appearance in England. 
Bellini’s “La Sonnambula” first produced. 
Herold’s “Zampa” first produced. 
Alberto Raudegger, b. Trieste. Teacher of Sing¬ 
ing, Composer, and Conductor-— 
Frederic Louis Ritter, b Strasburg Has written 
an excellent “ History of Music,” etc. 
Dr. Leopold Damroseh, b. Posen. Eminent 
Conductor. . 
Muzio Clementi, d*London. 
“ Sacred Harmonic Society” (London) founded. 
Mannel Garcia, d. PariB. 
Donizetti’s “ Elisir d’Amore ” first produced. 
Friedrich Enhlan, d. Copenhagen. 
Johannes BrahmB, b. Hamburg. - The greatest 
Classic Composer of the age. 
David Faure, b. Moulins. Distinguished Singer. 
Ferdinand Herold, d. Paris. 
Spohr’s Symphony, “The Power of Sound,’’pro¬ 
duced. 
Marsehher’s “Hans Heiling” produced. 
Mendelssohn first conducted the Dusseldorf 
Festivals. 
Charles Santley, b. Liverpool. Renowned Bary¬ 
tone Vocalist. - 
Charles Lecocq, b. Paris. Writer of Comic 
Operas; “ Girofl6 Girofla,” etc. 
Theo. C. Salome, b. Paris. Organist and Com¬ 
poser. 
Francois Adrien Boieldieu, d. Near Paris. 
Donizetti's, “ Lucrezia Borgia ” produced. 
Henri Wieniawski, b. Poland. Renowned Vio¬ 
linist and Composer. 
Ebenezer Prout, b. Northamptonshire. Excel-. 
lent Composer and Critic. 
Camille Saint-Seens, b. Paris. Distinguished 
Composer and Pianist. 
Lndwig Straus, b. Presbnrg. Violinist at the 
“ Monday Popular Concerts,” etc. 
Theodor Thomas, b. Hanover. Celebrated Con¬ 
ductor in America. 
William Hayman Cummings, b. Devonshire. 
Vocalist. Composer, and Writer on Music. 
Vincenzo Bellini, d. Paris. 
Hal6vy’s #Ls Juive” first produced. 
M G Da aarot J»-—ile;Chax nsd. w* bora to Paris, 
. nd Is tot r ».5 v of i o sic >w; -t ‘ f Le C ippey, 
Soda l. s i. Ma v, »- 1 is an ext *’ it plan i She fa.slso moat 
ed lady compose she has wr s s a concerto fo Ian 'b-a 
© heatr orche works,pi sno. mpositio: - dsong hai ea 
Marie Widor was born at Lyons, France. Was s pupil of Fetis, 
Lemmens, Rossini. He Is an organist of great celebrity, and bis 
compositions for organ are of the highest standard. He has also 
written part-songs, chamber musio, piano, pieces, and songs, as well 
as compositions in the larger forms. He. is also a critic, and stands 
high as a mnsical authority The works of both composers can be 
procured through the publishers of Etude. A. L. M. 
B. and 8., Milfobd, Conn —The “ under-acale ” is the ancient 
Greek Dorian, and its natural harmonization is as follows:— 
^ -- ■ 
i.i f i i i * 
This scale has the same order .of tones and semi-tones going 
down that our major Beale has going up. Two German theorists, 
Blemann andvonOettioger, propose to take this “ under-scale ” as 
the normal type of minor. The msjor scale, which forms the exact 
reciprocal of the under-scale, would then better be called an “over- 
scale.’’ Over-intervals are the intervals above a given tone, as, for 
example, the keynoteof a major scale (over-scale). Under-intervals 
are those below a given tone, as, for example, the starting-point of 
an under-ec'ale. You will find this a'ubject fully treated in Fillmore’s 
“New Lessons in Harmony.’’ 
A “ double vibration” is acomplete excursion of a string (or other 
sounding body) to its farthest point on one side of the line of 
equilibrium, the return, then the excursion to its farthest point on 
the other Bide, and return. A “ single’’vibration is the excursion 
and return on. one side only. The formula you ask for would de¬ 
mand more time than I can give it at present. It is properly a 
question for a-speclalist in aco istics. Suppose you write to Bev. C. 
A. Zahm, Notre Dame University, Notre Dame, Ind. His book, 
“ Sound and Mnsic,’’ is the best up-hwlate treatise on the subject. 
If you could get hold of Nature for December 26, 1878, It would 
probably make clear what yon want to know. J. C. F. 
L. E. W.—1. I do not allow pupils to use the “ and ” in counting, 
as “one-and, two-and.three-and,” etc., because when the pnpito are 
required to think the full pulse they are then developing innate 
time-feeling. But when they divide counts too much they iearn to 
depend upon an outside prop for time rather than on the inner 
^rhythmic feeling. No pupil will play in good and even time until 
he can play evenly froth this inner rhythmic feeling. 
2. In playing two notes against three give each note its own true 
time. This calls for the second eighth note to be played when the 
second note of the triplet is exactly half past its duration. The* 
Etude has devoted many pages to this subject, illustrating by many 
devices of notation. See The Etude for February, 1893, p, 41. 
0. W.L. 
C. H. A. 8 —Young children can be easily Interested in harmoDy 
from the composer’s side. That is, teach them to play chord succes¬ 
sions upon the tonic, dominant, and anb-dominant. When they 
know these chords in a few keys they can then play “ accompani¬ 
ments ” from or with them. You can soon teach the relative minor 
aiso, and show how to use it with the chords already known. Hav¬ 
ing made this small start, the pupil will be ready to eDjoy the study 
of Dr. Hugh A. Clark’s “ Harmony for Pianoforte Students.” This 
is a small book written-from the player’s standpoint, and no doubt 
your pupils will find it interesting. This book is not at all difficult 
for young children to understand.' 
C. B. D.-r-The reason for memorizing music from its standpoint of 
mnsical development is: In pianoforte playing the Angers have to 
learn to sing by the use of the keyboard, much as the voice does by 
the use of, the vocal chords and many parts and muscles of the 
larynx. When the music is 1U the mind it comes from within out¬ 
ward. But when reading from the page it comes too often from 
without, mechanically. The ultimate end is to educate the Angers 
to automatically’ express musical feeling as readily as does the voice ; 
hence, playing from memory, especially when the memory is musi¬ 
cal consciousness, rather than a dry remembering of letters and 
notes, is really making the Angers sing. 
W. J. S.—Yes, there is a rule for artistic staccato effects. How¬ 
ever,I do not remember, to have , ever seen it in print. Its founda¬ 
tion is; the mtod unconsciously groups tones into twos, threes, and 
fours to the pulse; that is, that many notes to make a unit as the 
letters of a word make a word unit; Therefore, when the staccato 
is off such an exact duration As to fall in with one of these division*— 
of the pulse the artistic rhythmic sense Is satisfied. This, can easily 
be proved by playing on an organ with, an uneven, staccato, and 
then With tones of an even length, or division of the pulse; these 
will be ple&sing (o the ears or musical consciousUess; 
Miss A. Ri Somerville i-^-The aching In your pupil’s, wrist is un* 
lonbtn t. a i to the s « t bj hich vas spra I i 
io >ng as . • achi s| ;■ n sts >1 tould be vised io Jaj i ‘1. h i 
practice. As the accident Occurred two years ago it is probable that 
a month or two of rest and treatment will be necessary before she 
should ret ne pr ics Eh » » and forearn net , j,' t< 
elbow-si i I painted with half strength iodine for three auce 
• e days in each week persist . ir about bn mon t Buy th 
1 ’* tor *. , x.* h ai 3 tn , gist id mix it in ... proporti 
with strong alcohol In thiB proportion it will not be painful un- 
lessperbaps'at the first two or three application* when it nt»y cause 
a stinging and burning for fifteen or twenty minutes, but it will 
be quite as effective and more^usefui tban the full strength tinc¬ 
ture. Persistence in its use for tbe time Indicated is the key to 
' success in the treatment. . , H. G. II, M. D. 
E. B. McG., Wihdsob, Okt.—Guido of Arezzo in the early part 
of the eleventh; century invented solmization by means of the 
syllables ut, re, mi, Ja, soi la. These syllables are those which 
begin the successive phrases of a hymn to St. John, which Guido 
used in teaching sigh -sieging. The first phrase begins with the . 
tone Ctand the words of the phrase are ui queant laxis; the second 
phrase begins with D, and the words are Re-io-na-refibrit, and so on 
through the hymn, which consists of seven phrases or strophes. 
The french still, apply these syllables, bnt the Italians long ago 
changed ut into do. Both nations apply the syllables always to the 
tones C, JD, E, F, G, A,ti having tun added for B long ago. TLe 
“movable do,”wiih which we are so familiar in this country and 
in England, is unknown on the European continent, so far as I am 
aware.- J.C. F. 
Miss B. K., Hackettstowh, N. J.—It was Beethoven who died 
during a thunder storm. J. C. F. 
WHAT OUGHT TO BE PLAYED. 
Bacon says of books: “ Some are to be tasted, 
others to be swallowed, and some few .to be 
chewed and digested.’5 The same may be ap¬ 
plied to music. There is a general. Mendelssohn- 
songs-without-words mania which, with young 
ladies • in particular, goes very far. Teachers 
recommend these songs as good studies for 
phrasing and as pleasant short pieees easily 
learnt. Certainly they are very good, espec¬ 
ially when practised as a study of melody and 
accompaniment; but, with all the profound 
reverence I have: for this great master, I say that 
too much of him may influence a pupil’s taste in; 
.too sentimental a way, it depenas on tlie qual¬ 
ities of the pupil how early he can play such and 
such a thing, but I do not think that Mendelssohn 
ought to be played early, and in no instance what¬ 
ever before any other author, as I saw it men¬ 
tioned in one of the latest publications on piano 
playing. Mendelssohn and Mozart belong to the 
second period of piano tuition, as do Clement! and 
Kublairs sonatas, some of the little pieees of 
Schumann, the little preludes of Bach and little 
fugue of Has? del belong to the first. I may btrtcTcr 
exclusive in this matter, but I venture also tqkd- 
vise that of the sonatas of Mozart, only whatTis 
necessary to lead to the study of those of Beethoven, 
should be played ; my reason for this being that 
too much of Mozart may cause a habit of phrasing 
of a limited nature, incompatible with the large 
phrasing required to play Beethoven; and that 
the too long drawn sweetness of Mozart, like all 
sweet things, is apt to become cloying. I do not 
intend to make an analysis of the great masters. 
I shall only add that all of them ought by degrees 
to be surely and well-known. They are the base 
of the true musician as the study of the classics is 
of the truly intellectual man. It must he consid¬ 
ered also tnat Fashion (although it may be an ugly 
word to use) hag a sway in music, and certain 
things which were played twontyor thirty years 
ago are now thought to be old-fashioned. Hum¬ 
mel, Haydn, and even Handel’s works for the 
piano are rarely heard now. The piano works of 
Weber have a more or less' spark of theatrical 
light in them, and only his sonatas and concertos 
appear now and then in modern programmes, 
•liven of the melodious Schubert, besides his im¬ 
promptus, fantasia in C, and his melodies tran¬ 
scribed by Liszt, little else is played. The reign 
of the transcriptions is also happily at an end. 
Herz is forgotten, and Thalberg is nearly in a 
corner. Liszt’s opera transcriptions are still 
amongst the showy pieces of a few, but the 
master himself repudiates''them; They may be 
useful to develop tlie fingers, but I do not think 
they will improve the taste of the musician. I 
must confess that with the exception of the 
“Variations Serieuses” of Mendelssohn, Beetho¬ 
ven’s Variations, “"and Schumann’s Opus 13, I 
have a great horror of variations, and this may 
account for my views on the subject. 
What then ought to be played ? A little of 
every body^and all that is possible of Beethoven 
and Bach, dementi’s Gradus ad Parnassum; and 
Handel’s. Fugues will be a fair preparation to 
Bach’s forty-eight preludes and fugues. 
As- for Chop!n tbj^amateur’s ambition ought to 
be checked; in ninety-nine out of a hundred they 
do not know how to play his works. They 
require the most finished technic; without speak¬ 
ing of the intelligent and poetical feeling which 
the reading of them demands, from the simplest 
mazurka, to the grandest polonaise. And I most 
emphatically say that the playing of Chopin 
ought in any case to be preceded by his etudes. 
- “There Is'sweet mnsic here that softer falls 
• ■■■■■ Than.-petels from blown roses bit the 'grass, ^ 
Or night dews on still waters betweeu walls —v 
Of shadowy, granite, In a gleamingpass; * 
Music that geu tiler on tbe spirit lies, 
Thantlr’deyelidsupon tired eyes.-; 
Mnsic that brings sweet sleep down from the blissful skies.’’ 
•TThe iend^ti';^€^cat$i;:ieuQd at times coquettish or 
martial character of the mazurka with its strange 
laughings and glittering of silver; the mysterious 
undulating rhy thm of his nocturnes, full of sweet¬ 
est and saddest song woven op mystic veils ; the 
idyllic graceful vividness of his ballads ; the glow 
of the polonaise, fervid with patriotic eloquence, 
are all most complete exquisite min iatures painted 
by the hand of a great master. ; It, is & coinmon 
error to look at Chopin’s; works through a sort of 
moonlight glass, and think of him as a one sided 
writer, elegant, melancholy and softhearted, le 
poeU des dames par excellence 1 But it is not so. 
Eminently aristocratic he is, no doubt, a sort of 
Sir Joshua Reynolds in his love of painting all 
that is most beautiful and refined in nature; he 
dould also paint on any subject his fancy choose 
to dwell upon. A storm and its horrors had as 
much attraction for him as the mirthfulness and 
abandon of a waltz, as he has shown in all the 
lovely little sketches of dance music for one, and 
the weirdhess, savageness, quasi ferocity of those 
bold paintings he called studies -(and scherzos, for 
.another. -, 
Schumann is only in a few works accessible to 
the amateur: for the rest we can say of him “the 
magician speaks! ” Sometimes gentle, sometimes 
capricious, sometimes awful. Human in its pas¬ 
sions; spiritual in its tenderness^ almost divine in 
its infinity. Simplicity with loftiness and0noble¬ 
ness and aerial grace are combined in his works. 
His scenery is almost "always,; like Beethoven’s, 
laid in the open air. His novelettes are full of 
serenity, joyfulness and sunshine, and his Fan- 
tasiestiiek are amongst dark glades, spectral and 
at 'tinles' blended : with repose. His carnivals 
vivid, picturesque and many colored; and his 
Kreisleriana., fantasia and Bohatas like grand 
pages of ancient history. 
The works of Liszt with one or two exceptions, 
are quite out of the reach of amateurs, and we can 
expect only a finished artist to interpret them 
thoroughly.— M. L. Grimaldi. 
AH OPEN LETTER. 
Editor of the Etude. 
Dear Sir This-being the season when most of 
us are making fresh resolutions and taking new 
starts for the coming year, it occurred to me that 
right now, would be a good time to beg assistance 
from The Etude, in furtherance of a plan which 
seems to be in The Etude’s line of work. 
There must be many hundreds of its readers 
who would like to become scholarly musicians, 
and some day receive a license from the American 
College of musicians whose word we hope, at no 
distant day, to see become an authority in this 
country, and recognized elsewhere, who now have 
not the least hope in the world of gaining it. We 
can get manual training and principles of nota¬ 
tion easily enough, to bring them within the 
reach of all energetic students. But the theoret¬ 
ical, scientific and literary training needed, are 
not possible to, most of us, at present we do not 
know what books to buy, where to buy them, or 
how to study , them, to the. best advantage. If 
some scholar in the kindness of his heart, should 
dump his entire library at the door of an illiterate 
friend, and say, “ here I have sacrificed all I have, 
for youk sake; read, and be wise,’1 and leave his 
friend to work out his own salvation the chances 
of failure are ten to one against the chances of 
success. -d-. 
1 We look with almost^ envious, eyes upon the 
scholarly writers, whose work we read in The 
Etude, and wish they would prepare a course of- 
study for us similar to the Chautauqua course-in 
literature, extending over a term of .years, con¬ 
ducted by The Etude.: In doing this The 
Etude would level a blow at musieal ignorance 
the like of which has never yet been seen, and 
receive the lasting gratitude of many readers 
whose lines of lif j are drawn on the lower side of 
the hill . Let those scholars who live m th< 
mountain top, desist from pointing sarcasms with 
our mistakes, and harness their, elegant teams, for 
a drive down through Macedonia to help; us. Re¬ 
spectfully, M. K. Bk> sham, Madison, Ivd. 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
ELEMENTAL VIOLTNSCMULE YON RICHARD 
HOFFMANN, OP. 84. 
This violin school is published in an excellently clear 
edition. The paper is of good,: heavy quality, and the 
make up of the work is good throughout. 
It begins at the beginning and: is -supposed to carry 
the pupil_ to an advanced degree of proficieaey. . 
There seems to be, however, a lack of purely techni¬ 
cal finger exercises as well as bowiiig exereises and we 
have failed to discover in the One inndred and more 
pages of studies, a single exercise in doable stopping. 
The school would be useful on certain lines of work 
when supplemented by other studies. 
HINTS AND HELP. 
BY A. HOERING. 
It is exceedingly difficult to learn to practice 
slowly, and to rouse our intellect into action ; it 
will take the greatest part of- our lifetime to learn 
it. 
To train our fingers for excellence of execution 
without training our intellectual faculties at the 
same time, takes just as much time as it will take 
us to train the two simultaneously. Let us there¬ 
fore be wise, and profit by the knowledge of this 
fact. . 
It is only by means of a clear conception of the 
peculiarities of all the details that we can get a' 
clear perception of the ensemble. 
One grain of knowledge gained, by the exertion 
of your own intellect is worth a bushel full of that 
which you buy from others. The former will be 
yours forever, but the latter will be at the mercy 
of your memory, and will shpi away from your 
grasp in much shorter time than you suspect. 
Your own memory, unaided by reason, will 
cheat you out of thousands of grains of knowledge 
in a very short time, without your being aware of 
it. No doubt you will find this rather difficult to 
believe; but I advise you to try to discover the 
truth of this fact for yourself. - •». 
Therefore be wise, and do not use your mem¬ 
ory for trying to remember such and such notes 
in such and such a passage, but only use it for 
remembering the “ principle ” of the progression 
of the notes in these passages, and the accompany¬ 
ing chords in their particular positions and their 
connection with the key; the notes of these pas¬ 
sages will then come before your mind by force of 
reason and logic, and not by means of fickle 
memory, which is apt to leave you in the lurch 
at the most Critical moment, when the least ner¬ 
vousness will entirely unsettle you, as it has done 
many others, who could play very well from 
memory when aldne, but found themselves un¬ 
able to play in public on account of nervousness. 
Definite knowledge and perfect understanding 
of the composition in hand will most likely cure 
nervousness more effectively than your trust in 
your natural memory and talent, unaided by 
knowledge. 
Peculiarities of Players.—I have noticed 
that various movements of the body, during any 
performance, give a peculiar stamp to the pianist 
and to his playing. Some have A trick of making 
a pendulum of their head. They seem to assert 
their own superiority at every note, which is often 
of a very inferior order. 
Others play with a round arm and bowed 
attitude, and frequently appear very conceited 
and presumptuous and full of man nerism. Others 
throw their eyes and arms about, and seen? over¬ 
come with feeling, which in- fact is not in them. 
Of others their verY appearance is quite an apol¬ 
ogy. It is often easy toltead through the perform¬ 
ance the personAl history ofthe artist. 
My ideal of a pianist is the one, who sits at the 
aac wring I *ic< < I and his hea e a, full > 
humility and reverence for the composer who e 
thoughts he is going to interpret, and* who con¬ 
centrates all the faculties of his mind and soul to 
the sanctity of task. Foi In bh« * ae rf-"*. 
there si co plefct absence of all individual 
idi syncrasles.—Grimald - '' 
2SO THE ETUDE a 
The bast, if not the only, School of Teohnio 
KNOWN TO 
PIANOFORTE PEDAGOGICS. 
[For The Etude.] . 




BY DR. WM. MASON. 
THEODORS PRESSES, 1108 Ctatnnt St„ 
iia, Pa, MMer. 
li FOUR C IKS: 
PART I.- The Two-Finger Exercises 
(School of Touch). 
PAST IE—The Scales Rhythmically 
Treated (School of Brilliant Passages). 
PART III.—Arpeggios Rhythmically 
Treated (Passage School). 
PART IV.—School of Octave an$ Bravura 
Playing* 
PRICE OF EACH $1.00. 
BY FREDERIC DEAN. 
THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 
Touch an ! Teoh iic 
comprise an original system for the development 
of a complete technic, from the beginner to the 
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni¬ 
cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorougl 
development; the application of accents, thi 
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna- 
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facility and, 
speed of execution. All of which is applied to 
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 
compositions. They are printed in separate vol¬ 
umes, in order to enable teachers who are still 
dependent upon some other system of technics to 
add to their present stock the particular part of 
Mason’s System which they happen to need 
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
in their estimation of the relative value of the 
four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi¬ 
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable 
every one to select the particular part he desires. 
The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬ 
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized 
by all teachers and virtuosi that every' book of 
technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬ 
theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no application of it has been so 
ingenious and thorough as his. 
This work is a wholly new exposition of the 
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
and a virtuosi by the Grace of God. 
We have never offered teachers more valuable 
works than these. 
The seventeenth century was preeminently the age of 
the instrumentalist. Polyphonia had held undisputed 
sway until the writers had seemingly exhausted their re¬ 
sources upon vocal combinations, and, in despair, turned 
their attention to the development of their instruments. 
One after another of these “ false voices ” was tried and 
added to its predecessorsuntil that wondrous mosaic we 
call orchestration was developed and symphonies and 
other orchestral tone paintings were produced. 
Bat the impulse given to solo singing by the first 
operatic writers forced its way, even among the instru¬ 
ments. and solo playing became the work of the virtuosi, 
and for their use new instruments were invented, and 
old oneB retained or cast aside as their utility aft solo 
instruments was exemplified or found wanting. 
Now, of all the instruments used by boIo players since 
the earliest days of instrumental muBic these three have 
ever held preeminence:— 
1. The violin. 
2. The organ j and 
8. The pianoforte. 
In the tones of the violin are heard the sobbings of 
the human voice ; the pipes of the organ give all the 
varied colors of the orchestra, bat the piano is at best 
bat an etching of the color-toned organ. And so I call 
the violin and organ copies and the pianoforte un ori¬ 
ginal instrument. It was early in its life?history ban¬ 
ished from its companions in the orchestra, and as a solo 
instrument is the coldest, most unsympathetic of all; 
its tone as characteristically its own as it is unlike any¬ 
thing else in heaven or on earth. 
Vs 
A MECHANICIAN'S FREY. 
And so the piano, incapable of exhibiting feeling, 
was seized upon by the mechanicians, as their especial 
prey, and has been experimented upon until it has be¬ 
come the most perfect piece of pure mechanism known 
among musical instruments. It is at best bat a box of 
metal strings tightly screwed into iron clamps that keep 
them in each close quarters that they can emit bat one 
sound each. And, farther, these strings are struck by a 
Bet of metal hammers as set and immovable, as the 
strings themselves, and that play npon these strings in 
the moBt unmusicianly and mechanical manner. And 
yet upon this box of metal strings has been expended more 
time, more thought, more money than upon' any other 
musical instrument. It is the universal instrument for 
the dilletante and the amateur. It is played by every¬ 
body everywhere all over the world.- It is the instru¬ 
ment par excellence for the virtuosi and for the stndent. 
For it haB been written a greater qnantity and a greater 
variety of literature than for any other known instru¬ 
ment. 
The great beauty of the pianoforte is its mechanical 
perfection. It is for this all makers strive. It is this 
all players demand, and in the gradual growth of this 
mechanism can be traced the growth and development 
of piano virtnosity; and wilhoat this growth not only 
onr virtuosity, but our piano literature as well, would 
have been impossible. 
ITS ORIGIN AND 
ft 
HISTORY. 
There is in China to-day an instrument known as the 
Pien King. It is the oldest of old instruments. It con¬ 
sists of a number of metal plates of varionB sizes and 
Correspondingly varying tones' strung oh two horizontal 
bars. Strike these plates in order and yon will hear' 
the notes of the Chinese scale. This was the first piano, 
forte. 
Take, next in order, the dulcime, an open box of 
strings struck with a hammer. A psaltern is a dolcime 
whose strings are plucked with the finger instead of be.?, 
ing struck with a hammer. One day an ingenious 
mechanician' contrived a- machine for plucking these, 
strings. By means of quills attached to long sticks ad¬ 
justed to levers or keys he play^fi upon the strings by 
touching the keys, and he is called the ini enter of the 
spinets Another attached bits of steel to the ends of the 
stick ii lead ©I quills* md the ie 1 >lding the string t*> 
air, caufaed them to vibrate, and this was the; clavichord. 
And, now, a still more resonant tone was desired, and 
hammers; were attached to the Bticks’ end and here waB 
the embryo pianoforte. ' 
How purely mechanical the whole process thus far! 
But note the further improvements. 
The first pianoforte-makers found it almost impossi¬ 
ble to keep their Btrings in place with the strong pound¬ 
ing they were getting, and an additional snpport was 
made, and finally the strings themselves were strength- 
eneds From catgut they were turq^d into wire, and 
then were doubled and trebled and quadrupled. The 
strongest of wooden frames were found impracticable, 
and so iron frameswere substituted. The Bpinet and the 
clavichord have become grand pianos. 
CORRESPONDING GROWTH loF ITS LITERATURE. 
And now note the growth of piano literature during 
this same period, and compare it with the mechanical 
growth of the instroment itself. Go back to the fan¬ 
tasies of Scarlotti and Conferin and Sebastian Bach, 
and trace this development through the mnsic of Haydn 
and Mozart, Clementi, Field, and Beethoven, through 
the romanticisms of Thalberg, the perfection of Chopin’s 
work, and the versatility of Liszt, the power of Rubin¬ 
stein and the intellectuality of Paderewski, and tell me ' 
if you think it possible to have had this growth of pian- 
istic literature without the corresponding growth of the 
mechanism of the piano ? 
A PLEA FOR MORE-KNOWLEDGE. 
Pianoforte players, as a rule, know lesB ahont their 
own instruments than any other inatramentatists. The 
violinist, flutest, or oboist is intimately acquainted with 
the inner .mechanism of his instroment. The pianist 
cannot even tune his. He says he prefers a Stein way, a 
Chickering, a Weber, or what yon will, bat in nine cases 
oat of tea he will not be able to tell the reason of his 
preference as far as the inner mechanism is concerned. 
And yon teachers, yon professors of technic, tell me 
do yon know aught of the inner mechanism of your 
friend with whom yon pass the major part of yonr life? 
There is, in these days, too mnch .said about the 
genins of the composer and the interpretation of the 
executant and not enough attention paid to the mechani¬ 
cian who has made it possible for a Chopin and a Liszt 
to compose their mnsic and for a Paderewski to inter¬ 
pret it. 
After onr office boy had been working several hours 
every day in trying to decipher letters, separating their 
"mixed contents, trying to give the, editor parts of letters 
that belonged to him, and to the order department what 
belonged to that, he knotted np his forehead and ground 
out the following poem: 
- “There is a man the printer loves, and he is won¬ 
drous wise; whene’er he writes the printer man he 
dotteth all his i’s. And when he’s dotted all of them, 
with carefulness, and ease, he punctuates each paragraph 
and crosses all his t’s. Upon one side alone he writes, 
and never rolls his leaves, and from the man of ink a 
Bmile and mark “ insert ” receives. And when a ques¬ 
tion he doth ask—taught wisely he hath been—he doth 
the goodly Btamp for postage back put in. He gives the 
place from which he writes—the address the printer 
needs—and plainly writes his honored name, bo he that 
runneth reads, . He writes, revises, readB, corrects, and 
re-writes all again, and keeps one copy safe and sends 
one to the printer man. And thus by taking little painB, 
at trifling care and cost, assures himself his manuscript 
will not be burned or lost. So let all those who long to 
write take pattern by this man, with jet black ink and 
paper white do just the best they can, and then the 
printer man shall know and bless them as his friends all 
through life’s journey as they go until that journey 
ends.” 
If onr correspondents will write their orders for mnsic, 
questions for the Question and Answer Department, 
queries about their accounts,.and matters concerning^_ 
their subscription to The Etude on separate pages, with 
bat one subject bn a page, they wifi be spared further 
poems by our office boy. ^ 
CUSSiC GEMS (OR F8IB HKDS. 
A Splendid Collection of Piano Duets. 
In the preparation of a book of this character it ia desirable to haTe 
not oniy worke of a standard grade and attractive style, but, aleo, com¬ 
positions in which the difficulties are equally shared by the performen 
and the interest maintained by both. This, we think; haa been accom¬ 
plished. A glance at the list of composers will satisfy the musician as 
to its musical merits. The contents, have been chosen with a view of 
having the greatest variety possible in such a volume, and an effort 
made to harmoniously contrast the selections, thus', malting the collec¬ 
tion applicable to all tastes. It has been our aim to avoid compositions 
of extremely difficult nature, yet to sustain a standard worthy the at¬ 
tention of players of average ability. 
As each plate contained in Classic Gems for Four Hands has been 
specially engraved for the book, there is a uniformity about its appear¬ 
ance that is not to be found in any other work of the same character 
It is printed on a fine quality of toned music paper and bound in two 
styles. We ask a critical examination—a comparison with similar pub¬ 
lications. We are satisfied that such examination and comparison will 
make hosts of friends for our book. We print the 
coasrransnr’s. 
Air de Pause...Vfflxte 
Andante and Rondo—from Second Sonata.. Bohm 
Anitra’s Dance (“Peer Gynt”). Op. 46, No. 3...Grieg 
Blissful Dream—Intermezzo. Op. 95.Meyer-Beimund 
Bride’s Song—Wedding Music. Op. 4 .....Jensen 
Canzonetta. Op. 35. Godard 
Dance of the Bayaderes (“Feramore”). „.Bnbimtem 
Gavotte from “ Mignon ”. .Thomas 
Gipsey Dance. Op. 320, No. 2.. Kirehner 
Hungary. Op. 23, No. 6.....McahovnH 
Marcia Fantaetica. Op. 31„. Baraiel 
Menuett, from “ Mozart’s Symphony in Eb ”.Sehuihof 
Pas Redouble. Op. 86. Saint-Sofas 
Polonaise. Op."ll,No. 1  MoeshnsM 
Prelude. Op. 19, No. ...Hofmann 
Serenade. Op. 5. Mossknaihi 
TannMuser March (Wagner). Op. 94  ...Spindler 
TorSador et Andalouse (Bail Costume). Op. 103, No. 7.....Bhbinstein 
False Impromptu...'..  ...D'Ourvillt 
Paper, Cloth Back, $1.00. Half Cloth, $1.25. 
[icush soieniD bulids 
BY POPULAR COMPOSERS. 
LOW VOJCE, VOL. I. 
GE1S FOR ALTOS A10 BARITONES. 
All that we have said in our announcements of the companion books 
(Fols. 1 and 2 for High Voice) applies with equal force to this collection 
of songs for low voice—a continuation of the series. In a volume of 
popular songs, such as is here presented, it is interesting to note the 
varied characteristics of the compositions, embracing songs of battlp 
on land and sea; songs of love; songs of the forge and mine; songs ot_ 
town and country; songs of devotional or sacred character; songs of 
daring and heroic deeds. The fame of the composers is world-wide; 
they stand as the greatest ex]>onentB of ballad writing. As this collec¬ 
tion is intended, principally, for the use of Altos and Baritones, the 
songs do not extend above E, while several sure especially adapted for 
very low Bass voices. The selections are unsurpassed, and for use in 
concert hall or parlor this volume is invaluable. 
Popular English Songs and Ballads for Low Voice, Vol. 1, contains 
162 pages, printed from new plates, engraved expressly for this work, 
bn fine toned paper. The cover contains a correct and finely executed 
portrait of Stephen Adams. Musicians will appreciate the fine paper, 
excellent printing, and substantial binding (two styles—paper and half 
cloth) of this book. - 
coiT’X'srfcT’rs. 
Bells (The) of St. Mary’s.. .....Bodssty 
Beside Me . .... M'itte 
Brave (The) Light.........Boeckel 
C erette...    Boochel 
Chief (The) Mate’s Story.  ...JPontol 
Clang (The) of the Hammer......Bakhmr 
Deep in the Mine...... .............Jude 
Down in the Depths of the Sea .  
Fiddle and I..............Goodem 
For a Dream’s Sake.................Oomm, 
• Forge (The)...................Wotmt 
Gate (The) of Heaven..... .T....„„i.Tours 
Golden Harvest.   Mohr 
I Told Ton So... ;.,»..Mora 
Kingdom (The) of Love Bodnog 
Loyal Death... ..Stainer 
Mighty (The) Deep.......... Jude 
Mona...;... .....~..Adams 
Our Last Waltz  ...Moitoy 
Out on the Deep.......;..............X0ftr 
Outpost (The)... ...;....Mmmti 
Over the Harbor Bar  ......Marhs 
[ Premiss (The) of Tears.....Bodirey 
^Soldier’s (The) Dream.....,....Sodmg 
Bong (A) from Heaven..... ..J......'........Govern 
They All Love Jack..:....Adams 
Thy. King...;........    ^Bodssey 
Toreador, Hols!.................TVbfdre 
When Daylight Fades .........Jfofr 
When the Lights are.tow...  .Latte 
Wonders (The) of,the Deep..,,.-. .....Jude 
Tour Hand-in Mine    BotoM 
Paper, Cloth. Back, $1.00. Half. Cloth, $1.25. 
For Sale by THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, 
AND BY AIX MUSIC DSAiKBS 
PUPILS' CONCERTS, 
It is customary for teachers; of music to give pupils’con¬ 
certs at the end of the season, and such exhibitions are be¬ 
coming more-and more popular with every year. 
These concerts tend to show the advancement which has 
been made by the pupils during the season, and to serve 
other excellent purposes. . ■ 
The fact is obvious that in no other methjad can the 
pupil’s confidence be developed to so great a degree as by 
these Appearances before a friendly audience. 
The pleasant greeting they receive as they come upon the 
stage reassures them, if they are at all timid ; and the ap¬ 
plause which usually follows their performance acts as a 
wholesome stimulant to renewed effort. 
The spirit of emulation receives a healthful impetus on 
these occasions. Seldom does any feeling of envy or ill- 
feeling manifest itself. When it does, it Will generally be 
found that the pupil who gives way to these selfish expres¬ 
sions lacks the temperament and the large, generous nature 
which is essential to the making of a true artist. 
'.The friendly rivalry engendered at these times cannot 
but be of assistance to all who participate. Many an 
artist, now prominently before the public, owed the first 
attempt in the direction of accomplishing really great pro¬ 
gress in their work to the desire to equal, if not to eclipse, 
the beBt efforts of their fellow-pupils. 
Applause bestowed at just the right time has often empha¬ 
sized a needed improvement which the teacher may have 
had difficulty in making perfectly clear to the pupil. For 
instance, a certain pupil may be of the opinion—and some 
young persons have beenljkhpWn to he rather positive, not to 
say stubborn—that-he of she has a natural capacity, for a 
particular branch of art which is really that in which they 
can never excel. 
If the teacher has the tact to humor the pupil by con¬ 
senting that he or she may perform that which the pupil’s 
heart is set upon, with the .condition that the pupil shall 
also perform a number wMch the teacher knows to be en¬ 
tirely within the capabilities of the pupil, it may be taken 
for granted that the lack of decisive applause for the per¬ 
formance of the former work, and the enthusiastic approval 
of the execution of the latter, will open the eyes ofrthe 
pupil to the justice of the teacher’s position, ^ * 
A word as to the character of the works performed at 
these concerts: Very often the composition chosen is far 
too difficult for the pupil to interpret properly. Frequently 
the pupil is just able to struggle through the performance, 
playing or singing all the notes, as the case may be, hut 
wholly failing to give the expression of the composition. 
Such performances are not intended to give pleasure to the 
listeners. 
At the recitals of vocal pupils one is particularly im¬ 
pressed with the idea that the pupils are overweighted by 
the music selected. They are often given numbers, or are 
at least permitted to select them,'which would test the 
ability of some of the greatest vocalists in the world I 
^---A young girl who might possibly sing a simple ballad 
fairly well is permitted to appear in an aria from grand 
opera or oratorio. She stumbles througli'the music with¬ 
out giving anything hut pain to her hearers, and certainly 
without enhancing the estimation for the discretion, to say 
nothing of the common sense, of her teacher. 
Agate, many pupils are allowed, nay, even encouraged, 
to sing in Italian or French, when they would be much 
pi ore at home in the vernacular. 
While it may be true that pupils’ concerts have not 
reached perfection—and it could not reasonably he expected 
that amateurs should rival professional artists—these 
affairs are pleasant and profitable halting-places on the out¬ 
set of a career, when the young pupil asks for an opinion 
as to whether a continuance of study is advisable, and 
when the faithful teacher modestly places before the public 
the results of his or her conscientious labors. Let it not 
be said that these occasions are not worthy of the most 
friendly and appreciative consideration.—Musical Record. 
SAIffT-SAEffB ON GOUNOD, 
M. Camille Saint-SaEns, in the columns of the 
Journal, Bays: Gounod began by being misunder¬ 
stood, followed only by a few faithful disciples; yet, 
though never deviating from the lines which he had laid 
down, he gradually achieved success, gloiy, and popular¬ 
ity in spite of unceasing and ever-active hostility. It was 
said that Gounod was wanting in melody, which was 
everything in those days, but when the cultus of Wagner 
succeeded that of Verdi and melody went out of fashion 
he was abiiaed as a melodiste. He really knew and under¬ 
stood music: He went to the fountain head of his art, 
knew its historyand its elements. His works, though free ■ 
from excess of detail, are solid and pleasing, but they are 
not for those who seek violent effects—strong spices which 
burn the palate and deprave the taste. The master was 
not -merely a musician—-he was - also a thorough artist, a 
i an >f letters, and a ielightfiil >eaker <1ju, perst nal 
harm "* - o c w but a i h m * but b? • i* -- 
jpondeno remains, suxd i is 1 be hoped that it will be 
' published. ■ '■■■■'/ . 
3 mi d loved a i urt’s sake, and io * * an I1 3 
a thing far * »■- sacred to he appr •> hed taxeleselj or with 
mercenary motives. ‘‘ Artists,’’ he said about a fortnight 
ago to a gentleman whose interview with him is repro¬ 
duced in yesterday's Figaro, “are men to whom God has 
given a greater range of vision—they .see more of the 
infinite than other® do. ” 
N< 1 »*« an ed him n >: t j *in . 1 or , n , 
rendering on the sti [ h >' he cclaimed “togive 
the ork of rne’s brain am of ot s'heart entrus I 
’ ■ < ^ ati r s who i '-onu ney bj j tiling • to pieces vil 
fying it, and dishonoring it! Wretches! it is my child that 
you are torturing. ■ Take me; strike me, tear out my beard 
by the mis. I un nothing 1 It is my workI hj wori 
What? I give you this, and that is what yon show to the 
audience? You calumniate me. It is a libel. That is not 
what I made 1 You are cruel forgers 1” And after a few 
moments’ pause he added, “A performance is a cruci¬ 
fixion.” 
We are pained to chronicle the death of an esteemed 
musician—Theodore Moellin^, Which occurred on 
Thursday, November 14th, at his home in a snbnrb of 
Philadelphia. He was in his 72d year. The immediate 
cause of his death was pneumonia, but his health has 
been failing for some time ; although he remained active 
until a few days before his decease. He leaves a widow 
ajjd two children. Mr. Moelling was an educated schol¬ 
arly musician, versed in all departments of musical ac¬ 
tivity. He possessed a vein of originality in all his 
writings, both literary and musical. He was equally 
capable of writing a fugue or a parlor waltz. His life 
has been spent in theinterestof music, particularly in the 
line of education. He was beloved by all who came in 
contact with him, possessing a kind disposition which . 
made his services as teacher in great demand. His 
standard in teaching was of the highest. The musical, 
profession loses in him one of its truest and worthiest 
representatives. 
Mr. Moelling was born in the Dutchy of Oldenburg, studied music 
under the leading teachers of Lubie (a town in Northern Germany). 
He cams to this country when twenty-one years of .age, beginning to 
teach music almost immediately, while he was himself a pupil of 
Henri Hera, and later a friend and pupil of M. Strakosch and 
Alfred Jaell. He is also the author of a great many pleasing and 
instructive compositions, some of which have appeared in the music 
pages of Tub Etudb from time to time. Mr. Moelling has been 
for years, a resident and teacher.of Tioga, Pa. He has.taught 
in a number of colleges, among them Brooke Hall, Media, Pa. 
Apthrops’ School for Young Ladies, New Haven. Breitkopf A 
Bartel will soon bring out four of his compositions. He has com¬ 
posed ah opera, and a number of orchestral works which have not 
been published. His “ Return of Spring ” was at one time a rival of 
“ Maiden’s Prayer.” It reached an enormous sale, and would have 
made the author’s life comfortable in bis old age had his muse not 
forgotten the commercial side of musical composition. 
The teacher can do a great service for his pnpils in 
teaching them 'how to listen to fine music. When a 
good artist is abont to be Heard, get your pupils together 
and analyse the programme, playing parts of it, and fully 
explain the construction of the pieces, as to their being 
Lyric or Thematic, showing where the principal melo¬ 
dies may be found in the different parts of the composi¬ 
tion, giving some account of the composer and the 
piece, by whom he has heard it played, and descrihe it, 
’a la E. B. Perry. Advanced Btndents should have a 
copy of the muse in hand, both at the time of descrip¬ 
tion and at the concert, and with pencil mark the points 
made by the artist in His performance that may be of 
value, as to which is the leading melody, its expression, 
etc., etc. ‘ _ , ' 
Jenny Lind’s Tribute to Payne.—No Amer¬ 
ican poet ever received a more enviable compli¬ 
ment than one paid to John Howard Payne by Jen- 
ny Lind on his last visit to his native land. It was 
in the great National Hall? in the city of Wash¬ 
ington, where the most distinguishea audience 
that had ever been seen in the capital of the 
Republic was assembled. The matchless singer 
entranced the vast throng with her most exquisite 
melodies, “Casta Diva,” the “Flute Song,” the 
“Bird Song,” arid the “Greeting to America.” 
But the great feature of the occasion seemed to be 
an act of inspiration. ;TTiteigreat singer suddenly 
turned her face toward the part of the auditorium • 
where John Howard Payne was sitting, and sang 
“Home, Sweet Home” with such pathos and 
- : ■ XLUUlOj O  cu : AA''Ai*“ - . ■_ VVV**, AT ~ . 
>owei that whirlwind of excite it a# d ’ « 
thusiasm swept through the yast . .^m^ignee. 
Webster ise> l*t all control, apd ^mght 
*eiuiilv imagine that Vayne thrill • 
at this unexpect 1 id m lifict -t 'reto tl a df 
his own immortal lyric.—New England Magaxmcc; 
PTJBLISHEB’S NOTES. TESTIMONIALS. 
This is the month of all months for getting up clubs. 
The Etude is constantly growing in popularity, and it 
will be made m >rc ind m re tin plating and mu ing to 
music students. We will cheerfully send a bundle of 
siunples to any one who will get, up a club. Our prices 
for two or more subscribers are very liberal, as follows:— 
1 subscription, no reduction. ......... fl.50 
2 subscriptions.... 1.35each 
3 . ..... 1.30 “ 
1 4 <•    1.25 “ ' 
5 “  1.20 “ 
8 “   1.15 
10 “ . 1.10 “ 
15 “  1.05 “ 
,20 “ .. 1.00 “ 
With cash deduction no other premium is given. 
We will give one free subscription- for every four sub¬ 
scriptions that are sent in at full price, $1.50. 
We hope that every teacher will make a can vass of his 
or her class during this month. You can do no greater 
good for the cause of music. 
***** « 
The holiday offer proved a great success.. Many of our 
subscriber?; selected presents from it. The terms of the 
offer are now withdrawn. We had arrangements with 
many publishers for a lower rate on all goods purchased 
up to January 1. We gave our patrons the advantage 
of these, rates, The list will serve as a valuable catalogue 
of musical works. Nearly every book of any worth is 
found in that list. 
***** 
“ The Pedals;of the Pianoforte, ” by Hans Schmidt, 
is a practical book on an unusual subject. : One often has 
hin s< fs >m thing ne i in thei b« >fth pg als tl ", re 
c<rt tin fine efl cts ‘ wit! the pedals. 1 heard at 
oncerts again i friend stud ng under fada at Schn- 
man i wr tea sh« is now fai ugh ftd an sd > practh c 
scales with the damper-pedal, etc: But before 
Schmidt’s book made the whdle matter clear, I was 
never able to find out just how one should study this 
important port of pianoforte playiDg. Lilian F. Glsim. 
I feel under obligation to you to say through The 
Etude, that your journal has been invaluable to me. I 
have been fully repaid in accepting its sanction of Lan- 
don’B Instructors and Mathews’ Graded Studies. These 
are the greatest helps to teachers and pupils. Since, 
using them they (my pupils) enjoy their lessons and 
practise with more intelligence than formerlj. 
} * rhe booh ** oat hat - p few onal i v». 
no scholar, it » acher, • n affdrd to b without With' 
every page we.meet encouragement, help', a dcouosel * 
* th ’ naj be said tc b< in J * ocue 
that is replete » th common sense y.zJ tdviee * * * 
We have only - h he eulogiuin pronohne d upon 
it. To every admirer of the good, the true, and thq 
beauti - * this vork will come n a rei latio ?.* >m a 
master mind: * * * We add our testimonial tb‘ hun¬ 
dreds of others pronouncing it a 
sable to the men in the various 
dusky Journal. 
SPECIAL NOTICES, 
VUL bCOUlUJUUlQl OU UUU 
work truly indispen- 
callings of life.-—jSan- 
Tbce new work on “Musical Embellishments” will 
clear up all the doubtful points concerning musical orna¬ 
mentations. No one need be troubled about bow to 
interpret the most unusual signs found in the works of 
classical writers. It is intended as a text-book and was 
made for students. It is thoroughly practical. It will 
be to embellishments what Hans Schmitt’s work is to the 
pedal of the pianoforte. Read the description of “Embel¬ 
lishments” found in our advertising pages. It will be sent 
for 50 cents to those who send cash with orders in advance 
of publication. The book will retail for at least 
Subscribe for it now. 
***** 
We hope to have the Eighth Grade of Mathews’ 
“ Graded Conise of Pianoforte Studies,” ready this month. 
It will contain an etude by Henseli, one of Bach’s fugues, 
two studies, from “ Gradus,” by dementi; one by Schu¬ 
mann ; one left-hand study, and several others of equal 
merit. These studies are fast taking the place of all other 
studies for piano. They give variety, they are pleasing to 
practise, and they supplement Mason’s “Touch and Tech¬ 
nic.” . Thousands of teachers will not use anything else. 
This Eighth Grade we will send for 25 cents if cash is sent 
with order before publication. Get in your order now. It 
may be your last chance. 
* * 
* * * 
Notices for this column inserted at 3.cento a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. ’ 
Respectfully, Miss 
I am using ‘‘Expression and Rhythm” by HellerOrom 
a very large number of copies from every original. 
Bensinobr RtrpucATOf Co., New York. Send for in¬ 
formation. I 
This is one remark about music folios which we desire 
to. make. We are glad to gee that the “ music roll ” has 
run its day, like the spring-back folio. The roll never 
'-J was satisfactory. It was ruinous to the music and was of 
little service for the paper volumes of Litolff and Peters’ 
editions, inconvenient to carry, and very soon looked 
shabby on the street. There has now come on the market 
; the satchel form, which only requires one fold. It is easy 
to carry, and when the music is taken out it is not injured. 
When you want anything in this line get the satchel, not 
the roll. We may have more to say on this in the future. 
***** 
Some of our subscribers may receive sample copies of 
The Etude this month:-; We have a large list of names 
iient ns, and it may happen that some of the names are 
already in our list. Parties receiving sample copies, who 
are already subscribers, will please give the same to some 
one that might be interested . 
Op. 125, revised by Cady, Shd am very Much pleased 
with it. I find my pupils get a much better understand¬ 
ing of the meaning of what they are playing because of 
the explanations given, and it makes teaching much 
easier and pleasanter. Respectfully, 
Mbs. J. D. Kirkpatrick. 
“Heller, Opus 126,” came duly to band. The former 
is eminently adapted to meeting the requirements of 
pupils not sufficiently advanced for Heller's Op. 46, 46, 
and 47. Teachers will thank Mr. Cady for his careful 
selection and editing the same. 
Mr. Schmidt’s work is the best on ihe subject that I 
know of, and a copy of the same in the hands of each 
student were a consummation devoutly to be wished. 
Nathan Sacks. 
I think the Landon “Musical Writing Book” indis¬ 
pensable in the commencement of musical instruction, 
and Bhall faithfully introduce and use it in my teaching. 
Mbs. Victor A. Henry. 
I am very much pleased with Landon’s “ Piano 
Method^’ and am using it successfully in say teaching. 
r A. W. Clike. 
I like Landon’s “Organ Method” better than any 
I have ever used. Mason’s “Touch and Technic” is 
simply wonderful for wrists and fingers. I have been 
perfectly delighted with everything I have received from 
yon. * Mbs. Ellis B. Cannon. 
I wish to express my sincere satisfaction with Lan¬ 
don’s “Pianoforte Method.” My friends are ever 
finding fault with me for the frequent changes I make 
in books of instruction, bat I have always changed for 
the better save in one instance. I am now well satisfnd 
to remain fixed to this method, as I find it both progres¬ 
sive and practical. Septimus Fraser. 
^ I recommend your paper The Etude to all my 
pupils as most stimulating and 'suggestive reading. 1 
know of no paper in our language that so satisfactorily 
covers the ground of piano playing and literature. 
Yours most cordially, Louis C. Stanton. 
Words of Praise fob The Etude.—I intend to renew 
my subscription for The Etude because it is as neces¬ 
sary to my musical soul as bread to my physical body. 
I entertained our local musical club a few weeks ago, 
and to amuse my one hundred and ten gnests while 
waiting for all to be ready for the program, I placed 
one hundred paragraphs taken from numbers of The 
Etude in as many chairs. Mrs. Nora B. Chapin. 
I Bhall have some more subscribers for The Etude 
soon. It grows better and better. I would have every 
pupil take it if I could. Those who do take it are my 
best pupils. Francis N. Flinn. 
The selections from “Heller’s Op. 125” with por¬ 
trait and biographical sketch, I am very much pleased 
with. I find the selections both musical and instructive. 
Landon’s “ Writing Book for Music Students ” ’ff' have 
carefully examined. I believe it, to be a book which 
will enable the pupils to solve the many difficulties with 
t which they meet when beginning the s udy of music. 
Hope all music teachers-will make use of it. 
Mrs J. W. Russel. 
Iam quite pleased with “ The Pedals of the Piano¬ 
forte.” The subscribers have reason to congratulate 
themBelves. Like so many of the Presser publications, 
it will prove a beneficial supplement to the best teaching. 
It seems to me a book that should have an abiding 
place on the piano of every one aiming at artistic inter¬ 
pretation. Elia B. Flannery. 
Concerning “ Music and Culture,” by K Merz, we 
have received the following :— 
* * * If yon are an artist they will help you to get 
a stronger intellectual grasp of your art. If you are an 
editor, they will enable yon to write intelligently upon art 
matters. If yon are an amateur, they will enable you to 
converse intelligently upon art matters and to cast your 
influence in: favor of true art. It should be in every 
library.—Johannes Wolfram, Cleveland School of 
-.Music. 
A VALUABLE HELP TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.—Hermann’s Handbook of Mnsic 
and Musicians^ containing 3000 musical terms, and con¬ 
cise biographies of more than 1500 prominent compos¬ 
ers (over 160 American authors). An excellent work to 
use m making up biographical programmes. 
The Philadelphia Ledger Bays: “ While for exhaustive 
information an encyclopaedia like Grove mnst still take 
precedence, the new Handbook will fill a less import¬ 
ant mission with equal success.” 
Mathews’Jftmc (Chicago) writes: “The strength of 
the little book is the presence of a nnmber of recent 
names, which, having come to prominence very lately, 
are not found in older works.” 
Hermann’s Handbook of Music, price $1.00 (usual 
discount to teachers), can be ordered of any dealer, or 
of Th. Presser. . ■ . “ 
\ N experienced Teacher and Organist, who is a grad- 
J\. nate of pipe-organ and piano, wishes position as 
Organist. Will teach piano, organ, harmony, and theory. 
Best references. Address L., The Etude Office. 
T WO LECTURES ON MUSICAL HISTORY, en titled, “From Bach to Liszt,” and “From Han¬ 
del to Wagner;” suitable for Choral Societies. Semi¬ 
naries, Classes, etc. For terms, address Horace 
Hills, Jr., Organist of Grace Church, Norwalk, Conn. 
TOO many teachers have only a theoretical knowledge 
of the way in which each individual pupil should 
be treated. By studying in the New England Conserva¬ 
tory of MuBic, where the class system is carried to its 
greatest perfection, the pupil gains practical experience, 
and on completing the course goes forth into the world 
fully equipped to teach. 
TRADE of the “Crown” goods is looking up in 
Mexico and Holland. There have been numerous 
heavy shipments of “ Crown” instruments to Holland 
lately, and to Mexico we havd recently shipped “Crown” 
Pianos to Sra. Dolores P. de la Pena, Brigadier Genl 
eral Mexican Army, and to Hon: M. Trevino, Consu- 
de Mexico. ■ 
Goldbeck College.—Concert engagements and im¬ 
portant laborB in the piano and voice methods, pub 
lished by the Musical Art Publishing Company,. under 
the management of Mrs. A. L. Palmer, detain Dr. 
Robert Goldheck some months longer in St. Louis. In 
consequence of this Mr. Goldbeck will hold a fall in¬ 
stead of the spring term as heretofore, if a sufficient 
nnmber of contestants enter. A,handsome diamond 
medal and four gold .medals will be awarded to those 
making the highest grades. The college is now open 
for the reception of pupils in all musical branches. 
There is a select boarding department connected with 
the college. For catalogue, address Goldbeck College 
of Music, 3033 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo. 
__A_1------- 
THE " GROWN ” 0BGAN. 
What organ is it that in tone, 
In style and finish stands alone, . 
And one which every home should own?—The “ Crown.” 
What organ has no dummy stops. 
But has patent .bevel-faced knob, 
Whose pedals, siik plush, never drop?—The “ Crown.” 
What organ has the rivet reeds, 
And is adapted to the needs 
Of every church, wha'e’er itscreeds—The “Crown.” 
What organ has the valves quite long. 
Whose inside action ne’er goes wrong, 
And materials are both good and strong ?- 
What organ’s beliows never leak, 
What organs valves will never squeak. 
Whose cedar tracker pins ne’er freak ?— 
-The- “ Crown.” 
The “Crown ’ 
What organ-to you will be sent, . 
And pay you best for money spent ? 
The organ sold by Geo. P. Bent,—The “ Crown.” 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO lod for the Plane BY 
OHAS. W. LANDON. 
By LOUIS LOMBARD. 
Price 80 Gents, bound, in Cloth, Instruction and Pleasure Combined, 
' I. 8PLBIID 0AE3E FOR EVE BY HOME. . 
XUi gai * uwsMgte « , sards < ~ shi It hi UR tmt Bates and sat 
»^i i i me on sv« oud. life < Bamlwraa Mtated woiig 
’the player the cards are played in succession wd added together as 
hey are pla <•.* intil the raise it a whol * fiHs reached w en ’.5 
^*5. m r tl pwaoi who played the si sa*d and eompl* f the 
hole «» This gives a , am! !'>,* 0: »j« Fall Mr* done « 1 
roles for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys Ae. aooompe i„ th« garni 
Those learning to play tne Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru 
neat ; those who sing;-those Who wish to read mnsio fester; In fact, al 
vho are lsterestedin muaic,need this oharming game. 
. taediaillienlK f net sMuiwat 
The names f heaves ■ ■ 
The various keys In which mnsio Is written, 
ShedBft en Muds of flaw 
Pr tta th n 3 sal B wtton*. " 
The ate wytolsM tareadmualo 
fon learn, whileplaying uninteresting game. 
A neat and valuable book of speolal value to musical students, but 
.5 < body can peruse i witt en srfc Si neat ' u«! profl Thong a 
st ss artist, I* Lombard is that Itv ai 1 ists, » r - 
Ml man, and! sdvi< „ 1 ^ ~r ’ . M oj e full of * ig 
n and it le hat sen a: tte tr • and 
... 1 g ornmi si th result* * his ■» rvati ns abroad, lt' 
Lombard t thoi uzhl mbued iritt Amt let 1 ideas, rhich hi 
happily applies in his efforts to cultivate his art among the growing 
jenerati . His little volur is a gene —Booh 
This work ia especially designed to meet the 
w nit of tht i opuiai stud jut with m diocre ability 
It ontains all he ideas of recent pi noforte play¬ 
ing The author isa w< 1-knc n prat tic* 1 teachei 
md autho if a imilar work or the Reed Organ 
wM 5h is iow gener illy i > n 1 istru Jtibnc n 5 hat 
instrument. It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, which win be ready in a 
short time. 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
CLUBBING RATES WITH “THE ETUDE.” 
We will: send any of the following periodicals and 
The Etude for the price named in the second column:— j 
■ Pub. . With 
Price. Etude.! 
Century Magazine  ..'........$1.00 $6.00 
St. Nicholas..... ...... 3 00/ 4 00 
Vick’s Illustrated Monthly. 1.25 2.30 
Independent (N. Y.)...... 3.00 400 
Peterson’s Magazine... 2.00 3.00 
Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly...... 3.00 4.00 
“ Pleasant Honrs... 1.76 3.00 
Harper’s Magazine... 4.00 4.60 
“ Weekly. 4.00 4.76 
“ Bazaar....... 4.00 4.75 
“ Young People... 2.00 3.00 
Youth’s Companion (new subscribers only) 1.76 2.76 
Domestic Monthly. = 1.50 2.60 
Lippincott’s Magazine..... 8,00 3.60 
Mnaie ...  3.00 8.50 
Atlantic Monthly (new subscribers only)... 4.00 4.76 
New York Observer (new subscribers only) 3.26 3.76 
Home Journal (New xork).. ..... 2.00 3.00 
Scientific' American-..— 3.00 4.00 
Scribner’s Magazine.. 3.00 4.00 
Demorest’s Magazine..... 2.00 3.00 
Voice Magazine (Werner’s). 2.00 3.00 
Wide Awake. 2.40 8.60 
Leisure Honrs.. 1.00. 2.26 
Cosmopolitan.... 1.50 2.76 
ft is readily .learned, even by children. 
Tims davdted to playing: this game Is not wasted, as la most gamoa 
A splendid game foe evening parties. - 
A new departure-entirely unlike any other game. 
Parents oan teach their children the rudiments of mnsio, even if aot 
muMdanfl themselves. 
interesting to old aMyoang,'beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study mnido wfll find it to their advance to plaj 
(Ms game a while before beginning lemons 
Price 50 Cento. 
Addreao Publisher, 
THEO. PftES@Efts ' 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa 
PRICE S I.OO. 
FerhapB the most popular set of Easy Studies ever issued. 
HABIT IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING, 
BY CARL HOFFMAN. 
Presents an analytical study of control of move¬ 
ment and habit forming, as well as a succinct out¬ 
line of mechanica! and expressional technic as re¬ 
spects the logical use, singly and combined, of 
fingers, hand; upper and lower arm, shoulder, and 
foot, in playing the piano. 
Address I“MfoBislseP, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia. 
Send yonr address to ns and we will send you a copy 
of our “Special Offer” and Samples of our new “Pu¬ 
pils’ Practice Slips.” If yon use good music you will 
find'it greatly to yonr advantage. If a teacher, state 
what you teach—piano, voice, or violin. If a vocalist, 
mention voice. 
Oar Factory la the Home of the Beven-Ootave Organ. 
A. NOBLE 
BY FANNY MQBBIS SMITE + M usic Publishers, * 
MENTION THIS PAPER-. 
—a piuuwui obuujjiuauouub tuuuu iu umauco, uunu piomriaLwiKo 
and work-shops. They present a most picturesque and graphic de¬ 
scription of the triumph of the piano-makers’ art. The information 
they contain is procurable in no other form, for many of the “se- 
cretB of the trade” have been for the first time surrendered for the 
use of this author. The lectures excited unusual interest upon their 
delivery, and Miss Smith was obliged to. repeat them before a num¬ 
ber of other audiences. 
“A Noble Art” makes a volume of 160 pages, illustrated with 
more than sixty engravings. It 1b issued in dainty form, printed on 
fine paper, the leaves uncut and with broad margins, the cover of 
Japanese paper printed in dull red. 
. For sale by 
THEO, PRESSER, ' 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
BOSTOZDsT* ZMZ-A.SS. 
Wore than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 1891. 
It originated with us, and we brought it to perfection. 
Don’t confuse it with the cheap imitations 
that flood the market. Bend for 
Price and Catalogue. 
LAWRENCE ORGAN MFG. 00 
820 South Tenth St., - Easton 
BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and 47 GB&ffD, SQUARE, AND UPRIGHT 
Revised by Albert Ross Parsons, Calvin B. Cady, 
Arthur Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John S. Van 
Cleve, Wilson €b Smith, and Charles W. Land on. 
These 6tudes are carefully fingered and phrased, 
netronome marks given use of pedal made clear and 
t i vi • , and each me is de rib v. nan an 
) . «d imarl s ohti inin| ral i 1 *t Mu 1. 
tii ns a to i nch, style and n< hods f s ndy ;*• is 
fin k- dit on of these valuable 6tud« s ever publ shed 
Address Publisher, * . • . , 
w THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have atbaitted mi. 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE 
Which establishes them as unequaled in tone, touch, 
workmanship, and durability. 
Every Plano Fully Warranted ibr 5 Years. 
wm. knabe & . 
S3 and. 84 E. Baltimore Street, BAXTiBflORE. 
148 Fifth Ave., near 80th SL, JbinsW YORK. 
811 PaaasylmuBia Ava, - WASHSBOYOlf, D. O. 
OATAL0OUB# mmm, _ - 
388 TO 388 80. OAHAL STREET 
LATEST PUBLICATIONS. 
THEODORE PRESSEE, 1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, 
GRADE l-X. X. 
KUHBKH OJTLT. ; 1 
1408. Laohner, Fr. Op. 113. Marche 
Oelebre. Four hands. Grade III- 
This march will find many admirers. Thera are ex¬ 
cellent points, both uf leaching and salon character. 
It will c nmend itsrfi to all 10 fta t. 
1409. Chopin, F. Op. 35. Funeral March. . 
Fourhands. Grade HI............ 
The famous Chopin “Funeral March” is here 
brought within the reach of young pianists in a way 
to wake it effective. 
The solemn opening theme and exquisite melody 
which forms the trio will delight all who study them. 
The above six numbers are from Grade III, School 
of Four-hand Playing, and can thus be obtained 
singly. 
1410. Braungardt, Fr. Op. 7. In Light 
Mood. Grade IV...... 
A good teaching piece; the figure played by the 
right requires evenly-developed and flexible fingers. 
It will also demand a light, well-controlled arm. 
1411 Mihaly, I. Op. 4. A Storm on Lake 
Platten. Grade V..  
Work in two-finger exercise, light wrist, tremolo, 
heavy chords, and rapid arpeggio playing. The trip¬ 
lets, long continued, of full chords at the close, will 
test the player’s endurance. . 
1412. McDonough, F. J. In Dreamland. 
Grade IV..... 
This piece is to be heartily recommended. It will 
develop a light, delicate touch, and can be used to 
teach phrasing. . . / 
It will also please, because of-its tunefulness and 
graceful rhythm. 
1413. Qoerdeler, Richard. Summer Morn¬ 
ing. Grade III... 
A bright piece of music, tuneful and graceful. It 
will interest and is very useful in teaching both 
melody and accompaniment playing. 
The second theme with its embellishment adds 
variety to an interesting teaching or salon piece. 
1414. Webb, F. R. Op. 65. Venona 
(G®votte). Grade IV............ 
One of the best of this writers pieces. A fine study 
in arm"and wrist touch. It is musieianly, and the 
chromatic passages of chords add a touch of piquancy 
to the effect. The teacher will be pleased with it. 
1415. Smith, Wilson Gk Op. 64, No. L 
Spinning Wheel,. Grade V... 
A waltz that may be used for concert purposes. It 
will require considerable technic for its proper per¬ 
formance, and will show to advantage the work put 
upon' it. At the same time it is musically interesting 
to the pupil. The left haiid has an opportunity to 
acquire equality and smoothness , 
1416. Ernst, Theo. O. Bmilynne. Valse 
Caprice. Grade V,.. 
This is smother waltz worthy of concert use. It is 
very different from the preceding, although in the 
same key (E fiat). An enharmonic change to five 
sharps ushers in an interesting theme in which a 
crisp staccato touch is brought into play. The piece 
should be on every teacher’s list. 
1417. Spindler, - Fa Op. 249, No. 20. 
Trumpeter’s Serenade, Grade II.. 
A good two-page piece for younger pupils. Bright, 
pretty,- and instructive may be ’ mentioned as its 
characteristics. 
1418. Swaim, L. A Op. 3, No. L Playful 
Zephyr. Grade III........... 
Combines finger, hand, and arm touches and will be 
of service both for teaching and parlor use. The 
themes are bright and the piece is of good length, 
neither too long nor too short. 
1419. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 12, No. 3. Vil¬ 
lage Musicians. Grade II. 
Tlisse village musicians indulge in rather better 
music than do some others we have heard of. This is 
a useful and pretty teaching piece for young pnpUs. 
1420. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 2. Santa 
Claus March. Grade II.... 
A good march; will help to cultivate musical taste 
in young pupils. It is rather advanced for Grade II 
in certain respects, requiring considerable training in 
third and sixth playing. 
1421. Heins, Oarl. Doll’s Cradle Song. 
Grade II.................................... ...... 
A very pretty w-gdte song. ,'The melody is bright 
and given alternately to right and left hands. A good , 
piece to use in the earlystages of teaching discrimina-' 
tive touch. 
1422. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 1. Merry 
Children’s Dance. Grade II...... 
A sprightly waltz, within the technic of young 
pupils, which when played up to tempo will make the 
eyes sparkle. 
1423. Heins, Oarl. Dance of the Bears. 
Grade II..... ... 
A jolly dance In two-four time in' G minor. A 
good study, and musical as well. 
1424. Heins; Oarl. Merriment. Grade II... 
A well-named piece, as its character, is jolly meriri- 
ment. This setof pieces, edited by H. C. MacDougal, 
are annotated, and are to be commended for their 
value in the easy ^rade to which they are assigned. 
|' ORDER BY A.:-.-TWfT:: 
NUMBER OKtT. 
1426. Qoerdeler, Rioh. Sunset on the 
Alps. Grade III...:. 
Another of Goerdeler’s taking pieces. .Melodious, 
j fluent d easy are its co am labl features 
! 1427. Qoerdeler, Rich. Columbian Qalop. 
Grade III.......... 
A contribution to the reigning subject of patriotism 
at this time. It will take. 
1428. Rathbun, F. G. Romance. Grade 
11.. .. ....... 
A tuneful piece of a rather tender character. An 
extended accompaniment in the left hand will ’ net d 
practice, and there are opportunities for phrasing and 
study of expression. 
1429. Smith, W. G. Op. 48, No. 3. 2d 
Valse Caprice. Grade III......... 
A good study in light arm-and-wrist touches. Of a 
good swinging rhythm. Interesting and easy. 
1430. Grossheim, Jul. Op. 23, No. 9. 
Morning Prayer. Grade II.. 
A delightful little melody with a bit of chord play¬ 
ing introduced as the Becond theme. Needs alight 
accompaniment in left hand. 
1431. Schauseil, W. Op. 9, No. 2. Cradle 
Song. Grade 11....... 
Another excellent niece from the same set. c
r, F. NOp. 
ORDER BT 
NUMBER ONX.Y. 
1445. Hewitt, H. D. Melody in A flat. 
Grade IV....'... 
The melody is taken in octaves, while the .same 
hand plays an accompaniment of double note >, which 
makes a rather difficult piece of work. It. is also 
valuable for its practice in syncopated rhythm. 
1446. Hewitt, H. D. The Miller's Song. 
Grade IV..... . 
A good mill-wheel piece. Besides being valuable 
from a .teaching point of view, it is melodious and 
Interesting. 
1447. Goddard,Berg. Op. 60. 2d Valse. 
Grade IV..;.......... 
A good waltz for concert use. It is by a good 
author and .contains many good points for the 
student. Will require some technic for a smooth 
performance. Itis revised and fingered by Dr. Wm. 
Northrup, Theo. H- Gig 
ttt GraI@ PI ... ; - 
Bath - diffl * 4-* In » im» Sts ski 
ue Roman- 
it ner ttncult i so e of it fjps. It is odd In 
rhythm and a good sthdy in controlling the arm. 
1432. Spindle , . . 308, No. 33. In 
Venice. Grade II..... 
Thirds to be played by the right hand while the left 
plays a smooth accompaniment. Useful and pretty. 
50 1433. Krug, D. Op. 343, No. 5. The Merry 
Wanderer. Grade II...... 
A Bomewbat longer piece in the same set. Gives 
practice in melody playing* scales, thirds, and sixths, 
bo that it may be called quite'universal in its 
nature. It is calculated to be of interest to the pupil, 
as well as instructive. . 
60 
1484. Smith, W. G. Op. 56. Vesper 
Chimes. Grade III.. 
This piece is a good study in the use of the damper 
pedal. The theme is given out in chords which'are 
sustained while the same hanl plays an embellish- 
me 4 of broken octaves, and throughout there are 
60 excellent opportunities to become practised In its 
proper use. The piece is one which will become 
popular among piano pupils, 
1435. Smith, Wilson G-. Op. 65, B. -2. 
Special Exercises in Soale Flay¬ 
ing........ 
We r.'ceived the first book of these studies some 
75 time since.- This book is the, concluding volume. 
i Parttailar stress is laid upon the development of the 
third,; fourth, and fifth fingers, and the various 
exercise? are so conceived as to beardi rectly upon the 
" work in hand. They are by an eminent-teacher, and 
cannot fail to be of great value. 
1436. Qoerdeler, R. Alpha Omega 
Waltzes. Grade III.... 
20 An easy set of waltzes which will catch the popular 
taste. They are smooth, swlngy, and tuneful, 
1437. Qoerdeler, R. Fairy Queen Polka. 
Grade III..... 
Another piece by the same writer. It will also 
30 take. 
1438. Qoerdeler, R. Columbian Galop 
(Four Hands). Grade III. 
An arrangement of the Columbian galop for two 
players. It will fulfil its mission as a popular piece, 
20 1439. Rathbun, F. G-. Evening Bong (Re¬ 
verie). Grade IV... 
A piece destined to be popular because of its melody 
and general style, while it contains no catches to 
trouble the amateu r player. At the same time it can 
be used by the teacher with profit, 
on 
1440. Landon, Chas. W. Melodious Easy 
Studies for Piano or Reed Organ. 
These studies begin at the beginning and increase 
gradually in difficulty. They are by a well-known 
musician, and teacher of long experience. This 
coupled to the fact that there is a lack of properly 
2o graded and selected music for the reed organ, should 
create a demand for these, which can be relied upon 
as. first class. They are taken from the best sources 
and will advance the pupil gradually, but surely and . 
completely. 
1441. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 81, No. 4. Chil¬ 
dren's Festival. Grade II.;. 
20 It Is flo easy matter to write mnpic for children, 
and nmbygreat musicians have failed in such at¬ 
tempts. Here, however; is an interesting child’s 
piece, which 1b neither too high nor too. insipid. Such 
pleces.should be treasured up. 
20 1442. White, Otis, R. The Conqueror’s 
Return. Grade III.... 
A takingmarch movement, animated and yet not 
„ difficult. 
20 
1448. White, Otis R. Petite Barcarolle. 
Grade II.....;... ...... . ... 
A really good barcarolle movement, well worthy of 
use. 
1444. Hewitt, H. D. Barcarolle. Grade II. 
20 A good exercise for wrist in left hand in playing 
the repeated chords. A good study in-rhythm ana 
phrasing. 
1448. Waddington, Edniund. Op. 20, No. 
3. Gypsy Dance. Grade IV. 
2K A good study in time, touch, and group reading. 
Besides being of good technical value, it is pleasing in 
harmony ana melody. Will be popular with pupils. 
1449. Necke, Hermann. Op. 230, No. 4._ 
Sing, Birdie, Sing. Grade IV. 
-i c Beautiful in content* and a superior study in hand 
and finger staccato, and for legato in runs of Bhort 
range. Pieces of this class exercise the imagination, 
and this one is charming. 
15 1450. Johnson, G-. S. The Merry Maiden 
Polka. Grade V....... 
Bright and brilliant, with a free rhythmic swing. 
Abounds in runs, broken chords, octaves, and chords. 
The use of the pedal is carefully marked. 
30 
1451. K&vanagh, Ignatius. Op. 12, No. 2. 
Minuetto. Grade IV. 
A thoroughly -good composition, full of the 
divine fire of genius. It is decidedly pleasing in 
content. "Choice notes ” make it equally available 
for small hands. This piece will be standard with all 
teachers once using it. 
‘ 1452. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 3. 
Little Character Sketch. Grade I. 
Beautiful, and very especially valuable as a 
genuinely. good addition to the small number of 
desirable pieces found in the first grade. Every be¬ 
ginner should learn this uniquely charming piece. 
1453. Qoerdeler, Richard. Champion 
March. Grade. IV.... 
Has the “step and go” of a good march. As is 
1.00 always the case in pieces by this composer, it is 
popular and decidedly pleasing. Makes a good 
study in octave playing in Borne of its passages. 
Six-eight time, brilliant and charming.-. 
1454. Geihel, Adam. Mignon Minuet. 
Grade IV ....>....... 
Abounds in harmonic contrasts. Pleasing mel¬ 
ody- A good study in the hand touch. This com¬ 
poser always has something to'say, and knows how 
65 to Bay it. The pupils will be advanced by the study 
, of this characteristic piece, and will enjoy its study. 
1456. Qoerdeler, Richard, Etude Waltz. 
Grade V ... .. 
40 A delightful dance waltz by this popular writer. 
WillJbe a great favorite with pupils and teachers. 
Clear-cut phrases, and full of pleasing content. 
1466. Streabbog, L’. Paul and Virginia, 
76 Waltz, Grade’. I..... 
A very simple waits adapted for piano and organ. 
The pise* has been revised and edited by Chas. W., 
IAndos. It is an excellent composition as a very first- 
’ piece for beginners. 
65 
1467. Handel, O. F. Sarabande. Grade III. 
One of H&hdel’s moat tuneful piecesthe.harmonies 
are quite simple. The execution possesses no diffi¬ 
culty whatever. This piece will answer for an excel¬ 
lent introduction for more, difficult contrapuntal 
study. 1 
1.00 ; 
1468. GOerdeler, Richard. Enterprise 
Polka, Grade III.... 
This piece is a bright and attractive parlor com¬ 
position. litres been dedicated, by permission, to Mr. 
Jos. Pulitzer, publisher of the ifew York World. 
1459. Josie Macdoneil, June Polka. 
Grade III.....*,... 
An excellent dance composition, affording at the 
20 same time a little .practice In. scale and arpeggio play- 
lng. The rhythm is very clear and the composition Is 
easy to comprehend.by the average player. 
1460. Low, Jos. Slumber Song. Grade II. 
This is an admirable teaching composition, finely 
edited by Hamilton C. Macdougall, and is really a 
gem of its kind. 
60 
1461. Patrick, t H: W. Sequoia Gavotte. 
Grade m.................. ..... 
! Thih composition was selected to. represent at. the 
or Fair inChicago the musical.talent of California. The 
~ composition, while it is not difficult, possesses great 
originality, forwhlch the composer was duly .honored. 
26 1462. Qoerdeler, Rioh. My Alpine Love. 
I alte song, ontl papular crdeiy.wtthApleaaini; 
melody—endlngwith the holdrio—similar .to that 
heard in the Sines mountains. For a soprano voice. 
THE ETUDE J35 
...|*o CHORAL SOCIETIES. 
JL JS5L I am instructed to dispose of all the music (Choruses 
Bfl A W THIB® SEASON, and Musical Works) of the Bridgeport Choriu Society, 
^ 1893-4. to close its affairs; A list of the music with prices will 
•jp <prtipwiriV:|'TS*fi| be furnished on application. : 
- B A. J. WILKINS, Secretary, 
“%Jstory of Music,’’ “Famous Symphonies,” “Stahat Mater,” > Bridgeport, Ct. 
“ Oratorios and Their Writers,” “ Beethoveniana,” ** Bichsrd Wagner’s  ----—.—■ ' ■ .. . , ~ •‘-a- 
Heroines,” “ American Music, Past, Present, and Future,” etc., etc. _ TT. t» ^ 
For terms and dates address FREDERICK W. ROOT, 
FREDERIC DEAN, A. Iff., 
IN EUROPE 
No. 9 East 17th Street, New York. . . 
____ DURING SEASON 1893-94. 
IQADAE9E A. PUPIM PIANO CONVERSATIONS. 
_ Miss Amy Fay desires to announce that she is ready to receive en- 
wnx AOCKPT kkoxsbhknts FOB BBOHAia on xhb gagemente lor riano Conversations next season. Wm Fay promises 
. „T_ i rvr\ fine programmes, selected from the best works of both classic and 
NEW JANaO K-EYdUAKD. modern composers, andembracing a wide field of musical literature. 
She is in the habit of prefacing each piece with short comments, 
Permanent Address, 84 Broad Street, Elisabeth, N. «T. bfoaraphiMl of the composer or descriptive of the composition, 
' ' mKinh w^wirj<4- a1 aaw 4n fmanwhnJw mhAn nlntiiui rTVK-ma H nnnnflMn 
NEW YORK VOCAL INSTITUTE, 
97 Fifth Avenue, New York. 
FRANK HERBERT TUBBS, Musical Director. 
- — 
This School for Singers has original ideas. All teachers use the 
is that arranged by Mr. Tubbs. 
Emil Behnke, and Wm. Shakes] peare, of London, and Antonio San- 
giovanni, of Milan. Since the Institute began, no pupil has failed 
to make good progress. Ton, if a student, would do the same- So 
would your Mena. 
At present, students prefer New York tut a centre for study. One 
becomes educated by association in a large city. Our students are 
found comfortable hoarding-placee.' Can yon have one or two terms 
in New.York.this year? Perhaps, when prepared, yon would teach 
or sing professions^,—thus psying a return. Ir interested, send 
for full circulars. They tell of Method, Classes, Teachers, location, 
etc. Addrewraa above. 
i  
Y u < sOT 
ill  
»' .  
  
Madams Pupin gives her Recitals with a brief Lecture en the Ad¬ 
vantages and Possibilities of the New Keyboard. Specially adapted 
for Schools and Conservatories of Music. Highest testimonials and 
press notices. Send for circular. 
which render it clear to everybody when played. Theseconversa¬ 
tions ” are heartily enjoyed by audiences, and serve to bring them 
into a pleasant personal relation with both the pianiste and the 
mnsic, and are a great attmulus to musical students. Address, 
MISS AMT PAT, 
S3 West 31st Street, • . New Tork. 
DANA’S musical institute HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
M3EB. W. IB. MATHEWS 
(240 Wabash Ave., Chicago) 
respectfully gives notice that he will devote a limited time to students 
in Mason’s Technics, or in the higher art of pianoforte playing generally. 
Address as above. Terms 84 per hour, orW.SO per half hour. 
Engagements must be made In advance. 
ALN33 CONSERVATORY ON* MUSIC, 
WARREN, OHIO. 
One of the oldest and most Influential Schools of Music in North 
America. Catalogues free. 
OTNIUS li'JA. Setmtety. 
SfATOARD: WOISS. 
XIasta’s FuAcncAX. Qa&uony............. ..... @2 Ob- 
Baha’s PKAoncAi. Thoboush Bass........... 1 0® 
Th «c Art 07 ••••••••• •••*••• »■«••■•••••*••*•••*••••••••••*•*••*« 76 
Nationai School fob Gohhbt;. 2 6® 
PBOOBBSSIVB SlUPIBS FOB TlOIdH.......... •BksIs 1 Oi 
Aitfaea the Publishers, 
©ANA’S MUBICAli INSTITOT*, 
WARREN, OHIO. 
@83 Souris. 3@tk«. S'tr'oe'fc# 
PHILADELPHIA. 
LESSONS BY MAIM In Harmony, Counterpoint, and Composition. 
FOR MUSIC PUPILS. 
PRICE SO CENTS. 
This new bookjs a great advance on anything hereto¬ 
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and 
easily understood presentation of every writable thing 
in the notation of mnsic. The book abounds in new 
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every im¬ 
portant subject is treated from so many sides that even 
the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under 
consideration. It is thorough, clear in explanations 
and helps, and particularly practical in the directness 
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pnpil 
who faithfully works out its exercises will be a correct 
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal. 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
EASY METHOD 
OR THE PIANOFORTE 
_A. ROMMEL. 
FEIC1! @1.0#® 
This Beginners’ Instruction Book is a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been 
tested for years in actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire. 
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult, 
nothing dull. 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BURST, 
Teacher of the 
ORGAN — AND — PIANOFORTE 
. 3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
students studying for the profession. 0 
WfflTLBE RUEDIGER 
FROM OlETtTVrATVTr, 
Concert Pianist and Lecturer 
OH THE 
JANKO KEYBOARD. 
Studied the invention privately with the inventor in Dresden. 
Frftulein Mathilde Buediger desire-, to announce that she will receive 
engagements for Lecture Kecitals and Concerts on the Janko Keyboard; 
(also to collegers, conservatories, musical associations, etc. 
\ Address: Moiiic Hall Building, Boom 24, Boston, Mass. 
V-Private lessons as well aa in classes to professional pianists, organists, 
advanced students. 
Fraulein Bnediger’s modified fingering a specialty. She Is the one 
musician in this country with the longest experience on this remarkable 
invention. 
Finest testimonials and excellent critics from Boston as weU as from 
abroad. 
edward Baxter ■ e»ejh>r.’2’, 
Gonqert Pianist and Lecturer 
LsctureEsdtels at Schools and Musical Societies a Specialty. 
Address: Care Ditson & Co., 463 Washington St., Boston. 
Mr. Perry makes an annual Western tour from October 1st to the 
holidays, and a Southern trip in January and February. Engage¬ 
ments in the Eastern States daring the spring months. 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, ; 
TENOR AMO INSTRUCTOR 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian 
Methods. 
Studio, 8 Euclid Ave., - CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy. 
JAMES :M.: p?BACY, 
LEIP8IO AND WEIMAR, IBS9-02 
PIANIST,TEACHEIt, ANp WRITER. 
—TEBMB;. 
860.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. 830,00 for twenty half-hoar lessons. 
.' Annans: 
37 Fort Avenue, or Chlckering's, 162 Tranent St., BOSTON. 
MR. PERLEE V; JERVIS, 
TELA.C?Ii:3BIt CMF* OFOBTE 
---AJ«>—- 
ESASC f’S. “ TOUCH AND TECMNSC.” 
Studio 8, Carnegie Music Ball, 1 Tuesday 
. Ifew xorh, y and Friday. 
141 Montague 8t„ N«^^»*>}M^g^^d8^rday. 
TEACHERS WANTED 
for every department of Instruction by the Southern Educational 
Bureau, Memphis, Tenn. Large number of vacancies reported from 
the best schools of the South and Southwest. 
^[Tivain .^rn’7 
^mt;< 
Dr. EbenTounde. OF iiSUS!G.c,c£“,’”- 
The Leading Conservatory of America. 
In addition to its unequaled musical advantages 
exceptional opportunities are also provided for the 
study of ©locution, the Fine Arts, and 
Modems Languages. The admirably 
equipped Home affords a safe and inviting resi¬ 
dence for lady students. Calendar Free. 
FRANK W. HALE, Oen’l Manager, 
Franklin Square, Boston, Maes. 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed $800. 
Terms begat Sept. 19, Jan. 8, and April A * 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. mam, Dir©©!©®1, 
OB&SL1H, OHIO. 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
MI ABIDE, MICHI8A1L 
A First-Class Mntsieal Ediaeatlom Faranished. 
A Faculty of Fx^evleneed fEA®EEB8. 
XtaeeptlMKB Aclvafcttages for KtariAg. Knsle. 
School Conducted to University 
Standard®. 
—-- F 
Address tor Catalogne, 
DIREOTOR. 
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Arthur f . Schmidt, 
■ IS4 TlHIOIT ST., MSTO«, BISS., 
MU SIC PU BUS HSR, 
RSI MZSXH 1H TmC 3HIMSD RASKi SOS 
Henry UtoMT, Brunswick, Germany; Edition Chanoi 
(YioUn Music), and the Vienna Conservatory 
; Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
Standard Teaching Sets for the Pianoforte 
Denee, Chas. F. Op. 12, Lea Bijoux. 
No. 1. Petite Valse. 0. (2 B)...$0 25 
2. Marche Torque. Amin. (2 B)....... 25 
;8. Rondo Villageois. F. (2B).. 35 
4. Air Y&riA F. (3 A) ...... 40 
Gurlitt, _ Op. 197. Fireside Fancies. Twelve 
=. compositions on Five Notes. (1 A). Each... 25 
No. 1. Lullaby. No. 7. Undismayed. 
2. The Good Little Girl. 8. At Play. 
©&£tS©=S3@®£3 
3. The Brave Boy. 9. In the Fields. 
4. In Dreamland. 10. The First Dance. 
5. Cheerfulness. 11. Spring Song. 
6. Tearful Moments. , 12. The Little Hero. 
Gurlitt, Cornelius. Op. 185, Six Characteristic 
Pieces in Etude Form. 
No. 1. Gavotte. (Octave Etude.) (3 C) .. 50 
2. Gapriccietto. (Etude in Thirds and 
Sixths.) (3 C)..... 60 
3. Nocturne. ’(Arpeggio Etude.) (3 B) ... 60 
4. Impromptu. (Etude for the left hand.) 
(3C).... 50 
6. Barcarole. (Trill Etude.) (3 B).. 66 
6. Scherzo. (Staccato Etude). (3 B). 60 
Kirchner, F. Op. 375. Album Leaves. Ten 
Characteristic Pieces for the Piano. 
No. 1. Serenade. (2B)  40 
2. Forget Me Not. (2 A).... 40 
3. Spring Thoughts. (2 B). 25 
4. May Bells. (2 B)... 26 
5. Pastoral. (2 ). 40 
• 6. Evening Beils. (2 B). 25 
7. Song Without Words. (2 B). 40 
8. Humoresque. (2 B).  40 
9. Autumn Song. (2 ). 26 
10. Hunting Song. (2 B)..  40 
Longo, Alex. Op. 7. 
No. 1. Song of Spring. (3 A). 40 
2. The Little Soldier. March. (2 C). 36 
3. Good Morning. (BA). 25 
4. Gavotte Facile. (3 A).. 40- 
6. Menuet Enfantin. (3 ).. ’ 40 
6. Pifferata. (3 A)... 35* 
Lynes, Frank, Op. 14. Bagatelles. Ten Melo¬ 
dious Sketches. 
No. 1. The Mill Wheel. E. (2 C)................. 26 
2. Mazurka Tyrolienne. F. (2 B).. 35 
, 3. The Hunter’s Song. F. (2 A).. 26 
4. The Harlequin. March. A. (2 B). 26 
5. Oo the Lake. Barcarolle. F. (3 A)... 35 
6. The Marionettes. Waltz. G. (1 B)..„ 35 
7. Solitude. Nocturne. G (2 B). 40 
8. Tarantella. A. min. (2 B). 40 
9. Columbine. Gavotte. G. (2 B). 25 
10. Theme and Variations. G. (2 A). 35 
Morley, Chas. Op. 99. Flowers of the Ball. 
Six easy Dances, without octaves. 
, No. 1. Tea Rose. March. (2 A). 25 
2. Jessamine. Polka. (2 A).:. 25 
3. Mignonette. Polka Mazurka. (2 A).... 25 
- 4. Maybells. Schottisehe. (2 A). 25 
5. Violet. Waltz. (2 A)... 25 
6. Pink. Galop. (2B).   25 
Morey, Fred L. Op. 34. A Summer Holiday. 
No. 1. Away to the Woods. G. (IB)........,.,. 35 
2. Mid Leafy Boughs. Waltz. C. (1 B).. -35 
3. In the Boat. G. (IB).,,...  35 
4. The Merry Dance. Galop. F. (1 B).. 36 
6. In the Swing. C. (2 A)...., 35 
Schytt4, L. Op. 76. Six Sonatinas in Modem Style. 
No. 1. In C. (2 A)...... 6k 
2. In G. (2 A)..  65 
3. InD. (2 A)... ... 65 
4. In F. (3 ). 65 
5. In C. (2 B).... 75 
6. In A minor. (3 A).;. 75 
ANY, OF THESE PIECES SENT ON SELECTION, IF DESIRED. 
Ctraded Norelty List and otber Catalogues 
sent upon application. 
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 
MUSIC TEACHERS 
By C. M. 8EFTON. ¥ ' 
Hie book contains everything for keeping Accounts 
of Music Teachers; Index; Daily Programme, a ■ page 
for each pupil; Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc 
Address publisher, 
THE®. \PBES8SSMp 
!__ _ BRW Chostaut 8L, PM8q&!$K3, Ri 
lyrow'THw tbihiq 
V® PRESERVE V 
YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE. 
>FflE ETODE BipHft 
It is simple but complete, cheap but durable, 
and beautiful in appearance. 
It has a solid wooden back, which always keeps it 
in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents. 
The copies are instantly but securely bound by the 
thin slats which run the length of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. 
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or a full year’s sub¬ 
scription, of the Etude. 
ADDRESS PUBLISHER, 
SMPIR1 COLLECTION OF PIANO MOSIC. 
I "asjlse1 instrumental pieces for the piano or organ, by favorite foreign 
and American composers. . 
Ttsis work is a gem, and contains 40 original piece*, among which 
will befound v'- 
DIXIE LAHD.................... . 6_oh ' 
FALLING LEAVES..... ". 
LEO MABCH,....f..............ZZZI^ilm^n 
OLD BLAOK JOSL...,..... BaUe 
SHEPHKBD’S MOBNING SOHO..........’.'.'.".".Blake 
And many others equally, as popular. 
Pries. Paper, Illustrated Title Page, 50 cents. 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL 
Devoted to “THE KING OF INSTBUMENTS.” 
Containsarticles and illustratlonsof vital interest to every organist 
and organ builder, the organ news Of the day, a department ofques- 
tiona and answers for students and teachers, and eight pages ol 
organ muslo. Yearly Subscription82.00(lnadvance). Samplaeepiea 
EVERETT Ei TRUETTE, 
Editor and Publisher, 
_ I4| A TREMONT ST, BOSTON, MA88 
TWO CONCERT ALBUMS 
PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS. 
THEO. PBESSEE, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Portraits of Kreat Musicians, 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00.- Postage and Tube, 10 cts. Extra.. 
“ $5.00, withi Frame, Antique Oak. 
Packed tb go by Express at purchaser's charge. 
The following are now ready:— 
BEETHOTEI MEM)ELSS0H1? M0ZAET, I 
WAGNEB, HANDEL, OHOFDf ? IISZT 
SGHUBEBT, AND HAYDN. 
OTHBBB TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor. 
Address THEO PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA, j 
THE VIOLIN WORLD. 
PRICE $7.00 EACH. 
A glance at the table of contents of these two Albums 
will show their superiority over most collections of piano 
anisic. They are foil sheet-music size, well printed on 
good paper, durably bound,'and attractively gotten up. 
The music is such as yon hear at concerts and musical ea. 
Oeateats-”Ssngert Album, Vol L Classic. 
Chopin, Op. 9, No. 2, Nocturne. 
v P_ The Skylark. 
MoeskOwski/lL, Op. 15,No. 1, Serenade. 
Hummel, J. N., Op. 62, Hondo in C. 
Mltcheson, Mary F„, Petite Berceuse. 
Kavansgh, I„ Op. £ Polonaise Antique. 
Von Wllm, N., Op. 14, No. 2, Cansonetta, 
Houseley, Henry, Dane* Antique, Bye-Gone Days. 
Bendel, Fr., Op,92, Nx-teraa * * ^ 
De Non shi. A., Op. 870, Menuet, Louia XV. 
Chopin, F., Op, 40, No. 1, Polonaise. 
Schumann, &, Op. 28, Nocturne in F. 
Rubinstein, Anton, Op. 8, No. 1, Melody in F. 
Heller, 8L,Op. 45, No. 20. Tillage Fete. 
Schumann, U., Op. 124. Slumber Song. 
Delioux, Cn., Op. 14, Marche Hoagrolss, 
Bach, Jr. 8., Lourein G. 
Bubinstein, A., Marche a la Torque. 
Beethoven, Op. 14.No.-2, Andante Celebre. ~ 
MosskowskL M.. Op. 28, No. 2, Germany. 
Chopin, F., Op. S®,No. 15, Prelude. 
Mendelssohn. Op, 62, No. 6, SpringSong. 
8cfc»berL F., Op. 78, Menuetto in B Minor. 
( Bubinstein, A^ Op. 10, Kammeanoi-Oatrow. 
Schumann, B., Op. 12, No. 2, Soaring. 
Contoats—Ssacert Album, VoL H Popular. 
Doppler, J. H„ Op. 181.1 Think of Thee. 
Mcelllng, Theo., Elfin Dance. 
Nowoozek, P^ On the Hills. 
Muller, W. A., Op. 112. No. 2, Polonaise. 
Foercter, Ad., Op. 68, Peace of Evening. 
Goeretolerj B.. Angels* Voloes. 
Getbel, A., Bohemian Melody. 
Blehl; A., Op, ULJChipolng Bella. 
Meyer.L. .Alice, vale* de Salon. 
Dorn, E., Break of Morn. 
Macforwn, W^GoMea Slumbers. 
Goerdeler, B.A' * Peasants’ Dance. 
Waddington,E., Op. 19,No. 2, In the Grove. 
Hofer, W. L- Op. EL Tar*BteUeBarlesque. 
Le Hache, W., The Sail - BoyTOrsaat. 
GoldbeckJS., Op. 12,1/Amntone Masurka. 
Goldner, W., Op. Air, Moldave Masurka. 
Gana, W.. Op. 11, words of Love. 
De Kontaki, A., Op. 869, Persian March. 
WieniawKki, H- Kuyawiak, Polish Dance. 
Sy Ill nuiua VI AJUTDi
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 I I ISf lP! A Monthly Journal published In the interests 
■"/ WlWfalll of String Instruments and their Players. Sub- 
script^on $1*00 per year ; sample eopies lO cents each.. Address Publishers ^ 
THE VIOLIlT •WORLD. 
IS EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, - - . NEW YORK. 
